COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
LEGISLATIVE JOURNAL
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 1,1994
SESSION OF 1994

178TH OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
The House convened at I 1 am., e.s.t.

THE SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE
(FRED A. TRELLO) PRESIDING
STATEMENT BY MINORITY WHIP
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair recogni~s the
gentleman, Mr. Perzel.
Mr. PERZEL. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
1 respectfully request my colleagues in this distinguished
chamber to join me today in a tribute to two firefighters who
died in the line.of duty this past weekend in Philadelphia.
John Redmond, age 41, a 17-year veteran firefighter, was a
husband and father of four ckldren in my legislative distn'ct,
Mr. Speaker. Vincent Acey, age 42, an 8-year veteran, was
also a husband and father of t h e . Both were killed as they
heroically battled the flames which destroyed the Rising Sun
Baptist Church on the afternoon of Fridav. January
- 28.. 1994.
MI. Speaker, the death of these &ant men will be
mourned by many, including family, friends, and neighbors. I
ask the members of this House to join me in the following
prayer entitled "A Fireman's Prayer" thoughts, I am sure,
which were on the minds of these two courageous young
firefighters as they entered the burning church:

-

When I am called to duty, God, wherever flames may
rage, give me the strength to save some life, whatever be its
age-l want to fill my calling and give the best in me; to
guard my every neighbor and protect his property. And if,
according to Your will, I have to lose my life, please bless
with Your protecting hand my children and my wife.
,
community will not forget these men, nor
Mr. S ~ a k e rtheir
will their fellow firefighters. As an elected Representative from
the city of Philadelphia, I ask each of you lo remember John
Redmond and Vincent Acey in your prayers here this morning
as herws forever. 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair thanks the
eentleman. I am sure every member of the House will join
them in prayers for their families

-

PRAYER
REV. CLYDE W. ROACH, Chdplplain of the House of
Representatives, from Wanisburg, Pennsylvania, offered the
following prdyer:

No. 8

Let us pray:
Our Father, our God, we remember at this moment John
and Vincent and bow in humble submission to Your will, their
homegoing. Protect, bless, and keep these dear families.
And, 0 God, we thank You for the privilege of living in UK
best State and Nation in the world. You have given us fields
and forests; You have given us level plains; You have given us
food and clothing, given us shelter fmm the storms and rains.
you showed your power in the fires and floods, the
earthquakes and hunicanes, and though, 0 Father, we Q not
know exactly wha! You were saying, we somehow believe that
youwere in the midst
not only
yourpower
and yourmight but also yourgrace and yourlove,
We recall how You spoke and quieted tbe waves and the
a;,
how you said, "peace be still," and all around became
peaceful and tranquil,
speak to us, 0 ~~~d G ~ that
Q we may hear your
voice
qicken to serve and obey yo,,, for it is in ywr dear name we
pray. A
~
~
~
.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
m e Pledge of Allegiance was recited by members and
visitors.)

JOURNAL APPROVAL POSTPONED
The SPEAKER pm tempore. Without objection, the
approval of the Journal of Monday, January 31, 1994, will be
postponed until printed. The Chair hears no objection

HOUSE BILLS
INTRODUCED AND REFERRED
By Representatives REBER, JAROLIN,
NO.2494
TRELLO, E. Z. TAYLOR, DALEY, BOYES, SCHULER
and HENNESSEY
An Act amending Title 68 (Real and Personal Property) of the
PennsylvaniaConsolidatedStatutes, further providing forremedies

and for association records.

Referred to Committee on CONSUMER AFFAIRS,
Februa~y1, 1994.
By Representatives JOSEPHS, ROBINSON,
SIETLER, MIHALICH, LAUB, DENT, CURRY, S m A ,
CARN, L. I. COHEN, FAJT, MANDERINO, RUDY,

No. 2496
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HARLEY, LINTON, STEELMAN, ROEBUCK,
WILLIAMS, DeWEESE and JAMES

KUKOVICH, LAWLESS, TRELLO, FAJT, BAKER,
HENNESSEY, THOMAS and TOMLINSON

An Act amending Title 20 (Decedents, Estates and Fiduciaries)
of the Pennsylvania Consolidated Statutes, repealing provisions
relating to advanced health care directives for pregnant women.

An Act amending the act of March 10, 1949 (P.L.30, No.14).
known as the Public School Code of 1949, further providing for
school building construction costs.

Referred to Committee on HEALTH AND WELFARE,
February 1, 1994.

Referred to Committee on EDUCATION, February 1,1994.
By Representatives HANNA, BELARDI,
GORDNER, COLAIZZO, STISH, TIGUE, MARKOSEK,
LAUB, TRUE, BAKER, COY, VEON, MELIO, FAJT,
JOSEPHS, GERLACH, LYNCH, DeLUCA, P m S ,
BIRMELIN, BELFANTI, KING, E. Z. TAYLOR, MUNDY,
STERN. CURRY, STABACK, ARMSTRONG,
TOMLINSON and GEIST

No. 2503

By Representatives SERAFIM, COY,
No. 2497
ROBERTS, CESSAR, TRELLO, CAWLEY, STERN,
DURHAM, CIVERA, LAUGHLIN, HASAY, TOMLINSON
and KING
An Act amending the act of August 14, 1991 (P.L.342. No.36),
known as the Lunery Fund Preservation Act, deleting annuities
from the defmition of "income."

to

on AGING AND

w

An Act amending the act of April 12, 1951 (P.L.90, No.21),
known as the Liquor Code, reenacted and amended June 29,1987
(P.L.32, No.14). providing for warnings for pregnant women.

Febru-

aly 1,1994.

Referred to Committee on LIQUOR CONTROL. Febmary 1, 1994.

By Representatives SERAFINI, CESSAR,
TREUO, CIVERA, HASAY and LAUGHLIN

No. 2498

By Representatives HANNA, KREBS,
No. 2504
MASLAND, LLOYD, GORDNER, HUTCHINSON,
FARGO, CLARK, FAIRCHILD, SATHER, BAKER, COY,
VEON, LYNCH, GODSHALL, CARONE, McCALL,
BELFm,
KING, S, Ii, sMm
and MEm

An Act amending the act of June 13, 1967 (P.L.3 1, No.ZI),
known as the Public Welfare Code, providing for home intravenous drug therapy services.

Referred to Committee on HEALTH AND WELFARE,
February 1, 1994.

An Act amendingthe act ofMay 17, 1929 (P.L.1798, No.591).
referred to as the Forest Reserves Municipal Financial Relief Law,
increasing the amount paid by the Commonwealth.

By Representatives P E T R A R ~ ~MERRY,
,
N~.
2499
OLASZ, BIRMELIN, DAI,EY, STABACK and
VAN HORNE

Referred to Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT,
February 1, 1994.

An Act amending the act of March 4. 1971 (P.L.6, No.?),
known as the Tax Reform Code of 1971, providing for the
increase of personal income tax and resulting increased revenues
for school districts; and requiring school districts to make
corresponding reductions in real property tax rates.

Referred to Committee on FINANCE, February 1, 1994.

No. 2501
By Representatives MUNDY, VEON,
GIGLIOTI'I. BAKER, GORDNER, SANTONI, TRELLO,
SAYLOR, LEVDANSKY, BEBKO-JONES, OLASZ,
ROBERTS, RUDY, PRESTON, WILLIAMS, COLAIZZO,
MELIO, DeLUCA, LAUB, MANDERINO, ROONEY,
PISTELLA. MERRY, ROBINSON, KELLER, STETLER,
HENNESSEY, COY, KING, FAJT, COLAFELL4
D. W. SNYDER, CORRIGAN. RUBLEY. JOSEPHS,
STERN, STABACK and LEDERER
An Act requiring the Department of Public Welfare to expand
the administration of the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance
Program to alleviate home heating crises.

Referred to Committee on HEALTH AND WELFARE,
February 1, 1994.

No. 2502

By Representatives HANNA, COLAFELLA,
CESSAR, CARONE, CAWLEY, PRESTON, CURRY,
GERLACH, LEH, PETRARCA, VAN HORNE,

(

By Representatives STEELMAN, KKEBS,
NO.2505
LLOYD, GOWNER, RUDY, BAKER, HANN.4,
MARKOSEK, COLAIZZO, SANTONI. YEWCIC. BUSH.
TRELLO and FAIRCHILD
An Act providing for the establishment and implementation of

b

farm safety education programs and for farm safety education
grants; conferring powers and duties on the Department of
Agriculture; and making an appropriation.

Referred to Committee on AGRICULTURE AND RURAL
AFFAIRS, February 1, 1994.

No. 2506
By Representatives SCHULER, KREBS,
HERSHEY, STABACK, BARLEY, HENNESSEY,
MILLER, GERLACH, BROWN, CLYMER, ZUG, LYNCH
and SATHER

I

An Act amending Title 75 (Vehicles) of the Peunsylvania
Consolidated Statutes, providing for stopping at posted cattle

Referred to Committee on TRANSPOKTA'I1ON, Febmary 1, 1994.

I
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uniform of a Philadelphia fuefighter ...? He was a very good
father and a good husband, a family man, and he was an exceptional firefiuhterll
Vincent Acey dedicated 8 112 years to the city of Philadelphia.
He leaves a wife of 17 years, Edith; two sons, Vincent, 25, and
Maurice, 22; and a daughter, Kimberly, 15; and his parents, Lolita
White and Jefferson Acey.
Firefighter John Redmond was the quintessential public
I Servant.
A fueman slncr 1977. Juhn was a devoted fam~lyman who, as
.&I) Act ~ ~ t t u l ~ Jtl~e
l n yact i l l August 6 . I9')I ( P I . 326. N.1.33,.
a ruchartstlc tnrnlster at St. Matthew's C'hwch m Representat~vc
known sr the Agr~iulturcanJ Kural Y.,uth I)evclopment Act,
Perlcl's dlstrlct, sttll ictund rtmc lo pursue a degree in psychology
turther nr.,\~Jlndidr iunJ~ndul' uran~c.
at Holy Family College.
Upon graduation from grade school, John left Philadelphia to
Referred to Committee on AGRICULTURE AND RURAL
enter a seminary in New York State to study for the priesthood
AFFAIRS, February 1, 1994.
during his college years. But fuefighting and the love of his life,
his wife Kathy, interrupted those plans.
No. 2509
By Representatives RUDY, COLAFELLA,
One friend described this tragedy best: "I was shocked by his
death, but not surprised by his courage."
JOSEPHS, DRUCE, C o r n , FAIRCHILD, HENNESSEY,
John Redmond is survived by his wife, Kathy; daughters,
TOMLINSON, PRESTON, LEH and WILLIAMS
Katie, Brigid, and Nora; and by a son, John, 11.
speak& of the unique character of those men, Captain
An Act amending Title 75 (Vehicles) of the Pennsylvania
William Schweizer explained what it takes to be a fuefighter:
Consolidated Statutes, further providing for the confidentiality of
"Somebody who can face tragedy every day and then go home and
Department of Transportation records; and providing for excepstill tend to their kids and family and still see the brighter side of
tions and for penalties.
life. They have to be willing to help people when it's required and
see the downside and tragedy and sadness of life, but then again,
Referred to Committee on TRANSPORTATION, Febmbe able to rise above that when you go home with your family."
ary 1, 1994.
Vincent Acey and John Redmond will not go home to their
families anymore.
MI. Speaker, I know the thoughts and prayers of this House go
REMARKS SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD
out to these fuefiphters and their families todav.
h
Church
Mr. ~peaker,~pari&ionersat the Rising ~ u Baptist
The SPEAKER
tempre' The Chair recognizes the
held services at another church on Sunday. A parishioner, Hattie
gentleman, Mr. McGeehan.
Brown, speaks for many of her fellow parishioners and indeed for
many of us:
Mr. McGEEHAN. Thank you. Mr. Speaker.
"The fuefighters had children; that's what really hurts me."
Mr. Speaker, I want to join with Representative P e m l in
"They were doing it to save our church."
honoring those firefighters and ask that my remarks be
"We can always build another building."
Mr. Speaker, I ask that at the conclusion of remarks we
submitted for the r e c o d please.
observe a moment of silence for these hun brave fuefighters and
SPEAKER pro tempore.
chair thanks the gentleask that we keep fuefighter Walter Jackson, who was critically
man.
burned in that same fue, in our prayers today.
By Representatives SCHULER, COY,
KING, NICKOL, PESCI, HERSHEY, GEIST, SAYLOR,
ZUG, FAIRCIIIL,D, KREBS, CLARK. IIENNESSEY,
BARLEY, MNI'LAND, FLEAGLE, SATHER,
ARMSTRONG, ALLEN, MILLER, PIlTS, B. SMITH,
STERN, GERLACH and BAKER

No. 2507

I

me

ne

Mr. McGEEHAN submitted the following remarks for the
Legislative Journal:
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, this is a profoundly sad day in Philadelphia.
As 1 s ~ e a ktwo
. Philadelohia firefinhters are being laid to rest
after saciificing their lived in a fire-at the Rising-sun Baptist
Church in Philadelphia last Friday.
Mr. Speaker, it is taken for granted when we pick up the
receiver on our phone and dial 9 f i that help will arrive. ~ u we
t
rarely think of the daily dangers and the countless 91 1 calls that
our police and firefighters face every day.
Tragically, it only has meaning when one of these courageous
public servants loses their life that we begin to focus on how
demanding and how dangerous their jabs really are. And it is only
then that we acknowledge how unpartant these heroes are to our
own safety and well-being.
Mr. Speaker, when the bell rang at the firehouses of Vincent
Acey and John Redmond, they responded as they always have,
without hesitation.
What was different on Friday, January 28, was that they would
never return to the firehouse and would never rehlrn to their
families
auain.
~..----~
To know firefighter Vincent Acey is to hear his colleagues
remember him to the Philadelphia Daily News. "Vincent Acey
was certainly one of that breed of special people who resist fear
and forsake their own safety for others."
His captain remembered him: "Vince showed up at the
firehouse even if it was his day off. He was proud to wear the
~

~

I

LEAVES OF ABSENCE
The SPEAKER pro tempre. The Chair recognim the
gentleman, Mr. Steighner, for leaves of absence.
Mr. STEIGHNER Thank you Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I have n o leaves to report at this time.
The SPEAKER om temuore. The Chair thanks the gentleman.
The gentleman, Mr. P e m l , likewise has no leaves of
absence to report.

MASTER ROLL CALL

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair is about to take the
master mll. The members will proceed to vote.
The following roll call was recorded:
PRESENT-200
Fargo

h&

Sather

Lynsh
Mutlaod
M n o

Saumyo

Allen
Awll

F m
Fee
Fichw

Armstmug

Fleagle

Muhk

Acm
Adolph

sw

SEh&
khulcr
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Bani&

~ l o m s
Bslurli

Belfantl
Birmelio
Bishcp
Blsum

Bayas
B m
Bunt
Bldhik
&at00
C.ltagimoe
c.ppbianw
cam
Camnc
Cawley
Cesslr
Chdwick
Civaa
Clarlr
Clyma
C o b . L. I.
Cohen, M.
Colafella
C o l ~
Cooti
Cod1
-gao
Cowdl
coy
curry
Ddey
DcLuca

oempv
Den1

w

Donrrucn
Drua
DUIh
Egolf
E V W

Fairchild
Fajt

Flick
Freomsa
Gamble
Cannon
Gei*
George
Gedach
Oiglioni
Gl.desk
Godsh.ll
Oonlner
Gruifzs
G
w
Halush
Hms
Harley
Hswy
Hennessey
Herman
Herahey
Hess
Hughes
Hutshinson
ltkio

Iadlowis
lames
Jmlin
J ~ h s
Kaiser
KaWic

Keller
Keoney
King
Kirfdand
Krebs
KuLavich
LaGmtb
Laub
Laughlia
Lawless
Ledner

Lee
Leh
Leswvilz

Lwdansky

M~Ndly
Melio

men^
Michlovic
Micwzis
MiUieh
Miller
Mu*
Nailor
Nickol
Nyse
O'Brien
Olpe
Oliver
P d
Pesci

Pdnrss
Pdrone
Pmil
Phillip
Piccola
Pislella
Pins
Platts
Pmshn
Raymond
Reber
Rnoard
Richardson
Rieger
Rim
Robert.
Rabinran
Rabuck
Rohrer
Rmney
Rubley
Rudy
Ryan
Santoni

Lloyd

Scrimenti
Semi
hfini
Sndlh, B.
Sndlh. S. H.
Snyder. D.W.
Staback
Stain
Steelnvo
steighner

Sfdl

Stero
Slecler
Stish
Slrittrmner
Slurla
Surra
TaaW
Taylor, E. Z.
Taylor, J.
Thomas
Tipe
Todinson
Trello
Trish

True
Tulli
Uliana
Vance
van Horn
vwn
Vilali
Washingtoo
Wsugh
Williams
Wwan
Wceniak
Wright, D. R
Wrighl, M. N.
Yandrisevils
ywns
zug

DeWeese,
Speaker

NOT VOTING4
EXCUSED-I
Bud3

LEAVES ADDED-2
Raymond

Wuhington

CALENDAR

-

On the question,
Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration?
Bill was agreed to.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. This bill has been considered W
on three different days and agreed to and is now on final
passage.
The question is, shall the bill pass finally?
Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas
and nays will now be taken.
YEAS-200
Aeosta
Adolph
Allen
Arsall
AmLsZmog
Baker
Barley
bllislo
Bebkc-Jones
Belardi
Belfanli
Birmelin
Bishop
Blaum
BOP
Bmwn
Bunt
Butkovilz
BMn
Caltagirone
Capp~bisncs
Cam
Carone
Cawley
Cessar
Chadwick
Civera
Clark
Clymer
Cohen, L. I.
Coheo. M.
Colafelllls
Colaioa
Cooti
Cornell
Conigan
Cowell
coy
Curry
Ddey
DeLuca

Ao Act amending the act of July 15, 1957 (P.L.901, No.399),
known as the Optional Third Class City Charter Law, further
providing for form of government.

Fargo
Fanner
Fee
Fichler
Fleagle
Flick
Freeman
Gamble
Gsnnoo
Geist
Gmrgs
Gedach
Ggliotti
Gladeck
Gadshall
Gordoer

Gruifza
G~FP
Halush
Haona
Harley
Hasay
Hemessey
Herman
Hnshey
Hess
Hughes
Hutchinson
Ilkin
Jadlowiec
James
Jarolin

losepbs
Kaiser
Kssunis
Keller
Keoney
King
Kirkland

Krebs

=Jew=Y

Dent
D
~
Dond"~ci
Druce
Durham

The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 2337,
PN 2914, entitled:

FEBRUARY 1

Egolf
Evans
Fairchild
Fajl

Y

Kukovish
LaOmtta
Laub
bughlin
Lawless
Ledera

Lee
Leh
kovilz

Lwdansky

Lsyk
Lyoch
Mailland
Msnderillo
Msrkosek
Mamiso
Maslsod
Mayermk
McCall
McGeehan
McNally
Melio
Mrrry
Michlovic
M i d e
Mihalish
Miller
Mundy
Nailor
Nickol
NYO'Brieo
Olasr.
Oliver
Peml
Pesci
Pmrca
Pdrone
Pettll
Phillips
Piccola
Piraella
Pins
Plans
Presto0

Raymond
Reber
Reioard
Richardson
Rqer
Riner
Robnts
Rdinson
Rabusk
Rohrer
Rmney
Rubley
Rudy
Ryan
Santoni

Lloyd

NAYS4
NOT VOTING-0

Saylor
%hem
Schuler
Scrimenti
%-el
Senfini
Smith. 8.
Smith, S. H.
Snyder, D. W.
Staback
Stain
Steelman
Steighner

Steil
Stem
Staler
Stish
Slritlmaller
Sturla
surra
Tanpetti
Taylor, E. 2,.
Taylor, 1.

Thomas
Tigue
Tadioson
Trello
Trich
True
Tulli
Uliana
Vsnce
Van Home
vwn
Vilali
Washingloo
Waugh
Williams
WWPO
w&iak
Wright, D. R
Wriahl. M. N.

w
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I still intend to vote in favor of HB 1957. Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
The SPEAKER pm tempre. The Chair thanks the gentleman.

The majority required by the Constitution having voted in
the affirmative, the question was determined in the affirmative
and the bill passed finally.
Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for
concurrence.

On the question recurring,
S M I the bill pass finally?
The SPEAKER pm tempre. Agreeable to the pmvisions
of the Constitution, the yeas and nays will now be taken.
YEAS-180

The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 1957,
PN 3077, entitled:
An Act amending the act o f December 7, 1982 (P.L.784,
No.225). known as the Dog Law, further providing for applications for licenses and fees, for kennels, for licenses and transfers,
for out-of-State kennel licenses. applications, fees and prohibitions, for sellmg, bartering or trading dogs, and for enforcement
and inspection; providing for revocation, suspension and refusal
of licenses, and for notice requiring examination of dog by
veterinarian; and making repeals.

On the question,
Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration?
0111 was agreed to.
The SPEAKER pm tempore. This bill has been considered
on three different days and agreed to and is now on final
passage.
The question is, shall the bill pass finally?
Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas
and n a p will now be taken.
(Members proceeded to vote.)

VOTE STRlCKEN
The SPEAKER pm tempore. The Chair recognizes the
gentlema Mr. Smith. For what purpose does the gentleman
rise?
The clerk will strike the vote.
The gentleman is in order.
Mr. B. SMITH. I would like to comment on the bill, Mr.
Speaker.
The SPEAKER pm tempore. I'he gentleman is in order and
may proceed.
Mr. B. SMITH. Mr. Speaker, I rise in support of HB 1957,
but 1 want to call the attention of the Republican members to
a pmvision in the bill which was covered in caucus, but many
members were not in caucus.
HB 1957 has a provision in it that gives the Department of
Agriculture the ability to set dog license fees for a 3-year
period. This was a compmmke worked out in that the original
hill did not have that provision, so after 3 years the Department of Agriculture will lose the ability to set the fees and it
will reven back to the legislature, unless another statute
changes the law again. But I wanted the Republican members
especially to be aware of that pmvision.

Acosla

~dolph
Allen
Arpll
m m n g
Baker
Barley
Bsltislo
Bebko-Joow
Belardi
Belfanti
Bishoo
Blaum
Bmw,,
Bunt
Butkwilz
Buxtoo
Calta@mne
Cappabianca
Cam
Caroae
Cswley
Cesssr
Chadwick
Civen
Clark
Clymer
Cohen. L. I.
Cohen. M.
Colafella
Colain0
Cooti
Cornell
Co",y.o
Cowell
COY
Cuny
Daley
DeLuca
D e w
Dm1
D e d y
Donshlcci
Druce
Durham

Egolf
Evaos
Fairchild
Fajt
Farmer
Fee
Fichter
Flick
Freeman
Gamble
Gannon
Geisl
George
Odsch
Giglidti
Gladeck
Godshall
Gordner
GmiIm
GNFW
Halush
Ham
Hadey
Hanay
Henoesvy
Hermsn
Henhey
Hess
Hughes
ltkin
James
Jarolin
Josephs
Kwnis
Keller
Keoney
Kirkland
Krebs
Kukovich
laGm
Laub
Lavghlin
tederer
Lee
Leh
LesxWitz

Lcvd~sky
Lloyd
hcyk

Lynch
Manderino
MPrlrosek
Marslso
Masland
Msyernik
McCall
MsGeehan
McNallv
Melio
MW
Michlovlc
M i d e
Mihalich
Milla
Mundy
~ a i b
NF
WBrien
OIm
Oliver
Penel
Pdms

Petmne
Penit
Phillips
Piccola
Pidells
Pins
Reston
Raymond
Reba
Reinad
Richardson
Rieger
RiW
Roberts
Robinson
Roebuck
Rohrer
Raaney
Rubley

NAYS-19
Kaiw
King
Lawless
Maitland
Nickol

Pessi
Pl&
Saylor
Smith, S. H
Stish

NOT VOTING-1

Rudy
Ryaa
Saatwi
Salher
Sa-o
Scheetz
Sshuler
Scrimenti
SRnmel

Sentimi
Smith, B.
Snyder. D. W.
Gbrsk

Stairs
Steelma0

Std&a
Stkl
Stem
%la

Strittmalla
Sturla

sm

Taylor, E. Z.
Taylor, J.
mow
Tomlinmn
Trello
Tricb
Tnx
Tulli
Uliaoa
Vmce
Van Home
Vmn
ViWi
W.shin&n
Williams
Wog~n
Wright, D. R
YandrisRllb
Ywcic

zu%
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The majority required by the Constitution having voted in
the affirmative, the question was determined in the affirmative
and the bill passed finally.
Ordered That the clerk present the same to the Senate for
concurrence.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman is in order and
may proceed.
Mr. VITALI. Mr. Speaker, the bill we are dealing with
deals with the improvement of the budget process.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Will the gentleman please
suspend. The amendment has not been circulated yet. While
the amendment is being circulated, the Chair will take care of
some other matters.

LIQUOR CONTROL COMMITTEE MEETING

SENATE MESSAGE

7he SPEAKER pro tempore. For what purpose does the
gentleman, Mr. Cam, rise?
Mr. C A M . Mr. Speaker, to announce a committee
meeting.
I would like to announce a meeting of the Liquor Control
Committee immediately following the recess in 39E.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair thanks the gentle-

ADJOURNMENT RESOLUTION
FOR CONCURRENCE

BILLS ON THIRD
CONSIDERATION CONTINUED
Tbe House proceeded to third considemtion of HB 2396,
PN 3011, entitled:

On the question,
Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration?
Mr. WALI offered the following amendment No. A0268:
Amend Title, page 1, line 2, by striking out "and" where it
appears the second time
Amend Title, page 1, line 4, by removing the period after
"Budget" and inserting
; and providing for an unlawful practice.
Amend Bill, page 6, by inserting between lines 14 and 15
Section 8. Unlawful practice.
(a) Unlawful practice.-The Legislative Initiative Program
is hereby abolished and declared unlawful. The executive branch
or any agency thereof shall not allow the legislative branch to
exercise discretion over funds for legislative initiatives. No
disbursements shall be made for legislative initiatives.
(b) Penalty.-A violation of this section shall constitute a
misdemeanor of the thud degree.
(c) Definition$.-As used in this section, the following
words and phrases shall have the meanings given to them in this
subsection:
"Legislative Initiative Program." The program whereby
funds are informally earmarked in the Commonwealth's budget for
grants, commonly referred to as WAM grants, for community
projects to be awarded at the discretion of the leadership of the
General Assembly.
"Legislative initiatives." Grants awarded pursuant to the
Legislative Initiative Program.
Amend Sec. 8, page 6, line 15, by striking out "8" and
inserting
9
On the question,
Will the House agree to the amendment?

4

The clerk of the Senate, being introduced, presented the
following exUact from the Journal of the Senate, which was
read as follows:

man.

Ah Act requiring executive agencies to prepare and submit
strategic plans, performance plans and performance reports; and
imposing additional powers and duties on the Office of the

d

I

In the Senate
January 31, 1994
RESOLVED, (the House of Representatives concurring), That
when the Senate adjourns tbis week it reconvene on Monday,
February 7. 1994, unless sooner recalled by the President Pro
Tempore of the Senate; and be it further
RESOLVED, That when the House of Representatives
adjourns this week it reconvene on Monday, February 7, 1994,
unless sooner recalled by the Speaker of the House of Representatives.

1

O r d e r 4 Thai the clerk present the same to the House of
Representatives for its concurrence.
On the question,
Will the House concur in the resolution of the Senate?
Resolution was concurred in.
Ordered That the clerk inform the Senate accordingly.

CONSIDERATION OF HB 2396 CONTINUED
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair recognizes the
gentleman, Mr. Geist.
Mr. GEIST. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
In response to inquiries by a few of ow members, this
amendment has not been caucused on, and I would request that
the majority leader pass over it. We are going to caucus at 1
o'clock. At that time we can address this amendment.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman requested time
to caucus on the amendment.

BILLS REPORTED FROM COMMITTEES,
CONSIDERED FIRST TIME, AND TABLED

HE 1520, PN 3142

(Amended)

By Rep. COWELL

An Act amending the act of March 10, 1949 (P.L.30, Na.14),
known as the Public School Code of 1949, providing for pupils

who are unable, because of observance of a religious holiday, to
attend classes.
EDUCATION.

w
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By Rep. COWELI,
HB 1521, PN 3143 (Amended)
An Act amending the act o f July 17, 1961 (P.L.776, No.341),
known as the Pennsylvania Fair Educational Opportunities Act,
further providing for unfair educational practices.

By Rep. BLAUM
HB 1701, PN 1969
An Act establishing the Statewide Independent Living Council;
providing for the powers and duties of the council; providing for
a State plan for the provision of services to people with disabilities:. .orovidlnv far -grants and fundmg for establishment of centers
for independent living; and requirTng centers for independent
llving to maintain certain standards and give certain assurances in
or&r
... a.sistance.
-.
.
...-- .
-.--.tn.- olln~irv
--..., for

-

AGING AND Y O U M .
HR 2379, PN 2987

By Kep. COLAFELLA

I
I

I think that the way to go, the way to go with any program
with regard to other programs in the budget is the competitive
grant program. If a project in your community or any other
community has worth, it should compete with other projects
via the competitive system. 1 think that when you get into a
system where awards are based not on merit but on who has
the d~ficultseat, who needs the moneys for self-promotional
purposes. I think tax dollars necessarily are wasted.
I think we all know the issues with regard to WAM's. We
all know that thev have to eo. The public is demanding
- they
go, and I think d;e time is now to
no^^ to the process, to
end the system, so we can move forward with the job of
restoring the integrity to the General Assembly
I would ask for a "yes" vote. Thank you.

-

say

~

THE SPEAKER (H. WILLIAM DeWEESE)
PRESIDING

An Act amending the act of May 17. 1921 (P.L.682, No.284),
known as The Insurance Company Law of 1921,providing for the
filing of loss ratio guarantees.

GERMANENESS QUESTIONED

INSURANCE

The SPEAKER Does the gentleman, Mr. Evans, seek
recognition?
Mr. EVANS. Yes, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER The gentleman is recognized.
Mr. EVANS. Mr. Speaker, from reading this particular
amendment and from staff recommendation to me, 1would like
to ask, is this amendment germane?
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Philadelphia has
raised the issue of germaneness. Under rule 27 of the House,
the question of germaneness will be decided by a vote of the
House.
The question of gennaneness has been raised by the
gentleman from Philadelphia. The question of germaneness is
debatable; it is debatable.

By Rep. COLAFELLA
An Act mandating health insurance coverage of annual
gynecological examinat~onsand routine pap smears; and making
repeals.
SB 1103, PN 1259

INSUUANCE

CONSIDERATION OF HB 2396 CONTINUED
On the question recuning,
Will the House agree to the amendment?
I'he SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair recognizes the
gentleman, Mr. Geist.
Mr. GEIST. 'Thank you very much Mr. Speaker.
AAer consulting with the powerful Appropriations chairman
from your side of the aisle, 1 will wait and withhold that
reauest until after thjs next vote is taken. Thank you.
'The SPEAKER pro tempore. 'The Chair thanks the gentleman.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman, Mr. Vitali, who offers
amendment A0268.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman, Mr. Vitali.
Mr. VlTALI. Mr. Speaker, I think one of the most i"Wrtant things we can do to the budget process is to make it open
and accountable, and therefore, 1 think that one of the chief
problems with it is the inclusion of hidden funds legislative
initiatives otherwise known as WAM's (walking around
money). What amendment 0268 would do is it would abolish
this practice which has been a black eye on Pennsylvania's
General Assembly for much too long now.
1 think we should all be uncomfortable with the fact that
we are called on to vote on a budget and we do not even know
the funding level of various programs. We are called on to
vote on a budget where items have to be hidden in unrelated
line items. I tlunk that any of us who have come to the House
for the purpose of making government better have to be
repulsed by this entire system.

-

I

I

On the questioh
Will the House sustain the germaneness of the amendment?

-

n,SPEAKER The eentleman. Mr. Lee, seeks reco&ion
on the question of germaneness.
Mr. LEE. Mr. Speaker, I would just like to rise and state
that I believe this amendment is gennane.
On page 5 of the bill, section 6, there is an entire section
on performance budgeting, and the whole idea of performance
budgeting is to connect the money you are spending to the
pupe
it is intended to be spent for, we have an entire
program, ,,,illions and millions of statedollars; no one bs
where the money is being spent in the ~
~
~lnitjative
i
~
Program, This is one way to bring about better accountability,
better pe~ormancebudgeting for pemylvania,
It is entirely germane to this bill, and I certainly believe we
hank you very much,
should vote on this issue
The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks Mr. Lee.
The gentleman, Mr. Vitali, is recognized on germaneness.
Mr. VITALI. I would agree with Representative Lee's
sentiments.
We are dealing, to the best of our knowledge, with a $70million block in the fiscal year 1993-94 budget, and how that

l

~
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is spent or our lack of knowledge of how that is spent, I think,
goes towards how we are performing as far as how our budget
goes.
This is a budget bill. The issue of WAM's deals with the
issue of hiding funds in the budget. The issue of WAM'sgoes
to the lack of accountability for money-

POINT OF ORDER
Mr. EVANS. Mr. Speaker, point of order.
The SPEAKER The gentleman will state his point.
Mr. EVANS. Mr. Speaker, I think that the gentleman is
moving away from the debate on germaneness and getting into
an argument on the amendment.
The SPEAKER The gentleman, Mr. Vitali, will focus his
perspective on germaneness.
The gentleman may proceed.
Mr. MTALI. Thank you. Mr. Speaker.
WAM's are a budget issue. They wme around every
budget. They are hidden in the budget.
Mr. EVANS. Mr. Speaker, point of order.
The SPEAKER The gentleman will state his point.
The gentleman's point, I asswne, is the same as the point
that was initially avened by the gentleman from Philadelphia.
Mr. EVANS. If yw want, Mr. Speaker, I will state very
specifically what the gentleman just stated. He raised the issue
of the question of WAM's. I said to you, Mr. Speaker, that the
debate should center on the question of germaneness of the
amendment and not on the subject matter, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER The gentleman, Mr. Vitali, has been
linking the argument wncerning our legislative initiative grants
to the budget, and with all due respect to the gentleman from
Philadelphia, a!least a! this juncture, the gentleman, Mr. Vitali,
has been within the framework of appropriate debate on
germaneness.
The gentleman may continue, but the gentleman should be
specifically aware that these remarks are to be attended to
germaneness only.
Mr. WAJ.,I. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The issue at hand is, are WAM's and the inclusion of
WAM's in the budget germane to the budget? Are they
germane to how we clalt a budget, what we put in a budgel
how a budget performs? I can think of nothing more germane
than this amendment to the budget process. It is so clear that
even making the argument almost seems nonsensical because
it is so obvious.
WAM's exist because the budget exists. WAM's are a
conuption of the budget. They are very much germane to the
quality of the budget we pass. I can think of no amendment
more germane to a budget than the issue of WAM's and their
inclusion in the budget.
The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the gentleman.
On the question of germaneness, does the gentleman, Mr.
Saurman, seek recognition on germaneness? The gentleman
itadicates he does and may proceed.
Mr. SAURMAN. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

FEBRUARY 1

Mr. Speaker, I think that this certainly is an issue that is
germane. This is a freestanding bill dealing with the budget.
The material, the substance of this amendment, also deals with
the budget. This amendment does not alter or change the 1
purpose of the original legislation and therefore is not in
violation.
Mr. Speaker, 1 do not see how it could be any more
germane. Certainly, it is an issue that should be addressed on
its merit, but in this connection, it celtainly should be considered germane.
The SPEAKER On the question of germaneness, those
who klieve the amendment to be germane will vote esyesn;
J
those who believe the amendment to be nongemane will
"no."
On the question recurring,
Will the House sustain the germaneness of the amendment?

The following roll call was recorded:
YEAS-79
Adolph

Gnlach
Gn~.po

Amu*mog

Baker
Butkoritz
C-e
Cawley
Chsmviek
C l m

-

Cooti

curry

Dent
Dmce
Egolf
Fargo

F m
nesgle
Flick
Freeman

Hanna
Hemessey
Hershey
Hutchinson
Jadlowiec
Jqhs
Kaipr
King
Kirkland
Krebe

Kukovicb

Leub
Lawleaa
Lee
Leh

Lu&
Lpcb

A&

Donatucci

Allen
Bsdey
Battido
Bebkc-Jones
Belardi
BelfPoti
Bi-lio
Blawn
Boyes

Durban
Evans
Fairchild
Fajt
Fee
Fi~hter
Gamble
Cannon
Geid
George
Giglidti
Gl&k
Godshall
Gordner
Gmitza
Haluska
Haley
Hasay
Hrrmsn
Hess
Hughes
ltkin

Bmwn
Bunt
Buxtw
Caltagimne
Cappakaaca
Cam
Cesspr
Civera
Cla*
Cohen, L. I.
Cohen. M.
Colafella
C0lai.m

Msillmd
Maadaino
Marsiu,
Masland
McNally
Melia
Michlovis
Micame
Miller
Nsitor
Nickol
Pdt
F'iccola
Pins
platis
Reba
Reioard
Robrer
Rubley
hdy

Sawn
Saylor

SchScbuler
Seraiini
Smith, B.
Stairs
Stal
Strinmaner
Taylor, E. 2.
Tigue
Todinson
Tme
Ulima
Vmce

Wsugh
wrighr M. N.
zug

Ledem
Leacovitz

Saotoni
Sather

Lloyd
Markosek
Mayemik
McCall
MsGsehao
Merry
Mibalich
Mundy
N~ce
O'Brien
Olale
Oliwr
Peml
Pesci
Petrana
Parone
Phillips
Pistella

Scrimenti

Tengretti
Taylor, I.
'lbmas
Trello
Trich
Tulli
Vso Home

Preston

Vmn

Raymond
Richadmn

Williams
wow

Semmel
Smith, S. H.
Staback
s(eelma0

Staeighner
Stem
Stder
Srish
Slurla

sum
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Conisan

Cornell

James
Jamlin

Cowell

Kasunic

COY

Keller
Kenney
LaGmtta
Laughlin

Daley
DeLuca
Demdy

Rieger
Ritler
Koberts
Robinson
Roebuck
Rwney
Ryao

Womiak
Wright, D. R

Yandnsevlts
Yew'ic

DeWeese,
Speaker

NOT VOTING-3
Bishop

Snyder, D. W.

Washinaon

EXCUSED-1

- HOUSE

Daley
DeLuca
D ~ ~ P s ~ Y
Dent
D e d y
Donatucsi
Drnse
Durham
Egolf
Evans
Fainbild
Fajt

109
Reinmi

Krebs
Kukovich
Latimtta
Laub
Laughlin
Lawless
Lcderer
Lee
Leh
Legwitz

Rish&t~
Rieger

Rim
Roberts
Rcbiason
Roebuck
Rohrer
h n e ~
Rubley
Rudy
Ry~n

Lloyd

Waugh
William
WOW
Wright, D. R
Wright, M N.
Ysndri&viLs
Ynvcic
ZUP
Dcwcesg

s@ff

NAYS-0

Bush

NOT VOTING-7
Less than the majority having voted in the affirmative, the
question was determined in the negative and the amendment
was declared not germane.
On the question recurring,
Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration?
Bill was agreed to.
The SPEAKER This bill has been considered on three
different days and agreed to and is now on final passage.
The question is, shall the bill pass finally?
Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution the yeas
and nays will now be taken.

Adolph
Allen
Argall
Armstrong
Baker
Mattislo
Bebko-Jones
Belardi
Melfaoti
Bimelin
Blaum
BoyBrown
Bunt
Butkovitr
Buxtoo
Caltagimne
Capp~bianca
Cam
Carone
Cswley
Cessar
Chadwick
Civera
Clark
Clymer
Cohen. L. I.
Cohen. M.
Colafella
Colaim
Conti
Cornell
Corrigan
Cowell
COY
Curly

Fargo
Farmer
Fee
Fishtrr
Fleagle
Flick
Freeman
Gamble
tianno"
tin*
George
Gerlach
Gigliotti
Gladeck
Godshall
Gordner
Gmitzs
Haluska
Hanna
Harley
Hasay
Hennessey
Henhey
Hess
Hughes
Hutchinson
ltkin
Jadlowiec
James
Jamlin
Josephephs
Kaiser
Kasunic
Keller
Kenney
King
Ktrkland

Lucyk
Lynch
Maitland
Mandenno
Markosek
Marsico
Masland
Mayemik
McCall
McGeehan
McNally
Melio
Merry
Michlovlc
Miccmie
Mihalich
Miller
Mundy
Nailor
Nickol
Nyce
O'Bnen
Olasz
Oliver
Peael

PeSn
Pdrana
Pdrooe
Pettit
Phillips
Picsola
Pistells
Pitts
Plans
Preston
Rapnd
Rebor

G ~ P P ~

H m n

srain
Ulians

Wozniak

EXCUSED-I
~ush

The majority required by the Constitution having voted in
the affirmative, the question was determined in the affirmative
and the bill passed finally.
Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for
concurrence.

REMARKS SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD

YEAS-193
Acosta

narley
Bishop

Santoni

Sather
Sam"
Saylor
Scheetz
Schuler
Scrimenti
Semel
Serafini
Smith, B.
Smith, S. H.
Snyder, D. W.
Staback
Steelman

StPighner
Steil
Stem
Stdler
Stish
Strittmattpr
Sturla
Sum

Tanmi
Taylor, E. Z.
Taylor, J.
Thomas
Tigue
Todinson
Trello
Trich
Tme
Tulli
Vance
Van Home
V m
Vitali
Washinen

The SPEAKER. The gentleman, Mr. Evans.
Mr. EVANS. Mr. Speaker, I would like to submit my
remarks for the record. Thank you.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman's remarks will be forwarded
to the clerk for inclusion in the Journal.
Mr. EVANS submitted the following remarks for the
Legislative Journal:
Taxpayers are ready for a State government that is driven by
to make government services and decisions as
a mission
efficient and as effective as possible.
The provisions in HB 2396 will help to do just that:
would establish a program of goal-setting, performance
measurement, and accountability;
would establish a process for State agencies to produce
long-term strategic plans, annual performance plans and
interim goals, and program performance reports;
would asswe periodic evaluation of all State government
programs;
focuses on the policies tied to spending, rather than a lineby-line defense of spending;
ties into the budget reform measures adopted by this
House last spring.
We are not alone. Other States are taking similar action Texas, Minnesota. Oregon, Utah, California.
Last August. President Clinton signed into Federal law a
measure which requires the development of explicit goals and
performance standards.

-
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BILLS REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE,
CONSIDERED FIRST TIME, AND TABLED

The following roll call was recorded:
YEAS-200

HB 1109, PN 1227

By Rep. D.R WRIGHT
An Act amending the act of December 17, 1968 (P.L.1224,
No.387), known as the Unfair Trade Practices and Consumer
Protection Law, further providing for unfair practices.

Adolph
~llen
Awl1
Armstmng
Baker
Barley
Bmisto
Bebko-Jones
Bdardi
Belfaoti
Birmelin
Bisbop
Blaum

CONSUMER AFFAIRS.

BB 1519, PN 1716

By Rep. D.R WRIGHT

An Act providing for express warranties for motorized

wheelchairs.

CONSUMER AFFAIRS.

HB 2193. PN 3144 (Amended)

FEBRUARY 1

-

-, - - r . - . - - . . .- -.An Act authorizing the Department of Environmental Resourc-

Brown
Bunt
Butkovie
Buxton

es to grant a restricted right-of-way allowing cable television
transmission lines to cross Ohiopyle State Park property.
CONSUMER AFFAIRS.

..

Cam
Camoe
Cawley
C-r
Cbadulck
Civera
Clark
Clymer
Coheo, L. I.
Cohen, M.
Colafells
Colauu,
Cooti
Cornell
comgan
Cowell
COY
Curry
Daley
DeLuss

HE 2453, PN 3145 (Amended)
By Rep. D. R WRIGHT
An Act amending Title 66 (Public Utilities) of the Pennsylva-

nia Consolidated Statutes, further providing for minimum service
requirements; and providing for the regulation of the placement of
public telephones in cities of the first class.
CONSUMER AFFAIRS.

APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEE MEETING
The SPEAKER While the House is at ease, the gentleman,
Mr. Evans, has an announcement.
Mr. EVANS. Mr. Speaker, I would like to announce that
the House Appropriations Committee will be meeting as soon
as the House has recessed. We will be meeting in the majority
caucus room. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER The Chair thanks the gentleman.

Dewv
Dent

MY

VOTE CORRECTION

uonatucn
Dluce
Durham
Egolf
Evans
Fairchild

The SPEAKER For what purpose does the gentleman, Mr.
Uliana, rise?
Mr. ULIANA. Mr. Speaker, to correct the record.
The vote by which final passage of HB 2396 was taken, I
was recorded as not voting. I would like to be recorded as
voting in the affirmative. Thank you.
The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the gentleman from the
Lehigh Valley.

Fj t

Fargo
Famvr
Fee
Ficbter
Flesgle
Flick
Freeman
Gamble
Gsmon
Geist
George
Gdacb
Gidiotti
Gladeck

Lucyk
Lynch
Msitland
Manderioo
Markaeek
Manic0
Mssland
Mayernik
McCall
McGephan
McNally
Melio
Meml
Michlovic

Sather
Saurman
Saylor
Scha
Schuler
Scnmeoti
Semmel
Serafirti
Smith, B.
Smith. S. H.
Snyder, D. W.
Staback
Stairs
Steelman

Gordner
Gruitza

Mibalicb
Miller
Mundy
Nailor

Sleil
Stern
SWler
Stish

0'~rien
Olasz
Oliver
Penel
Pesci
Petram
Parone
Pmit
Phillips
Piccola
Pistella
Pins
Plans
Preston
Raymond
Rekr
Reinard
Richardson
Rieger

Surra
Tangrmi
Taylor, E. Z.
Taylor, J.
Thomas
Tigue
Todinson
Trello
T"ch
True
Tulli
Uliana
Vaoce
Van Home
Vmn
Vitali
Washagton
waugh
Williams
Wagan
Wcrmiak
Wright. u. R
Wright, M. N.
Yandriswits

orupp0

Haluskn
Ha-;
HemHerman
Hershey
Hess
Hughes
Hulchinson
Itkin
Jadlowies
James
Jamlin
Joaephs
Kaiser
Ka-c
Keller
Kenney
King
Kirklaad
Krebs
Kukovicb
LaGRUta
Laub
Laughlin
Lawless
Ledere1
Lee
Leh
~0vitL
hdansky
Lloyd

Rine,
Roberts
Robinson
Roebuck
Rohrer
Rmney
Rubley
Rudy
R w
Santoni

e

w

Ywns
zug

Dew-,
Speaker

NOT VOTING-0
EXCUSED-I

HB 2396 RECONSIDERED

Bush

The SPEAKER The gentleman, Mr. Herman, and the
gentleman, Mr. Pitts, move that the vote by which HB 2396,
PN 301 1, was passed on the 1st day of February be reconsidered.
On the question,
Will the House agree to the motion?

The question was determined in the affirmative, and the
motion was agreed to.

1

On the question recurring,
Shall the bill pass finally?

w
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The SPEAKER Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and nays will now be taken.
Acosta
Adolph
Allen
-11
Amcdrong
Bsker
Barley
Batti*
Bebko-Jones
Belardi
Belfanti
Bi-lin
Bishop
Blsum
&yes

Bmwn
Bunt
Butkovik
BWn
Caltagjmne
Cq!pbiansa
C m

Camoe
Cawley
Cessar
Chamvick
Civw
Clark
ClyrnR
C o h q L. I.
Cohen, M.
Colafdla
C o l h
Conti
Cornell
Conigan
Cowell
coy
cuny
Daley
DeLuca

Dent
DBmody
Donatucci
Dmce
Durbam
Egolf
Evans
Fsinhild
Fajt

Fargo
Farmer
Fee
Pichter
Flea@
Plick
Freeman
Gamble
Gamoo
Gdd
George
Gerlach
GigliOni
G l k k
Godshall
Gordner
Gmitra
GNFP
Haluska
Hma
Hdey
Hasay
Hemessey
Herman
Hershey
Hess

Lloyd
Lucyk
Lynch
Maitland
Manderino
Markopek
Marsico
Maslpnd
Mayernik
MECall
McGeehan
McNally
Melio
Mew
Michlovic
Micozie
Mihalich
Miller
Mundy
Nailor
NicLol
N~ce
O'Brien
Olasz
Oliver

tlUBh=

Pegi

Hutchinson
ltkin
Jadlowier:
Jam
Jarolin
Jaeepb
Kaiser
Ka-s
Keller
K-ey
King
Kirkland
Krebs
Kukovlch
LaGmttr
La*
Laughlin
Lawless
Lederer
Lee
Leh
Lessovitz
Levdensky

P d
Petmca
Pdmne

Mt
Phillip
Pissola

F'itts
Plans

Preston
Raymond
RebPn
Rtinard
Richadson
Rieger
Ritter
RCbelb
Robioson
R&k
Rohrw
Rmney
Rubley
Rudy
Ryan
Santolu

Sather
Saurmao
Saylor
Sch&
khder
krimti
Semmel

Serafini
Smith, B.
Smith, S. H.
Snyder, D. W.
Staback
stairs
Steelman
steipbner
Steil
StRn
Wer

Stish
Strittmstts

M a
Sum
Tpnsr.tti
Taylor, E. Z.
Tsyior, J.
nom.
ligue
Tomliason
Tnllo
Trich
Tlvc
Tdli
Uliaaa
Vaoce
Van Horns
veon
Vilali
Washingtaa
Waugh
Williams
wogpn
W&ak
Wright. D. R
Wright, M. N.
Yandrisevits
Yewcic

zug
DewSpeaker

I

and the hill passed finally.
Ordered, That the clerk present the same a the Senate for
concurrence.

DEMOCRATIC CAUCUS
The SPEAKER The gentleman, Mr. Coy, is recogwed for
the purpose of an announcement.
Mr. COY. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, the majority leader intends to recess the
House for a luncheon break. The Democratic members will
caucus at 1:30 with the expectation that we will return to the
floor at 2 o'clock; caucus at 1:30, return to the floor at 2
o'clock.

REPUBLICAN CAUCUS
The SPEAKER Mr. Geist.
Mr. GEIST. Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker.
The Republicans will likewise caucus at 1:30. We do aot
have much to do in the way of bills, but we do have one
important procedural matter to discuss in caucus, and I would
ask the members to please attend. Thank you.
The SPEAKER The Chair would like to remind the
members that the Appropriations Committee meeting will be
occuning right now in the majority caucus mom.

ANNOUNCEMENT BY MAJORITY LEADER
The SPEAKER Mr. Itkin is recognized for the pupose of
an announcement.
Mr. ITKIN. Mr. Speaker, l just want to alert the Democratic Committee chairmen and the leadership that there will be a
meeting in 40E at the recess for lunch
The SPEAKER The Chair thanks the gentleman.

RECESS
The SPEAKER This House stands in recess until 2 o'clock.

RECESS EXTENDED

The time of recess was extended until 3 p.m.; further
extended until 3:30 p.m.; further extended until 4 p.m.

AFTER RECESS
NOT VOTING-I
EXCUSED-I

Bush

The majority required by the Constitution having voted in
the affirmative, the question was determined in the affirmative

The time of recess having expired, the House was called to
order.

FILMING PERMISSION
The SPEAKER Mr. John Sanks of WPVI television,
channel 6, is here for the prupose of covering HB 185, and
Mr. Sanks also will be filming with audio.
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SENATE MESSAGE
HOUSE AMENDMENTS
CONCURRED IN BY SENATE

The clerk of the Senate, being introduced, informed that the
Senate has concurred in the amendments made by the House
of Representatives to SR 43, PN 1673.

SENATE MESSAGE
HOUSE AMENDMENTS
CONCURRED IN BY SENATE

The clerk of the Senate, being introduced, informed that the
Senate has concurred in the amendments made by the House
of Representatives to the Senate amendments to HB 878, PN
2108.

SENATE MESSAGE
HOUSE BILLS
CONCURRED IN BY SENATE

The clerk of the Senate, king introduced, returned HB
1827, PN 2188, and HB 2235, PN 2728, with information that
the Senate has passed the same without amendment.
BILLS SIGNED BY SPEAKER
The Chair gave notice that he was about to sign the
following bills, which were then signed.

HB 1827, PN 2188
An Act amending the act of March 4, 1970 (P.L.128, No.49),
entitled "An act granting to the Governor of the Commonwealth
the sole authority for regulating the display of the flag of the
United States from any public ground or building and from any
ground or building of certain other institutions," further providing
for the display of the official POWIMIA flag from public
buildings or grounds.

HB 2235, PN 2728
An Act authorizing the Pennsylvania Department of Military
Affairs, on behalf of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and with
the approval of the Governor, to accept a gin of certain real
property located in the City of Pittsburgh, Allegheny County, for
the purpose of coustrncting a State veterans' home.

LEAVE OF ABSENCE
The SPEAKER The Chair would like to momentarily
move to leaves of absence.
The gentlelady from Philadelphia Ms. LeAnna WASHINGTON, will have her name placed on leave of absence for the
remainder of the day.

VOTE CORRECTION
The SPEAKER. The gentleman, Mr. Corrigan, is at the
microphone. For what purpose does the gentleman rise?
Mr. CORRIGAN. lhank you, Mr. Speaker.
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I rise to correct the record.
The SPEAKER The gentleman should proceed.
Mr. CORRIGAN. On the vote taken this morning, Mr.
Speaker, on HB 2396, amendment ,4268,I was recorded in the
negative and wish to be recorded in the affirmative. Thank
you, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER The Chair thanks the gentleman, and his
remarks will be spread on the record.

w

LEAVE OF ABSENCE
The SPEAKER Mr. RAYMOND of Delaware County will
also be placed on leave at this time. Mr. Raymond of Delaware
County will be placed on a leave of absence.

VOTE CORRECTION
Mr. PISTELLA. Mr. Speaker?
The SPEAKER For what purpose does the gentleman rise?
Mr. PISTELLA. Mr. Speaker, while you are doing leaves,
would it be appropriate to do a correction of the record?
The SPEAKER Yes. You may proceed.
Mr. PISTELLA. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, when the House considered HB 2396, PN
3011, finally for the second time on final passage, my vote
was not recorded. I wish to be recorded in the affirmative.
T h k you.
The SPEAKER The Chair thanks Mr. Pistella, and his
remarks will be spread a c m s the record.

I

CALENDAR CONTINUED
BILL ON THIRD
CONSIDERATION POSTPONED
The House proceeded to HB 690, PN 754, on third
consideration postponed, entitled:
An Act amending the act of June 3, 1937 (P.L.1333, No.320).
know as the Pennsylvania Election Code, further providing for
the form of official primary ballots; providing for funding of
certain Statewide elections; limiting certain contributions;
imposing powers and duties on the Department of State; and
providing penalties.

On the question recurring,
Will the House agree to the hill on third consideration as
amended?
Mr. KUKOVICH offered the following amendment No.
A0173:

:

w

Amend Sec. 1 (Sec. 1002), page 2, lines 12 through 19, by
striking out ",except on absentee ballots. On" in line 12, all of
lines 13 through I8 and "w
in line 19
Amend Sec. 3 (Sec. 1605-A),page 5, line 26, by striking out
"1994" and inserting
1995
On the question,
Will the House agree to the amendment?

W
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The SPEAKER Mr. Kukovich is recognized.
Mr. KUKOVICH. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Ilus amendment amends the part of the bill that deals with
the appellate judicial elections in the section which sets up a
rotating balance so nobody has an advantage statewide at the
front of the ballot.
This amendment deletes the part that says the counties
would have to rotate on the absentee ballots. I am doing that
for the convenience of the county bureaus of electioh some of
which have called me and said that it might be too cumbersome for them to do if there were too many candidates. I am
much more concerned about the rofating part on the regular
ballot, not about absentee ballots. This will just make it easier
for counties and simplify the bill.
I would ask for an affirmative vote.
The SPEAKER The Chair thanks the gentleman.
On the question recurring,
Will the House agree to the amendment?

YEAS-197
Adolph
Allen
Ardl
Amstrong

Baker
Barley
Battist0
Bebko-JonBelardi
Belfanti
Birmelin
Bishq
Blaum
byes
Brown
Bunt
Butkovltz
Buxton
Caltagjmne
Capbianca
Cam
Camne
Cawley
Cessar
Chadwick
Civers
Clark
CIymer
Cohen. L. I.
Cohen, M.
Colafella
Colaim
Conti
Comell
Co"iga0
Cowell
coy
curry
Dsley

DeLuca
De~sey
Dent

Fajt
Farga
Fmer
Fee
Fisbta
Plea&
Wck
Freeman
Gamble
Ganoon
Ghst
Geor~e
Gerlach
GigliOni
Gladeck
Godshall
Goher
GruitzP
Gruppo
Halush
Hanna
Harley
Hasay
~

~

Heonessey
H e m
Hershey
Hess
Hugbes
Hutchinson

ltkin
Jadloulffi
hmes
Jarolin
Josephs
Kaiser
Kasunic
Keller
Kenney
King
Kirkland

Krebr
Kukovich
LaGmtla

LNdansQ
Lloyd
hcyk
Lpch
Maitland
Mariderin0
Markwek
Marsico
Masland
Mayernik
McCall
McGeehan
M~Nally
Melio
Merry
Michlovic

Sather

Micozzie

Stern

Mihalich
Miller
Muody
Nailor
Nickol
Nyce
O'Brien
Olasz
Oliver
Peml

steuer
Stish
St"tlmatter
Sturla
Surra
TangRnl
Taylor, E. 7..
Taylor. J.
nomas
Tigue
Tomlinsoo
Trello
T"ch

Pesn
Petrarca
Perone
Pait
Phillips
Piccola
Pistells
Pins
Plans
Preston
Ueber
Ueinard
Richardson
Uieger
Ritter

Roberts

Dmce
Durham
r golf
Evans
Fairchild

hub
h u i o
Lawle~

Lederrr
Lee
Lah
h v i t z

Rohra

Robinson

yaaddsevita
Yewsic

&~CY

zu8

Rubley
Rudy
Ryan
~tooi

Dew-

s@

NAYS4
NOT VOTING-1
Roebvck

EXCUSED-3
Burh

Raymond

Wsshinglon

The question was determined in the affirmative, and the
amendment was agreed to.
On the question recurring,
Will the House agree to the bill on third consideralion as
amended?
Mr. KUKOVICH offered the following amendment No.
A0228:

The following roll call was recorded:

Am&

Dermody
~ooatucsi

s a w

Saylor
SEh&
SEhuler
S~"mell6
Semmel
Serafini
Smith, B.
Smith. S. H.
Snyder, D. W.
Staback
Stairs
Steelman
Stsighom.
Steil

Tme
Tulli
Uliaoa
Vaoce
Van Home
veoo
Vitali
waugh
Williams
Wagao
wwmialr
wngbt, D. R.
wngbt. M. N,

Amend Title, page 1, line 11, by inserting after
"elections," "
providing for the publication of a vote1
pamphlet;
Amend Bill, page 1, lines I 8 and 19, by s t r h g out all of
said lines and inserting
Section 1 . The act of June 3, 1937 (P.L.1333, N0.320).
known as the Pennsylvania Election Code, is amended by adding
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at hrr optlon I f wace allows, a cand~datemav al,a tnclude a
statement of h ~ ~s o s ~ t l oonn Issues of h ! ~~ h u ~ c e
14) The Dc~armenlof State shall promulaatc rules r e l a t u
to forms and submros~ondates for the ~nfnrmat~on
dcscrhbed m
this section.
Id) ( 1 ) Each ballot questton shall be allocated at least une
page m the voter pamphlet. The full text of the ballot uuestlon
shall be pr~nted.An equal amount of space shall be allocated I&
a summaw of the posltlons advocat~nuand oppusina tile bdllu!
guestion. The summaw shall be prepared bv the DeKtment of
Qt.t.
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tional way, pursuant to the case law jn this area, that you could
prevent extremely wealthy individuals from running for office
without putting some caps on expenditures.
So what we did was take a look at some successll W
programs in other States, in particular, Oregon, which I think
since the 1920's has had a voter pamphlet put out by their
Department of State.
What this amendment would do is have our Department of
State put out a voter pamphlet for all offices, from State House
and State Senate clear to the Ciovemor and Presidential
campaigns. This is all voluntary and there would be various
options. Candidates, based on the size of the district in which
they lun and the nature of their office, could pay to be in that w
booklet, or if they want to be in that booklet, they could, if
they voluntarily accept campaign expenditure caps, have that
in the booklet and distributed to every registered voter by
household in their district. So you would have an incentive,
number one, to participate; number two, you create a constitutional mechanism whereby if a wealthy individual would opt
for that. and there are political dynanucs thaf would force them
to do so, you could put a cap on expenditures. Keep in mind
that as the bill was amended, whether you have a volunt;uy
system or not,there are still limits on contributions in this bill.
I might not have wanted it that way, but this chamber decided
'last week that is the way they wanted it.
In light of all that, Representative Nickol and I thought this
was the most reasonable way to try to legally and wnstitutionally provide an incentive to have an equitable system. Many
members on this floor voted for the Nickol amendment to gut
public financing under the philosophical reason that they did
not think any tax money should be used for political campaigns. There is a major difference in this amendment. None
of this is used for political campaigns. It is used to provide a
voter %Nice, and the cost, based on the fiscal note that has
been circulated, is one-half of what was in HB 690 last week.
According to those States that already provide voter
pamphlets, they are extremely popular; voters appreciate it. It
has a big iniluence in the campaigns that occur in States like
..
Oregon. It also provides for a ballot question explanation. It
also empowers the Department of State to pass rules and
regulations that I think go along with the Reber amendment
that was passed last week that work against negative campaigning.
So for all those reasons I would ask the members to vote
"yes" on the Kukovich-Nickol amendment. Thank you.
w
The SPEAKER The Chair thanks the gentleman.
The gentlelady, Lila Cohen. fmm Montgomery County is
recognized on the Kukovich amendment.
Mrs. COHEN. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, will the maker of the amendment stand for
intenogatio~please?
The SPEAKER The gentleman indicates that he will, and
the lady is recognized.
w
Mrs. COHEN. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, as I read this amendment, on page 2, number
(4). the text states that candidates for the State House of

-

Amond Sec. 2, page 3, iine 15, by strikiqg out "2" and
inserting

-

4
'

Amend Sec. 3, page 4, line 6, by striking. out "3" and
inse;ting
4

Amend Sec. 4, page 15, line
inserting

16,

by striking out "4" and

<
2

Amend Sec. 5, page 15, line 22, by striking out "5" and
inserting
6

On the question,
Will the House agree to the amendment?

The SPEAKER On the amendment, Mr. Kukovich.
Mr. KUKOVICH. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
This amendment is a little bit more involved, and I would
ask leave of the members to think back to what was passed
last week. The Nickol amendment of last week in essence took
out entirely the section of the bill that dealt with public
financing of elections. I had filed a reconsideration motion on
that amendment, but after looking over the size of the vote, I
decided we would probably be wasting the time of the
members in this chamber by trying to revote that.
I did have a discussion with Representative Nickol about a
compromise, and he= is why a wmpromise is needed. Once
the Nickol amendment went in, there was no longer any
incentive for candidates to voluntarily opt for a system which
would put caps on expenditures; also, there was no constitu-
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Representatives, among others, shall be charged 5 cents times
the number of households. This means that if there are
approximately 30,000 voters in a district times 5 cents, there
would be approximately a charge of $1,500. Since the goal is
to encourage people to tun and to provide oppoltunities for
people to tun for office, it seems to me, Mr. Speaker, that a
charge of $1,500 to be included in the pamphlet is excessive
and it certainly penalizes candidates who are mnning a
campaign on ashoestring, that this then becomes a$1,500 very
onerous charge to that shoestring campaign. so that it seems to
me, Mr. Speaker, only canddates who are wealthy could
afford to participate in this.
Mr. KUKOVICH. It is interesting because in caucus the
argument was the other side, that it would help those candidates because this was a cheap way to get a districtwide
mailing.
I would submit that based on the average number of
households per legislative district, you are right; it would cost
about $1,477 to pay for that mailing. However, if a candidate
decides, if they are really tunning on a shoestring, they can
just say, I will accept the cap on expenditures, and they do not
have to pay anything, so there is no cost to them whatsoever.
Mrs. COHEN. Thanks, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the lady and recognizes
the gentleman from Allegheny County, Mr. Olasz, on the
Kukovich amendment.
Mr. OLASZ. Mr. Speaker, would the maker of the amendment stand for a brief interrogation?
The SPFAKER 'The gentleman from Westmoreland
indicates in the affirmative, and Mr. Olasz should proceed.
Mr. OLASZ. Mr. Speaker, would this pamphlet say, if
there are 14 people running for a single office, would this
pamphlet contain a sketch on every ofliceseeker?
Mr. KUKOVICH. No. This is a voluntary program. It
depends on whether each candidate wants to he in it or not.
They do not have to be.
Mr. OLASZ. Well, let us say, hypothetically, a dozen
candidates or let us say six candidates for each specific office
would desire to participate. Would they all he on the same
pamphlet?
Mr. KIJKOVICH. If they decide to participate, yes, they
would be in the same booklet.
Mr. OLASZ. That is the extent of my interrogation. Mr.
Speaker.
The SPEAKER. Does the gentleman indicate that heMr. OLASZ. I would like to make a comment, Mr.
Speaker.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman is recognized.
Mr. OLASZ. Mr. Speaker, we have all been around the
political circle. 1 submit that anyone who thinks that the
genelal public is going to read that pamphlet must have
inhaled somewhere along the line, because the number of
personal leaflets and mailings that reach houses are comparable
to snowflakes in a blizzard, and to me, this is a total waste of
anyone's money to tlunk that the general public is going to
read it. If this thing originated in California there is also a
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professor ofpolitical science at the University of Southern Cal
that wrote a book and said that campaign public financing such
as this is a complete bust.
So consider who inhaled, think abouteit, and then vote
against it. Thank you.
The SPEAKER Does Mr. Armstmng wish to debate 'the
Kukovich amendment?
Mr. ARMSTRONG. Yes, sir. I would like to interrogate the
maker of the amendment, please.
The SPEAKER The gentleman indicates that he will
respond, and Mr. Armstrong should proceed.
Mr. ARMSTRONG. Mr. Speaker, as Representative Cohen
had a l m y asked, as to the 5 cents per household, that would
be per election, which could be a primary and then the general,
so we could be looking at a total charge here of, what, $3,000.
Mr. KUKOVICH. To be in the booklet in both the primary
and the general if you do not want to accept the expendim
cap.
Mr. ARMSTRONG. Correct. Around $3,000. Okay.
The other question I have, according to your fiscal note, it
says about $2.3 to $2.8 million for the State to develop this
pamphlet. Again, that is per election cycle, so in a year's time.
the State could be assuming a liability of upwards of $5.6
million.
Mr. KUKOVICH. No. My understanding of that is, based
on the experience in other States, that is an annual figure, and
again. that is based on an assumption that nobody, no candidate, will pay themselves to get into the booklet and many
will, so it will probably be less than that. But again, that is
much less than the campaign financing. The previous speaker
called this campaign financing. It is not at all.
Mr. ARMSTRONG. Okay. So it is a yearly figure then. It
is not just a- Okay.
I am finished with my interrogation and would like to make
just a couple rebarks.
The SPEAKER The gentleman is in order and may
proceed.
Mr. ARMSTRONG. I appreciated the honesty of the
answen, but I would like to say, in line with Representative
Olasz, that most of us know that with campaign literature
going out, the constituent who reads that normally takes ma&
10 seconds, 15 seconds to read it and then it is just discarded.
I think this is a waste of taxpayers' dollars by putting this kind
of money out there, spending it, if it is going to be thrown
away the second it reaches that person's hand.
I ask for evelybody to vote in the negative. Thank you.
The SPEAKER Mr. Adolph from Delaware County on the
Kukovich amendment.
Mr. ADOLPH. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
1 would like to ask the maker of the amendment if'he
would stand for a brief interrogation.
The SPEAKER. Mr. Kukovich indicates that he is willing.
Mr. ADOLPH. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, my first question is, if you do not go in with
the- What is the cap for each candidate?
Mr. KUKOVICH. The cap is-
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Mr. ADOLPH. If you do not go in with the program here.
Mr. KUKOVICH. No. If you do not go in the program,
there is no cap.
Mr. ADOLPH. There is no cap.
Mr. KUKOVICH. That is right.
Mr. ADOLPH. Okay.
What is the cap?
Mr. KUKOVICH. There is a cap on all the statewide
candidates as originally drafted in HB 690.
Mr. ADOLPH. And what is that?
Mr. KUKOVICH. If you are running for Governor, it is $4
million in a general, $2 million in a primary; Lieutenant
Gwemor is $600,000 in a primary only; Attorney General is
$600,000 in a general, $300,000 in a primary; State Treasurer,
$600,000, half in a primary; Auditor General, $600,000. For
the appellate judiciary it is $300,000 and then half in the
primary.
Mr. ADOLPH. What is the cap for legislative candidates?
Mr. KUKOVICH. That is not in yet because that amendment has not been offered. There are other amendments.
Originally I did not intend to include House and Senate
candidates. This body decided last week that they would put
those limits in. There are other amendments that are yet to be
offered. Rather than bog the hill down, there will be other
amendments that will be coming later that will deal with that.
It will probably change a number of times.
Mr. ADOLPH. Okay.
Mr. Speaker, this pamphlet that will be sent to every
registered voter in the State, is this a similar pamphlet that the
League of Women Voters puts out in their voters guide in just
about, .I think, all major newspapers across the State? If it is,
what is the advantage? Why should the Commonwealth incur
an expense of $2.8 million if it is published in their daily
newspaper the week before the election?
Mr. KUKOVICH. The main reason is that afler you took
out public financing last week, there was no constitutional way
to provide a mechanism to prevent extremely wealthy people
from buying elections. This might not do it either, but it is the
only legal way, under the court cases and under the United
States Supreme Court, that we would have a chance to do it.
Mr. ADOLPH. But are you not preventing that by setting
up caps?
Mr. KUKOVICH. But you cannot apply caps to anybody
unless they voluntarily opt for the system. If there is no
mechanism to set up such a system, you cannot have caps.
Mr. ADOLPH. You have to have this pamphlet go out at
$2.8 million in order for the caps to mean anything?
Mr. KUKOVICH. You have to have some voluntary
system. So far the campaign financing bill, which this body
decided to eliminate, is a system that has been used everywhere else in the United States. For whatever reason, t h s body
thinks that is not what they should do. As a compromise, we
decided that we would, instead of providing some funding
system that would go to candidates, we would provide a voter
service, which, by the way, in response to a couple of the other
speakers, has been extremely popular in places like Oregon.
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According to the experts, it has much more impact than
campaign brochures and can be very beneficial to candidates.
It is reasonable, it is much less money, and it is a way to
legally accomplish what a majority of the members profess w
they want it to do.
Mr. ADOLPH. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER The gentleman, Mr. Nickol, is recognized
on the Kukovich amendment.
Mr. NICKOL. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I know a number of my colleagues are wondering why I
am joining Representative Kukovich in offering this amendment. I will attempt to explain. Representative Kukovich and
I agree on the goal. Our goal is the need to control campaign v'
spending in Pennsylvania. Where we differ is on solutions. We
come from different backgrounds, different districts, different
philosophies. I oflen feel that nationwide, propnents of public
financing are the type of people who, whenever they can
identify a problem. look for government money to be the
solution. To me, I do not feel you should need to bribe public
officials running for election to agree to spending limits.
'
But the issue is much more complex than just public
dollars or no public dollars. This whole issue is controlled by
the Federal courts. The U.S. Supreme Court in Buckley v.
Valeo has basically given us two tests. Number one, the
campaign spending limits must be voluntary. We cannot force
candidates to comply with them. And number two, we must
give candidates something of value if they agree to spendng
limits.
My amendment last week struck public financing from AB
690. In my amendment, though, only the public advertising
before an election could be classified as an advantage. This
amendment would beef up the incentives for compliance to
improve prospects of withstanding any test of constitutionality
in the Federal courts without direct public financing.
HB 690 as originally drafled had a cost of $18.5 million
annually. This amendment, if you broke it down on an annual
basis, is probably a little more than $1 million; a suhstantial
cost savings, a substantial concession from the sponsors.
Fourteen States produce voters guides of some nature at this
present p i n t in time. Oregon is perhaps the most comprehensive. It is published since the 1920's with nearly 100 percent
participation by candidates.
As alluded to by Representative Kukovick this guide is
very popular to voters in Oregon. Citizens rate the voter
pamphlet very highly. In a poll conducted by the Oregonian, y
it indicates voters rate the pamphlet as the most influential
source of information in making their decisions on election
day. They rated it higher than newspapers, higher than political
endorsements, higher than print. TV, or radio ads.
Hopefully, you will understand the need for an amendment
to beef up the incentive provisions in HB 690. This allows us
to avoid direct public financing of campaigns to reach the
same goal that we both agree on
limits on campaign
W
spending.
I urge your thoughtful and full consideration of this issue
and request your support for this amendment. Thank you.

-
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The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the gentleman and
recognizes the gentleman, Mr. Lynch, on the Kukovich
amendment.
Mr. LYNCH. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I would like to intermgate the maker of the amendment.
The SPEAKER The gentleman from Manor indicates he
will respond. Mr. Lynch can continue.
Mr. LYNCH. For the record Mr. Speaker, we have talked
about this, and you know I am in support of HB 690, but 1 do
have a concern about t h s amendment. The concern is, do you
perceive the possibility that we are getting into more govemment control in just another facet of our lives?
Mr. KUKOVICH. I do not think this has anything to do
with government control of anybody's lives.
Mr. LYNCH. Well, we are talking about the Department of
State doing ths.
Mr. KIJKOVICH. What we are talking about is the
Department of State providing a public service. The candidates
would be free to put in the information they want about
themselves with the restrictions that they cannot use the
pamphlet to attack somebody or something to that effect.
Mr. LYNCII. I hear you, but, you know, sometimes
perception bzcomes reality, and I am not totally convinced one
way or the other on this, but I have a little bit of a concern on
this.
Mr. KUKOVICH. Well, if 1 could answer further. Oregon
has been doing this since the 19203, and I know of no
complaints that the Oregon State government has taken over
the lives of the population because of a voter pamphlet.
Mr. LYNCH. No, I do not mean to imply that. I am not
implyng that either, Mr. Speaker.
I guess that is all I have to say. I just want to make a quick
comment on the bill, Mr. Speaker.
'Ihe SPEAKER. Mr. Lynch is in order and may proceed.
Mr. LYNCH. Thank you.
I just want to caution, you know, sometimes the public out
there takes the right or wrong perception, whatever. But
perception can become reality, and if there are those who are
bothered by the possibility that this could be conceived as
larger government control in the elections or whatnot. I just
ask them to consider that. 'lhank you, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER. On the amendment, the gentleman, Mr.
King, is recognized on the amendment.
Mr. KING. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
May I briefly interrogate the maker of the amendment?
The SPEAKER. ?he gentleman is in order.
Mr. KING. Mr. Speaker, on the first page under number (2)
concerning current occupation, would there be necessity there
to include any military service, or where do you see inclusion
of any militaly service in the informational background?
Would that also possibly come under a prior governmental
experience?
Mr. KUKOVICH As far as I know, the Oregon language
does not specifically relate to military exuerience, but there is
not an exdusion. A S I look through the Oregon pamphlet,
canddates do have the opportunity to include whatever military
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experience they have had. So under this language. I would
assume that military experience could be included.
Mr. KING. Thank you. Let the record so show that.
Also, 1 would like to ask, Mr. Speaker, if I may- Do you
have an additional answer to that?
Mr. KUKOVICH. No; it just seems under section (2).
letters (iv), 4, at the top of page 2, "Prior governmental
experience" is probably where the military experience can be
used. But I see it in all the other brochures.
Mr. KING. I understand. That is why I brought that into
my question. But now let me ask you this question: Mr.
Speaker, do you think there would be an advantage to the
candidate who was incumbent in listing his governmetIta1
experience over a nonincumbent?
Mr. KUKOVICH. I am not sure how to answer that. I
mean, the best I can do is give you an opinion.
I do think that there might be an advantage to incumbents,
because they do have more governmental experience. They can
list accomplishments that would probably, since it is the
candidate putting them in, make them more popular than
somebody who might be a challenger, who has either limited
governmental experience or simply cannot match those kinds
of, if you are talking about legislative or gubernatorial races,
for example, that do not have the same types of acwmplishments as the incumbents have. So there might be a built-in
advantage.
Mr. KING. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Let the record so speak to that.
The SPEAKER The Chair thanks the gentleman and
recognizes the lady from Indiana County, Representative
Steelman.
Ms. STEELMAN. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
As a member of the League of Women Voters, I want to
comment on the suggestion by an earlier speaker that the
pamphlet proposed in the Kukovich-Nickol amendment would
duplicate the pamphlet produced by the League of Women
Voters during the election cycle. There are hvo reasons that 1
do not think that that is true.
First, the format of this pamphlet is different from the
format that is typically used in the League of Women Voters'
questionnaire, which typically asks candidates to answer a
couple of specific questions within a limited number of words,
and second because in many cases, a lot of people who vote
in Pennsylvania live in areas where newspapers do not in fact
carry the League of Women Voters' questionnaire.
I think under the circumstances that there is at least the
potential for this kind of informational pamphlet to have the
same sort of beneficial effect in Pennsylvania that it seems to
have had in political dscourse and in providing information on
candidates in Oregon and that it does not in fact duplicate an
already available service to voters.
On the question recurring,
Will the House agree to the amendment?
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The following roll call was recorded:
A&

B.tli&
Bcbto-Jones
&Is&
Belfanti
Bishop
Blswn
Butkovlk
Buxtw
Caltpgimne
C&ca

cm
Cwne
Ceasar
C M c k
Clark
Cohen, L. I.
Cohm, M.
Conigaa
rnurell

Lloyd
h+
MaWno
M.I*asek
Masland
Msyemik
McCall
McNally
Melio
Michlovic
Mihalich
Muod~
Nickol
Oliver
Pdrma
Piaells
Preston
Richardson
Riwer
Riner
Raberts
Robinson
Roebuck
Rmney

Evans
Psjt
Fee
Freemao
George
Gerlach
Hsluslrn
Hama

HemHughes
Hutchiosao
ltkio
Jamcs
Jarolio
Josepbs
Ksi*
h n i c
Kirkland
Krebs
K"k0"ish
LaGIotla
Laub

~~

Lee
LNdsnsky

~

Rubley
Rudy
Santoni
Sche
Scrimti
Slabask
Slain
SteelStdler
Stisb

I
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Baker
Mey
Bi-lin

bBmwn
Bunt
Cawley
Civera
C l w
Colafella
Colain0
Conti
Comell
coy

Deluca
D-

Dent
huce
Durham
Fsi~luld
F.rso
Farmer

Fichtn
Fleagle
Flick
Gamble
Ganoon
GRsI
Giglioni
Gladeck
~odshd~
Gordner
Gndtra

GNPP~
Harley
H-Y
Hermsn
Hershey
Hess
Jadlowiec
Keller
Kenney
King
Laughlin
~aw~ess

Ledern
Leb
LesMvitz

Lynch
Maitland
Marsia,
McGeeban
MW
Micozzie
Miller
Nailor
N~ce
O'Brieo
Olasz
P~IZ~I
Pesci
Pdmne
Pait
Phillips
Piccola
Pitts
Plans
~ebrr
Reinard
Rohrer
Rysn
Sather
Seurman
Saylor

BILL TABLED
The SPEAKER The Chair recognizes the majority leader.
Mr. ITKIN. Mr. Speaker, I move that HB 690, PN 754,be y
placed upon the table.
On the question
Will the-~ouseagree to the motion?
Motion was agreed to.

BILL REMOVED FROM TABLE
The SPEAKER The Chair rewgizes the gentleman, Mr.
Itkin, from Allegheny County.
W
Mr. lTKIN. Mr. Speaker, I now move that HB 690, PN
754, be taken off the table and placed upon the active calendar.

SMa

Surnr
Tang&
Taylor. E. Z
Thomas
Trich
Van Home
Vitnli
William
wmnialr

On the question,
Will the House agree to the motion?
Motion was agreed to.

ANNOUNCEMENT BY MR. S. H. SMITH
The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman, Mr.
Smith, rise?
Mr. S. H. SMITH. To make a brief announcement, Mr.
i
Speaker.
The SPEAKER. 7ne gentleman is in order. Mr. Smith from
the Bmkville area has an announcement.
Mr. S. H. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Actually I speak as a resident of Punxsutawney, and I
wanted to bring to the members' attention the fact that a small
cookie was placed on their desks.
This is an original groundhog cookie which I commissioned
from a baker in my district, a Mrs. Gladys Shaffer. I wanted
to bring them in tomorrow, which isofticially Groundhog Day,
at the point in time when we would announce the ofiicial
sighting of the groundhog in Punxsutawney, but I have been
receiving so many threats due to the rough winter that I
thought I would try to sweeten up this crowd a little bit this
afternoon.
I hope you all enjoy the cookies and look fonvard to the
ofiicial announcement by Punxsutawney Phil tomolTow
morning.
The SPEAKER For what purpose does the gentleman, Mr.
Trello, rise?
Mr. TRELLO. Mr. Speaker, 1 would just like to let the W
gentleman from Punxsutawney know that when his father was
representing that district, our cookies were much bigger. Thank

NAYS-1 03
Adolph
Allen
Arsall
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Schuler
Semmel
Serafini
Smith, B.
Srrdth, S. H.
Snyder, D. W.
Stei&er
St61
Stern
Strinmatter
Taylor, J.
Tigue
Tomlinsoo
Trello
TNe
Tulli
Uliaoa
Vaoce
veoo

-

Wogan
Wright, D. R
Wright. M. N.
Y~vnc
zug

NOT VOTING-0
EXCUSED-3
Raymond

Washington

The question was determined in the negative, and the
amendment was not a m e d to.

-

On the question retuning,
Will the House agree
- to the hill on third considelation as
amended?

I

I

I
I

CONSIDERATION OF HB 690 CONTINUED
BILL PASSED OVER

The SPEAKER. Without objection, HB 690, PN 754. will
be over for the day. The Chair hears no objection.
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BILL REMOVED FROM TABLE
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The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman, Mr.
Phillips, rise?
Mr. PHILLIPS. To make a motion.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman is in order.
Mr. PHILLIPS. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I move that IIB 185 be removed from the tabled calendar.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman has moved that HB 185,
PN 2217, be brought up from the tabled calendar. This is not
debatable except by the floor leaders.
On the question,
Will the House agree to the motion?
The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman, Mr.
Itkin, from Allegheny County on the motion.
Mr. ITKIN. Mr. Speaker, last December Allegheny County
Commissioner Pete Flaherty called on Pittsburgh's neighboring
municipalities to adopt assault weapon bans. Such bans, he
said, would overcome what some saw as the biggest flaw in
Pittsburgh's ban the ability to go outside city boundaries to
purchase assault weapons.
The Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, editorializing about Commissioner Flahetty's proposal, had this to say, quote: " W e such
a ban, even if. extended to the suburbs, would account for
w e m n s involved in onlv a minoritv of shwtines.
- . it is
important for two reasons: It would show the need for more
comprehensive action by the General Assembly on weapons
that lead to street violence and it would demonstrate (contrary
to the gun lobby's claims) that the issue can be handled with
sufficient restraint to respect the rights of sportsmen,'' end
quote.
For a while this House seemed to be heeding Ulat call. AU
over the State, newspapers and the people who read them were
clamoring for a sensible, substantive, comprehensive, effective
anticrime package, and we beard those cries. But during the
holiday break I contacted people on all sides of the issue,
Listening to their concerns and searching for some middle
ground. Believe it or not, there is middle ground here. I had
already begun drafling language that would delineate and
strengthen legal gun owners' responsibilities and make criminals more accountable for the illegal use of weapons.
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker?
Mr. KKIN. Evidently, that middle ground was too frightening for some people.
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Allegheny momentarily yield. The gentleman from Delaware is recognized.
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, what we have before us is a
motion to remove from the table. What 1 am hearing is the
debate on something.
The SPEAKER. I h e gentleman, Mr. ltkin, will please
confine his remarks to the motion to bring from the table.
The gentleman may proceed.
Mr. ITKIN. Mr. Speaker, I am giving the grounds why we
should not take t h s bill from the table at this time, because 1
think that right now we find that this attempt of trying to come
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up with a compromise appears to be too frightening for some
people, and apparently they would rather huddle on the fringes,
ignoring the reasonable voices of Pennsylvanians who are
begging us to bring some sanity into this process.
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker?
The SPEAKER The gentleman yield.
Mr. Ryan.
Mr. RYAN. Please.
The SPEAKER The gentleman, Mr. Ryan's point is well
taken. However, however, the Chair does not feel that Mr.
Itkin has punctwed the appropriate latitude that I would allow,
although it is getting close.
Mr. ITKIN. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I think the issue before the House of Representatives
should be not to take up reconsideration of HB 185 but really
deal with the real issue.
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker?
The SPEAKER Mr. Ryan.
Mr. RYAN. The issue is not to take anything up.
issue
is to remove something from the table or not to remove it fnnn
the table.
The SPEAKER With all due respect, the Chair feels that
the gentleman, Mr. Itkin, is pmmulgatmg reasons why he
believes the measure should remain on the table and has not
breached the appropriate debate limit that you have suggested

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY

1

I

Mr. D. R WRIGHT. Mr. Speaker?
The SPEAKER The gentleman, Mr. Wright, from C M o n
County is recognized. For what purpose does the gentleman
rise?
Mr. D. R WRIGHT. Point of parliamentary inquiry.
The SPEAKER The gentleman should state his point,
please.
Mr. D. R WRIGHT. Has the gentleman, Mr. R y a ~by his
statement today indicated that he no longer appmves of lhe
latitude that is given to majority leaders to speak at length on
any issue that comes before this House?
The SPEAKER The Chair obviously cannot speak for the
distinguished colleague from Delaware County.
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker?
The SPEAKER The gentleman from Delaware County is
recognized to respond to the gentleman from Clarion.
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, nor is it necessary for you to
speak on my behalf. If the gentleman wants to ir$mogate me,
I would be pleased to answer anything he has to say.
The SPEAKER The gentleman has puported a question,
or proffered a question.
Mr. RYAN. Proffered or proffered?
The SPEAKER. Proffered.
Mr. RYAN. And what was it?
Mr. D. R WRIGHT. Mr. Speaker, I will rephrase my
question.
Mr. RYAN. I think, Mr. Speaker, in response to the
gentleman's intenuption of the majority leader, 1think that 1
have extended courtesies to the majority leader and he to me
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throughout this term. However, even the majority leader
occasionally strays fmm the fold and strays from the straight
and narrow, and at the moment that is what I believe he is
doing. He is reading a script for final passage rather than the
scrip! for removing from the table, and that is the position that
I believe I am taking before the Speaker. And I have almost
burst that balloon; the Speaker has said that himself, so I am
very close.
The SPEAKER The Chair would like to pronounce that
both floor leaders will have maximum flexibility, and I do not
want to be presumptuous here, but while I am privileged tobe
at the dais, I believe it would be appropriate that both floor
leaders have maximum flexibility.
The gentleman, Mr. Itkin, should p m e d .
Mr. FIXIN. Mr. Speaker, in trying to meet the minority
leader's objections, I do not really feel that I have been
straying from the point.
The point is that we have a bill on the table. The point is
that we should let sleeping do@ lie in their comfortable berth
right m.
But the minority leader believes that it is appmpriate at this time to support to take from the table. Obviously he
has an agenda that he supports to revisit HB 185, to revisit a
ripper bill that will prevent or preempt the opportunity for
communities like Philadelphia and Pittsburgh to impose a ban
on assault weapons. and to that extent I am saying to the
minority leader and, to the members of the House, I do not feel
that the time is right. I believe that we do have the opportunity
and we have initiated that opporhmity to meet with the various
sides on this issue and come up with what I consider to be a
reasonable compmmise that we can negotiate and present to

the House.
Nothing is going to be served here today if we remove HB
185 and act on it today. The Governor of the Commonwealth
has indicated that he will veto HB 185 if it contains a preemp
tion of the bans in Philadelphia and Pittsburgh. Consequently,
it would seem to me that whatever action we might do tcday
would fly in the face of a gubernatorial veto and will not really
advance where we should be, and then the question is, how do
we gain control over the proliferation of weapons in this
Commonwealth and prevent this misuse?
Mr. Speaker, I sincerely request that the House get on with
its other business, not address this issue at this time. Let those
that am now engaged in trying to come up with some compiw
mise continue to do their positive work, and then in a month
or two, we can then revisit this and have a comprehensive
amendment that we can all support.
Mr. Speaker, I strongly urge the House today not to take
HB 185 from the table.
The SPEAKER The Chair is pleased to recognize his
friend from Delaware County, Mr. Ryan.
Mr. RYAN. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, initially, a few brief observations.
The SPEAKER Maximum latitude.
Mr. RYAN. Thank you. That is about the size of my
observation.
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The gentleman, Mr. Itkin, towards the end of his brief
remarks, was saying the minority leader believes this and the
minority leader believes that. I do not know how he knows
what the minority leader believes in, because right now the q
minority leader does not know what he is going to do in a
little wlule because I do not know what this House is going to
do any more than you know what it is going to do. But let me
say this with respect to my last remark on what this IIouse is
or is not going to do.
When we left here prior to Christmas, Mr. Speaker, the
first order of business we were going to have was we were
going to come hack here and handle manufactwed housing,
because we left that up in the air, and that was going to be the J
first order of business when we got back from the Christmas
break. We have not seen hide nor hair of that one. Then we
were going to do gun control, and that is the last thing we
were going to do as we broke here a couple of weeks ago;
then we got caught up in the snows and the ices of the past
several weeks. But we were, nevertheless, going to come back
in here and we were going to address gun control, and we
never addressed that gun control until we are now trying to
bring it back off of the table.
The last thing we were going to do as we broke I think
yesterday was we were going lo handle campaign refom, and
,
we have not handled campaign reform yet tcday, and here it is,
5 o'clock in the aflemoon. And through all of this, of
co-and
I think this is the right way to go, incidentally-we
talked about having a reasonable schedule and getting out at a
reasonable time and not going into 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 o'clock at
night in order to meet some kind of a deadline. But I think we
have let things slip, frankly.
Now let us come back m u n d to where we are now, a
motion to remove from the table. I think it is true that other
things are planned by some of the members of this
Mouse-whether it is a majority of them or not, I am not
-if
this bill comes off the table.
1 for one, I for one, intend to offer a resolution today on
gun control. I intend to offer a resolution. I am going to ask
first for a suspension of the rules- May I have order, Mr.
Speaker?
The SPEAKER. The Republican leader requests order. That
is a reasonable request. Staff will please be seated. Members
will please come to order.
Mr. Ryan may continue.
Mr. RYAN. 1 have a concurrent resolution which I intend
to ask the House to consider today by suspension of the rules
creating a committee to report to us by June 1, a committee
made up of members of the Fraternal Order of Police, the
Attomey General, Local Government Commission, Pennsylvania District Attorneys Association, a designee of the Governor
representing the Pennsylvania State Police, a designee from the
Federation of Sportsmen's Clubs, llnitied Sportsmen of
Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania Game Commission, National Rifle
Association, Handgun Control, Inc., and four members of the W
General Assembly, who would elect a chairman and make a
report to us by June I.
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I think this is important. In the meantime, however, I think
that we have some obligation to the sportsmen of Pennsylvania, those who hunt in Pennsylvania, to settle this question of
primacy. As we sit here today, there are communities throughout this State who are considering adopting gun control laws
whch will make it impossible for the sportsmen and the
hunters of Pennsylvania to practice their various sports and
their various hobbies, and I think that neither Philadelphia nor
Pittsburgh should guide this Commonwealth in something this
important. This is not the tail that should be wagging the dog,
but rather, this State should be deciding what is or is not the
law of Pennsylvania in connection with the use of firearms,
and for that reason I think it is important that we address the
issue on HB 185 as promptly as possible and take care of that
issue.
For that reason I am aslang that this bill be removed from
the table and that it be subject to a further motion.
'The SPEAKEK Mr. Itkin.
Mr. ITKIN. I just wanted to correct, while 1 certainly
would offer the minority leader the opportunity, as he did, to
stray from the issue, probably greater than I did, but secondarly, I want to correct a misstatement of the minority leader.
Not only have we acted on manufactured housing, if the
minority leader's memory would setve him correctly, we
passed HB 849, HB 850, and HB 851. In fact, one of the bills
is already coming out of a Senate committee. Thank you.
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker?
'I'he SPEAKER. Mr. Ryan.
Mr. RYAN. 'The gentleman is absolutely correct. I apolog m . I have Irish Alzheimer's. I forget everything except my
grudges.
The SPEAKER The Chair thanks the gentleman.
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Hanna

Hasay
Hennessey
Herman
Hershey
Hcss
Hutchlnson
Jadlowlcc
Jarolto
Kasunic

Lyoch
Maitland
Markosek
Marsico
Masland
Mayemik
McCall
Mev
Micome
Miller
Nailor
Nickol
NF
0'B"en
Olasz
Peml
Pesci
Petrarca
Parone
Pettil
Phillips
Piccola
Plttr

KreFn

IsGrotta
hub
Lau$hlin
Lawless

Lee
Leh
Lescwitz
Lloyd

b+

Plans

RebR
Reinard
Robeas
Rohrer
Rubley
Rudy
R m
Sather
S a w n
Saylor
Sche

Vance
Weugh

wogan
Wozniak
Wright, D. R
Wright, M. N
Yanddawits
Y~vcis
Zug

NAYS-60
Acosta
Bebko-Jones
Bishop
Blaum
Butkovltz
Buxton
Caltagimoe
Cappsbianca

cm

Cohm L. I.
Cohm M.
Cornell
Cmignn
Cowell

cw

h t
Donahlei
Evan8
Fajt
Freemao
Gamble
GI&k
H.rle~
Hughes
lthn
James
Josephs
Kaiser
Kelle
KirLlaod

KuLwish

Lederer
LPVdaasky
Uanderino
McGehan
McNally
Melio
Michlwic
Mibalich
Mundy
Ohre
Pistclla
%on
Richardson
Rieger

Ritter
Robiruon
Roebuck
Rmoey
Santoni
Sersfini
Stetlor
SMa

Thorms
Tip
Tdch
Van Home
V m
ViWi

Williams

NOT VOTING4
EXCUSED-3
Bush

RayrnOd

WrrhiagIm

The question was determined in the affirmative, and the
motion was agreed to.

BILL ON CONCURRENCE
IN SENATE AMENDMENTS

The following roll call was recorded:
Fichter
Fleagle
Flick
Gannon
GRst
Gmrge
Oerlach
Giglimi
Godshall
Gordner
Gwim
Gruw
lialuska

Durham
Egolf
Fainhild
Fargo
Farmer
Fee

Kenney
Kina

SUPPLEMENTAL CALENDAR A

On the question recurring,
Will the House agree to the motion?

Adolph
Allen
Argall
AMmng
Baker
Barley
Battlsto
Beld
Belfanti
Bimelin
Boys
Brown
Bunt
Caroop
Cawley
Cersar
Chadwlck
Civera
Clark
Clymer
Colafella
Colarm
Cont,

COY
Dalw
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Schuler
Scrimenti
Semel
Smith, B.
Smith, S. H.
Snyder, D. W.
Staback
Stairs
Steelman
StR&er
StRl
Stem

Stish
stntmer
Sum
Tangreni
Taylor, E. 2.
Taylor, I.
Todinsun
Trello
True
Tulli
L'llana

The House proceeded to consideration of concurrence in
Senate amendments to HB 185, PN 2217, entitled:
An Act amendinz Title 18 (Crimes and Offenses) of the
l'ennsy l\,an~aCunsulidatedStatutes, further provldlng for prohlblted offcnrlve wcapuns and for lunltatlon on mun~crpalrcgulrrtlon
of frearms and &unition; and providing for su-ary
offenses
in connection with amusement rides.
u

On the question recurring,
Will the House wncw in Senate amendments as amended?
The SPEAKER The Chair recognizes the gentleman, Mr.
Evans.
Mr. EVANS. Mr. Speaker, are we dealing with HE 185?
The SPEAKER The gentleman is correct. We are on
House supplemental calendar A, HE 185, PN 2217.
Mr. RYAN. Pardon me. Mr. Speaker, would the gentleman
yield for a moment?
The SPEAKER. The gentleman indicates he will yield.
Mr. Ryan may comment.
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Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, at the moment we have no
calendars on- I do not believe anyone on the floor- I just now
have it. Thank you.
The SPEAKER The Chair apologiles to the gentleman.
The calendars are being distributed.
AMENDMENT A5095 WITHDRAWN
The SPEAKER The gentleman, Mr. Evans, will please
read the number of his amendment. The gentleman was
debating this amendment when we last visited this issue.
Mr. EVANS. C o m a .
Mr. Speaker, I wish to withdraw amendment AM95 and
offer in its place a corrected amendment, No. A5105.
I am certain, Mr. Speaker, the minority floor leader will
rememberThe SPEAKER The gentleman will yield momentarily.
The clerk will please read the new Evans amendment.

Oa the question recurring,
Will the House concur in Senate amendments as amended?

Mr. EVANS offered the following

amendment No. A5105:

Amend Sec. 1 (Sec. 611 I), page 2, lines 8 through 59; page
3, lines 1 through 24 (A4786), by striking out "Within 20 business
days after the", page 2, line 8 and all of lines 9 through 59, page
2 and all of lines 1 through 24, page 3
Amend Bill, page, 3, by inserting between lines 31 and 32
(A4786)
Section 3. Chapter 61 of Title 18 is amended by addmg a
subchapter to read:
CHAPTER 61
FIREARMS AND OTHER DANGEROUS ARTICLES

*1

SUBCHAPTER D
ASSAULT WEAPONS
Sec.
6181. Defmitions.
6182. Determination by court.
61 83. Registration.
6184. Relinquishment of weapons.
6185. Licensed gun dealers.
6186. Penalties.
6187. Application of subchapter.
p 6181. D e f ~ t i o n s .
The following words and phrases wheuused in this subchapter shall have the meanings given to them in this section unless
the context clearly indicates otherwise:
"Assault weapon."
(1)
. , The followinn weaoons known bv the trade
names specified:
R l Fl-ES
....
Algimec AGM 1 type
Australian SAR
Avtomat Kalashnikov (AK) series
Berena AR-70 (SC-70)
Beretta BM59
Bushmaster Assault Rifle (anngun)
Calico M-900 type
CETME G3
Chartered Industries SR-88 type
CAR-I5 series
Daewoo AR-100 type
Daewoo K-1
Daewoo K-2
Daewoo Max 1
Daewoo Max 2
Demro TAC-I carbine type

I
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Encom MP-9 carbine type
Eucom MP-45 carbine type
FAMAS MAS223
G3SA type
Galil type
Heckler & Koch MP-5
Mandall the TAC-I Carbine
M-16 type
M-900 Assault Carbine
MAC 11-99 Carbine Type
Plainfield Machine Company C
SKS with detachable maaazine
SIG
A..M
.
.- .
..T
.

-

SIG 500 series
SIG PE-57
Sterlins MK-6
sterling SAR
Steyr AUG
Valmet M62 semiautomatic
Valmet M71S semiautomatic
Valmet M76 semiautomatic
Valmet M78 iemlautomallc
Uzr carbrne type
Weabcr Arms Nlghthawk
Mac I0
Mac 11
Intratec TEC-9
lntratec TEC-22
Mitchell Arms Spectre Auto
Sterling MK-7
Calico M-900
SHOTGUNS
Encom CM-55
Frauchi SPAS 12
Franchi LAW 12
Gilbert Equipment Company Striker 12
Gilbert Equipment Company Street Sweeper
Steyr-AUG semiautomatic type
USAS 12 semiautomatic tvoe
,'
PISTOLS
UZI Pistol
(2) Any shotgun with a revolving cylinder such as
the "Street Sweeper" or "Striker 12."
(3) A semiautomatic weapon with a magazine
capacity exceeding ten rounds.
(4) Any firearm declared by the court pursuant to
section 6182 (relating to determination by court) to be an
assault weapon.
"Automatic firearm." A fuearm which uses a portion of the
force of a fired cartridge to expel the case of the fired cartridge
and load another cartridge into the firing chamber; and which
automatically shoots more than one shot by a single function of
tbe trigger.
"Commissioner." The Commissioner of the Pennsylvania
State Police.
"Licensed gun dealer." A person who has a Federal firearms
license and auv business license reauired bv a State or local
governmental entity.
"Semiautomatic firearm." A firearm which uses a portion of
the force of a fued cartridge to expel the case of the fued
cartridge and load another cartridge into the firing chamber; and
which requires a separate function of the trigger to fue each
cartridge.
8 6182. Determination by court.
fa)
~. General rule.-U~on reauest bv the commissioner filed
In a ver~liedprut1.m in the (:.,~nmonwealth (:uurt. the court rhnll
lssue a drclarauun of 1enIp.lrary suspcnsldn a,f thc IIldnufi~lUre.
sale, distribution, transportation or importation into this Commonwealth, or the giving br lending of a firearm alleged to be an
assault weapon because the firearm is either of the following:
(1) Another model by the same manufacturer or a
copy by another manufacturer of an assault weapon listed in
section 6181 (relating to definitions), which is identical to
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one of the assault weapons listed in that section except for
slight modifications or enhancements, including, but not
limited to: a folding or retractable stock; adjustable sight;
case deflector for left-handed shooters; shorter barrel;
wooden, plastic or metal stock; larger magazine size;
different caliber orovided that the caliber exceeds .22
rlrnllre. .7r bayJnei mount iht' u.)urt shall htrlctly construe
1111:. paragraph so that a tirearm which ir rncrely stntllar in
appearance but not a prototype or copy can not be found to
be within the meaning of this paragraph.
(21 A firearm first manufactured or sold to the
general public in t h ~ sCommonwealth 90 days after the
effective date ofthis subchapter, whlch has been redesigned,
renamed or renumbered from one of the firearms listid in
section 6181, or which is manufactured or sold by another
company under a licensing agreement to manufacture or sell
one of the firearms listed therein regardless of the company
o f production o r distribution, o r the country of origin.
(b) Declarationoftemporary suspension.-Upanthe issuance
o f a declaration of trmoorarv susoension bv the court and after the

address, date of birth and thumbprint of the owner, and any other
information as the department may deem appropriate. The
department may charge a fee for registration of up to $20 per
person but not to exceed the actual processing costs of the
department.
(.b.) Certain sales. transfers. etc.-No assault wesoon
possr.ssr..l under thls seclrin may be s;,ldor transferredon or h e r
9b days iollc,wtng the effecuve date uf lhis subchapter. to anyone
within this Commonwealth other than to a licensed gun dealer, as
defined herein. Any person who obtains title to an assault weapon
registered
under this section bv, beauest or intestate succession.
u
rn.wes 1111,) thzs ('ummunwealth in lawtul possession of an assault
neap,,rl or lawfully possesicd a firrarni subsequeotly declared to
be an assault weawn under thls subchapter shall. wlthin 90 davs.
either render the Geaoan oermanentlv inooerable: sell the weaion
10 a 11cenru.Igun dealer or remwr. the wcapun from this ('omrn,~nwualtl~.
A person who lawiully possessed a rucarm which was
u h ~ c q u e n t l ydeclared 10he an assault weapon under srctlon 61 82
(relating to determination by court) may alternatively register the
firearm within 90 davs of that declaration.
(c) C ' o n d ~ r i ~ t~~nfsp o s s e s s t ~-A
o person who has rcgtstcred
neapon unJer t h ~ ,s c t l o n may possess i t only under the
following conditions unless a permit allowing additional uses is
those weapons.
(~,
~ 1Notice.first obtained:
(1) At that person's residence, place of business or
(1) Upon declaration of temporary suspension, the
other property owned by that person or on property owned
commtssloncr shall immediately notify all police, sheriffs.
by anather wlth the owner's express permission.
district attorneys and those requesting notice undor paragraph (2). shall nuttfy industry and association publications
(2) While on the premises of a target range of a
orivate club or organization
oreanized for the
oublic or r~~
for those who manufacture, sell or use firearms, and shall
u
purpose of practicing shooting at targets.
publish notice in nut less than ten newspapers of general
(3) While on a target range which holds a regulatory
circulation in geographically diverse sections of t h ~ sCommonwealth of the fact that the declaration has been issued.
or business license for the purpose of practicing shooting at
that target range.
(2) The commissioner shall maintain a list of any
persons who request to receive notice of any declaration of
(4) While on the premises of a shooting club.
temporary suspension and shall furnish notice under para(5) While attending any exhibition, display or
educational project which is about fuearms and which is
graph (1) to all these persons immediately upon a court
sponsored by, conducted under the auspices of or approved
declaratton. Notice shall also be furnished bv the commisal.,n<r h) c c . r t ~ i ~mall,
e J return r c ~ c ~ rpetq u c s t ~ J(or s.~bstaltby a law enforcement agency or a nationally or State
llal cqu~\ulcot~ I t h cperialn 1.1 rece!\c illme rr.sl.lci .,url.ie
recognized entity that fosters proficiency in, or promotes
the Ll~litcJ\tdtcs~, to any kns,w,l rna~lulicturerand ( ' t > n ~ education about, fuearms.
(6) While transporting the assault weapon behveen
monwealth distributor of-the weapon subject to the tempoany of the places mentioned in this subsection.
rary suspenston order or their statutory agent for service.
The notice shall be deemed effective upon mailing.
No person who is under 18 years of age and no person who is
prohibited from possessing a firearm by this chapter may register
(d) Hearing.-After issuing a declaration of temporary
or oossess an assault weaoon. The registration orocedures shall
suspension under this section, the court shall set a date for hearing
provide the option ofjoint registration for assault weapons owned
on a permanent declaration that the weapon is an assault weapon.
by family members residing in the same household.
The hearing shall be sat no lator than 30 days from the date of
5 6184. Relinquishment of weapons.
issuance of the declaration of temporary suspension. The hearing
mav be continued for eood cause thereafter. Anv manufacturer or
Any individual may arrange in advance to relinquish an
t ' . ~ n ~ n i ~ ~ n w r .Jiatr~hutur
alth
o i the \rcap.>n n,hlch ir the subject .,I
assault weapon to a police or sheriffs department.
the temp.lrdry *u>purl\~~,r~
.~r.ler ha, the r~ght.withln ?,I kays o i
5 6185. Licensed gun dealers.
Any licensed gun dealer who lawfully possesses an assault
~ h ~ t ~ i ~ ~ 01
i l tth~.
~ . ~l ,t i~u a n c eC , I I I ~
,,rJcr.
C
to intcrvrne in the actwn.
Anv manufacturer or (:ommanwealth distributor who fails to
weaoon under this subchaoter. in addition to the uses allowed
timely exercise its right of intervention or any other person who
her;under, may transpart the neapon between dealers or out o f
manufacturers, sells or owns the assault weapon may, in the
this ('.munt>nwealth. dlspla) 11 at any gun show ltcensed by a
court's discretion. thereafter join the action as amicus duriae.
State or local governmental entlty. jell it 10 a resldent outslde this
(e) Burden of proof.-At the hearing, the burden of proof is
('ommdnwcalth or sell i t to a person who has been Issued a permtt
upon the commissioner to show by a preponderance of evidence
pursuant 10 thts subchapter. Any lransp~rtloyallowed by thls
that the weapon which IS the subject of the declaration of
section must be done as~requiredby this subchapter.
temporary suspension is an assault weapon. If the court finds the
6 6186. Penalties.
weapon to be an assault weapon, it shall issue a declaration
(a) Unlauful manutacture, importatl,,n, etc-Any person
thereof. Any party to the matter may appeal the court's decision.
w h ~wtthbn thli ('ommonwr.alth manufactures or causes to be
A declaration that the weapon is an assault weapon shall remain
manufactured. distributes, transports or imports into thiscommonin effect during the pendency of the appeal unless ordered
wealth, keeps for sale or offers-or exposea for sale, or who gives
otherwise by the appellate court.
or lends any assault weapon, except as provided by this subchap5 61 83. Registration.
ter, commits a felony of the third degree.
(b) llnlawful possession.-Any person possessing an assault
(a) General rule-Any person who lawfully possesses an
assault weapon. prior to 90 days after the effective date of this
weapon in violation of this subchapter commits a misdemeanor of
subchapter, shall register the firearm within one year of that
the first degree for a first offense and a felony of the third degree
effective date, wtth tho commissioner under thuse procedures
for each subsequent offense.
which the I'ennsylvania State Police may establish. The registra5 6187. Application of subchapter.
tlon shall contain a description of the firearm that identifies it
This subchapter shall not apply to the use or possession of
uniquely, including all identification marks, the full name,
assault weapons by State or local law enforcement agencies, the
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military forces of this Commonwealth or the armed forces of the
United States.
On the question,
Will the House agree to the amendment?

PARLIAMENTARY lNQUIRY
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker?
The SPEAKER. Mr. Ryan.
Mr. RYAN. Point of parliamentary inquiry.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state his point.
Mr. RYAN. This is an honest inquiry. I do not know the
answer to this.
When did this amendment show up? We have no idea
when this amendment arrived.
The SPEAKER The gentleman, Mr. Evans, indicates he
can respond.
Mr. EVANS. Mr. Speaker, the minority leader may recall
that when we were debating this issue about a month, a month
and a half ago, when we decided to table the bill, the Evans
amendment was being debated at that particular point; that
there needed to be a technical correction to the Evans amendment. 1indicated to the minority leader at that particular time
that we would get the technical correction made. It was agreed
to set the hill and the amendment aside, Mr. Speaker.

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Mr. RYAN. Now a point of parliamentary inquiry.
The SPEAKER The gentleman will state his point.
Mr. RYAN. It has been pointed out to me by a staff
member that, at least my amendment-I guess it is tlue of all
of them as I look amun&is time-stamped for 5:02, 1 guess
yesterday, beyond the 2 o'clock mark. Does this require a
suspension of the lules?
The SPEAKER. The Parliamentarian advises that we do not
need to suspend the rules. The rules were suspended on
December 8 in order that we deal with this measure, and that
suspension is still in effect.
(Conference held at Speaker's podium.)
The SPEAKER Does the gentleman, Mr. Evans, seek
recognition?
Mr. EVANS. Yes, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER The gentleman is recognized.
Mr. EVANS. What I was describing earlier, Mr. Speaker,
is that this amendment that I had offered, we had to make a
correction; that it was brought to our attention by the minority
leader relating to the issue of a certain word around the
question of "pistols." That has been corrected. That technicality, I expressed to the members of the House that the Reference
Bureau has indented and capitalized the particular issue around
"pistols," so now I would hope, Mr. Speaker, we can now
begin the debate on the amendment.
You may recall, Mr. Speaker, that a month ago I had
indicated that Califomia, New Jersey, Connecticut, Virginia,
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Colorado, New York, Maryland, Illinois, Florida, and Massachusetts' Governors as well as the Governor of this Commonwealth a week ago indicated his support for a statewide ban.
Mr. Speaker, the amendment that I am offering goes just a
little futher than what Mr. Ryan had offered. The amendment
Mr. Ryan had offered, as you may recall, was an amendment
that would have banned about 14 weapons. I have expressed
an interest that I think we need to go a little fulther than the
14 weapons that Mr. Ryan has described. I have said, Mr.
Speaker, that there are a number of other weapons that I think
need to be addressed and those weapons, Mr. Speaker, I
believe, are very harmful to the people of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania.
There is no question, Mr. Speaker, that people throughout
this Commonwealth want us to deal with the question of
violence and crime. This is only one step, Mr. Speaker. I do
not believe that this by itself will solve the problems of crime
and violence. As a result, Mr. Speaker, I would hope that
members on both sides of the aisle, Democrats and Republicans, ~ r a land urban and suburban, would support this
particular amendment, because I do believe, Mr. Speaker, we
need a ban on assault weapons.
I am expressing to you, Mr. Speaker, that when you look
at the list of weapons that we have down here, these weapons
are not used for the purposes of hunting or spoltsmanshp;
these weapons are very dangerous to people throughout the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. As a result, Mr. Speaker, I
would hope that members on both sides of the aisle would
suppolt this amendment. Thank you.
The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the gentleman from
Philadelphia.
Mr. Ryan is recognized on the Evans amendment.
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, I am frankly trying to remember
all of the reasons why I voted against and urged people to vote
against this had amendment several weeks ago. My recollection
is that one of the very serious flaws, of course, has been
corrected. The gentleman, Mr. Evans, did correct what was
obviously an e m r in drafting, hut there were a couple of other
e1~orsin creation when this particular amendment was put
together.
This amendment. as I recall, has in it or the bill has in it
and 1 took out with my amendment, as the case may be, a
provision that the firearms that are mentioned, some 50 or 60
in number, may be increased by the action of the Commissioner of State Police, as 1 recall. I had an amendment that was
inserted in this bill whch will now disappear because a
subsequent amendment, being introduced by the gentleman
now, will make it disappear, and that was based on a ruling of
the Chair at the last meeting of this august body that the
second amendment controls where there is an inconsistency.
Let me straighten that out.

PARLIAMENTARY INOUIRY
Mr. RYAN. Point of parliamentary inquily.
Mr. Speaker, 1 would be glad to give you time
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Mr. Speaker, either the bill or my amendment-and I
frankly do not remember which-had a provision in it-and the
gentleman, Mr. Evans, may remember-had a provision in it
that additional weapons could be put on the prohibited list, if
you will, by my amendment, by the action of this body, my
amendment having taken out of the original bill the State
Police, the Commissioner of State Police, as the body or the
person who would be charged with the responsibility of listing
the prohibited firearms, making a recommendation to the
Commonwealth Court, but it was originated by the State
Police. My amendment came along and I pulled that out of the
bill, and in effect, by my amendment, I leave it to the legislature to determine how long this list should get, because the
Commonwealth Court and the State Police at that point had
been removed from it.
Now along comes today the gentleman, Mr. Evans, with
this amendment, and this amendment has a provision in it that
puts back in, as I understand, the Commissioner of State Police
and the Commonwealth Court. Would you care to comment on
that?
I call your attention to page 3 of the amendment 61 82.
The SPEAKER The Parliamentarian advises that the
principle of drafting that is applicable here is, when two
amendment~are drafted to a bill which do relatively the same
thing and amend the same section, the last amendment that is
incorporated into the body of the bill is the applicable amendment.
Mr. RYAN. I agree, Mr. Speaker, with the Parliamentarian.
This amendment coming after my amendment would seem to
indicate that this would control, my amendment having gone
in 2 weeks ago or 3 weeks ago. Therefore, we are back to a
situation where the Commissioner of State Police is going to
determine whal gun or guns, whal firearms ate or are not
permitted to beThe SPEAKER Will the gentleman yield momentarily. ' h e
gentleman's point of parliamentary inquiry is concluded?
Mr. RYAN. Yes. I am sony.
The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the gentleman. You may
proceed.
Mr. RYAN. The Commissioner of State Police now, under
this amendment if adopted, is the one who is going to determine and tell your sportsmen, subject to the Commonwealth
Court, what firearms they are going to be permitted to own.
Now, your sportsmen and your hunters- 1 do not know what
the Commissioner of State Police is going to say. I do not
know what this Commissioner is going to say; I do not know
what the next one is going to say; I do not know what the one
after that is going to say. I liked it better the way 1 did it. I
liked it better when the legislature determined what the law
was. So that is one reason I am against this.
The other reason that I quickly stand up against this is that
the list that is contained in- The 50-some-odd weapons that
are listed on this particular amendment, on page 2, 1 confess,
I am not familiar with all these weapons. I cannot remember
the last time I shot a firearm. But I have a lot of respect for a
number of sportsmen and a number of hunters who tell me that
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many of these weapons are used on a regular basis in sports
club shooting, in competitive shooting. I do not know that they
are used in hunting or not. I will let someone else address that
issue. But essentially, we have looked at this bill before, and
let me tell you, Mr. Speaker, it has not gotten any better, this
particular amendment; it has not gotten any better.
You know, the simple truth of the matter is, I think there
are an awful lot of us here today who really do not know, we
really do not know enough about this subject. If you are like
me, you are kind of scared of the subject; you are afraid of it.
It is something that is perceived as bad if you are from the
southeast paRicularly because the papers say it is bad, but it is
not. If you are out in the central patt of the State where guns
are a way of life or hunting is a way of life, they do not have
the same problems that some of us have with it.
So with this great concern, I am asking that this be voted
down, and I am asking that a! an appropriate time tomorrow-and I am inviting everybody to get on boad-tha! you
cosign with me a concurrent resolution and have all of these
*called experts meet over the next month or so and m e up
with something that makes some sense to all of us people
that we respect. I think that is the sensible way of doing it
people representing both sides of this issue.
Probably the most telling tbjng-and I am going to meet
with some newspaper people t o m o m , and I guess I am
going to get in troublebut one of the things that I hwv they
are going to talk to me about is gun control, and one of the
things I am going to ask them about is the very thing that the
sportsmen and the hunters tell me day in and day out, that the
weapons on this list on only f w occasions have been used in
the commission of a crime. Now, 1 do not know whether that
is true or not, but I am going to ask these newspaper people if
they can show me that that is a lie.
I mean, I am really curious about that. I know handguns
are used all the time. 1 mean, all you have to do is pick up the
paper or look at the television. But we are not talking about
handguns here; we are talking about far more exotic weapons.
From what I hear, what I am told, they are really not used by
the criminals of this country. I guess maybe they are too
sophisticated for them.
In any event, Mr. Speaker, at this time I am going to ask
that the amendment be defeated.
The SPEAKER The gentleman, Mr. Godshall, from
Montgomev County on the Evans amendment.
Mr. GODSHALL. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I also rise to ask for the defeat of this amendment.
This amendment is really the Michlovic amendment
brought back, and a few guns that were on the Michlaic
amendment have been taken off. Really, there are no changes
or very few if any changes from that original amendment
which was defeated by the House about a month ago.
On this list-and again, 1am also not familiar with many of
these guns personally-but the M-16 type that is listed on here
is target rifles used in competitive shooting amund this country
by many people in Pennsylvania, by many of your constituents.
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I think right now we should be dealing with primacy. That
is the real issue, and let us address these guns at a later date.
I ask for a negative vote. Thank you.
The SPEAKER The gentleman, Mr. McCall, from Carton
County. For what purpose does the gentleman rise?
Mr. McCALL. On the amendment, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman should proceed.
Mr. McCALL. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, 1 rise in opposition to the Evans amendment.
If we really look at the facts, the factual evidence, the facts
deny the claims made against these sc-called assault weapons
contained in the Evans amendment, and I challenge you to just
review the police files from the Federal Government, from
State and local police agencies, most of which have been
drafled since 1985. These reports clearly show that the targeted
guns are far from the devastating claims made by their
detmcto~s. Even with the most generous intelpretations of
statistics, these guns nationwide are used in well under 2
percent of homicides, and if only data regarding rifles and
shotguns defined as "assault weapons" is tabulated, they
represent less than 1 percent of the sc-called gun crimes. Thar
information and those statistics can be obtained through the
FBI (Federal Bureau of Investigation) in their Uniform Crime
Report that they have compiled since 1985.
Obviously, subjecting these additional firearms to fiuther
regulations or even b d n g them is not really going to
significantly affect the gun crime problem here in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Perceptionwise with the media, if
we want to say something to the media like we have done
something, maybe you pass the Evans amendment, but in
actuality, if you look at the facts, if we pass this amendment,
we are going to do absolutely nothing, nothing at all, in
solving the gun crime problem.
If we really want to get serious about it, let us establish an
instant criminal history and mental health record check
program to screen firearm purchases; let us prohibit convicted
felons and certain other classes of individuals from possessing
any firearm under State law; let us prohibit, with certain
exceptions, the possession of firearms in cowt facilities; let us
prohibit, with appropriate exceptions, the loan of firearms; let
us extend the 5-day waiting period for handguns; and let us
institute a criminal history record check for all handgun
purchases. Currently that is in the Brady bill. Let us correct the
technical deficiencies in section 6108 of the Uniform Firearms
Act, relating to carrying f i r e m s on public streets and on
public property in cities of the first class. Lei us strengthen and
clarify current statutes prohibiting, with appropriate exceptions,
possession of firearms by juveniles.
Mr. Speaker, I stand at this microphone and I stand with
responsible gun owners and sportsmen to join in that effort and
to get these particular pieces of le~slationpassed.
I urge the defeat of the Evans amendment.
The SPEAKER The Chair thanks the gentleman and
recognizes the gentleman from Allegheny County, Mr.
Michlovic.
Mr. MICHLOVIC. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
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Mr. Speaker, I am a little surprised to hear the gentleman,
Mr. Godshall, state in his statement a little earlier that he was
unfamiliar with a lot of these weapons. He did state that those
weapons were the same ones that were listed in the Michlovic 1
amendment December 14. We'l, 1 have a story for you. The
Michlovic amendment's weapons-check it-every one of them
was listed in the Godshall amendment. He should be familiar
with those weapons because they were put on this House floor
by the gentleman, Mr. Godshall. They were his list of assault
weapons. He was the first one to put "assault weapons" above
the weapons, the 69 weapons, that I listed in my amendment.
My amendment did not come out of the clear blue. It was
exactly a trace of his amendment. IIe defined them as "assault
weapons." Now he does not recognize them.
As for the issue of the weapons used in crime in the United
States, I have a list-and I will circulate it, and I am sony I
have not circulated it to your desks, but I will circulate it
today-of all the assault weapons' trace statistics from the
Federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms, and this is
just I0 percent of the entire weapons confiscated and used in
:
crime across the United States. From 1986 to 1992, there were
20,000 assault weapons. The TEC-9, 376 of them were
confiscated in 1988; the Mac 10, 333 in 1988. In 1992, that
number went to 788.
The big problem with tracing these weapons is, a lot of
municipalities and a lot of cities and a lot of police departments heretofore had never logged the make and model of the
weapon used. Now they are more specific about that. But even
under that older system, we had a lot of weapons, a lot of
assault weapons - weapons like the TEC-9, the Mac 10, the
AR-15, the Uzi type, the AK47 that I told you I was wounded
with in Vietnam, the HK-91, the F.I.E. SPAS-12 type, the
Fabrique Nationale, the Calico type a lot of those weapons
that you saw pictures of. They said, do not worry about the
pictwes; do not look at the pictures; they do not mean anything. Well, I suggest to yo4 they mean a lot when you are
standing on the barrel of that weapon; they mean a heck of a
lot when you are looking down at it. They also mean a lot to
,
that police officer who is standing between you and me and
your constituents and that criminal who may not have had an
arrest record prior to that moment, but he just may have gone
crazy; he just may have had a bad day; he just may have
decided to end it and take somebody else with him. That guy
might not have a record, but he is standing there with an AK47, looking down at you, at your wife, at your children. That
is what we are talking about.
So do not talk, do not say that there is a zero list that the
NRA (National Rifle Association) puts out; none of these
weapons have ever been confiscated. Take the list from the
Federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms.
There are a variety of things that we can do, very importantly, and I have heard the arguments that banning of assault
weapons is not the answer. I suggest to you that, no, it is not
the entire answer, and I said that when I offered my amend- w
ment a month ago. It is not the entire answer, but it is a
flashpoint, and you and 1 know it. We are politiciaii. It is a
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flashpoint in the public mind, and we are going to have to deal
with that issue, and that issue is easy access to guns.
Mr. McCall ticked off a list of things that we can do to
address that situation, to try to remove that easy access to
guns, and 1 agree with him. I h n k there are a variety of thngs
that we can do, and among them, we can make people
accountable and responsible for their weapon. If their weapon
is used in the commission of a crime, they should be civilly
liable, they should be accountable, and somebody ought to be
able to sue them because they were not accountable, they were
not responsible, they d ~ dnot lock that weapon up. That is
where we ought to be going and that is where we will be
going if we deal with some of the legislation that has been
introduced, but that is for another day.
Today, right now, we are dealing with the Evans amendment, the flashpoint of the gun issue, and I suggest to you that
that list of weapons is an appropriate list. Not 2 weeks ago I
was in the majority leader's office with a representative, who
is a ballistic expert from the State Police, Mr. Fred Wentling.
He pointed out that not one of those weapons on my list, much
less the Evans list, was used for hunting in this Commonwealth and only one, only one could be used in a competitive
shoot that is going on today, and that is some models of the
AR-15. So when you hear this testimony that a lot of these
wcapons arc used in competitive shoots, take it from the
ballistic expert that works for the State Police. He said, no;
there is only one, the AK-15, and note that the AR-I5 is on the
Alcohol, Firearms, Tobacco list, A n ' s list, as one of those
weapons that has been seen more and more used in crime
today. So we have a real problem with that weapon. Do we
ban it or not?
But a lot of the testimony that you would hear by the
advocates of HB 185 is, I submit to you, false, and the list that
we are using, that we are working off, was first submitted in
a C;odshall amendment that was offered on this floor, and I
urge strong support of the Evans amendment. Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman, Mr. Godshall, for the
second time.
Mr. GODSHALL. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
In order to correct the record and the previous speaker, the
Godshall amendment which was adopted by this House
contained a group of firearms. Those firearms were a composite of the weapons that were banned in Pittsburgh and Philadelphia. It had nothing to do with the Michlovic amendment; it
had nothing to do with the guns in the Michlovic amendment,
and as I said before, 1 am not familiar with some of those, but
the list was derived from a composite of the Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh ban list, and that is where the guns came from.
Thank you. Mr. Speaker.

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
'lhe SPEAKER. The gentleman from Phladelphia, Mr.
Williams, on the Evans amendment.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Speaker, 1 have a parliamentary
inquiry.
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The SPEAKER The gentleman is in order and may state
his point.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Speaker, are we under suspension of
the rules and therefore able to introduce other amendments?
The SPEAKER Yes.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
May I proceed, please?
The SPEAKER The gentleman is recognized on the Evans
amendment.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I understand.
The SPEAKER And the gentleman should proceed.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Earlier it was stated that, frankly, we did
not need to ban these assault weapons under the premise that
only 2 percent of the homicides were committed by some of
these assault weapons. While I would stand here today with
some of the previous speakers who have outlined some very
fine ideas which would deal with the issue of firearms or gun
reform or gun control, however you might want to describe it,
and specifically, the previous speaker who ticked off about five
or six items which he would stand in support of, I would
suggest that we do that today.
Since we are allowed to futher amend HB 185, let us
incorporate those fine ideas today, and if in fact only 2 percent
of the homicides are committed by the assault weapons, I
daresay 80-some percent are committed by handguns, and I
would suggest that we further explore that situation today. We
do not have to wait any further. Those five items which were
outlined, those six items which were outlined, hey, we have
plenty of time. I will assist him with my staff to do those
issues today. Let us not delay it any fwther. Let us not beat
around the bush. Let us not play games. Let us do it today,
amend it today. I will support him today. I am sure that many
of the members from Philadelphia County will support him
today and Allegheny County will support him today along with
the other items. Let us do those today.
But I would also suggest to you that we also like to talk
about percentages. Two percent of the homicides in the United
States were committed by assault weapons, as if to suggest that
those 2 percent, may they be 10, may they be 100, may they
be 1,000, are not a significant number. Well, I am not sure
how you feel about it, but I know how I would feel about it if
someone in my family were murdered by an assault weapon
and heard someone else stand on this floor and suggest that,
well, they only fell into the 2-percent crack and therefore their
life was less meaningM than the other 80 percent. They are
still dead. They were still murdered. They were still mangled.
A family was destroyed because someone who was irresponsible in our society had possession of assault weapons and we
saw fit not to regulate that process. to remove that potential
danger from our society.
That FBI report also indicated, that FBI report also
indicated there is no need for assault weapons in the larger
society and the vast majority of them need not he atuund. So
if we are going to state the record, state the entire record, and
if we are going to talk about gun reform and what is responsible and what we should do, let us do it tonight. We stayed
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here until 5 o'clock in the morning for fiber optics and
education. Well, if we want our children to be educated, let us
let them be alive so that they can be educated. Let us do the
gun reform A to Z today, today, Mr. Speaker. Thank you.
The SPEAKER The Chair thanks the gentleman and
recognizes Mr. Geist from Blair County on the Evans amendment.
Mr. GEIST. Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker.
Will the maker of the amendment stand for a brief intern
gation?
The SPEAKER The gentleman indicates he will.
Mr. GEIST. Mr. Speaker, in o w part of the State, the
transition to manhood quite frequently involves gun training
shooting in leagues, whether it be the beginning instruction
with BB guns or moving up into skeet, rifle, other kind of
competition. On page 5 of your amendment, it reads: "No
person who is under 18 years of age and no person who is
prohibited from possessing a firearm by this chapter may
register or possess an assault weapon."
Now, Mr. Speaker, let me ask you a question. In this list
it says "M-16 type." As you well know, a lot of the match
weapons, semiautomatics, could fall under the title "M-16
type," which is a listed weapon. So, Mr. Speaker, does this
language clearly, as it spells out, mean that juniors, who
belong to a club or belong to a league, will no longer be able
to shoot that weapon in competition?
Mr. EVANS. Mr. Speaker, if you look over above (5). it
indicates the conditions of possession. An answer would be no.
They would be allowed, if they meet these conditions, to be
able to perfom in the sporting club.
Mr. GEIST. I am sony, Mr. Speaker; I absolutely could not
hear you.
Mr. EVANS. Mr. Speaker, what I said to you is, if you
look on page 5, conditions of possession, look at conditions of
possession. From (1) to ( 5 ) , it lays it out right there. Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. GEIST. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I have read that, and
then when I got to that language down there and saw it, which
is clarifym& I believed that what it said then was that a person
under 18, really it would take them out of competition shoots.
Mr. EVANS. Repeat your question again, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. GEIST. I said when you read this on the possession,
that language could clearly be intelpreted could it not, to limit
people from competing in shoots, match shoots?
Mr. EVANS. I do not see it that way, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. GEIST. Thank you v e ~ ymuch Mr. Speaker.
May I speak on the amendment?
The SPEAKER The gentleman may proceed.
Mr. GEIST. Mr. Speaker, we have gone round and round
on this business of gun control and blaming guns for crimes in
Pennsylvania. I think it is time that we defeat this amendment
and look into meaningful ways to punish criminals who use
guns rather than the people that like to possess, collect, shoot.
Clearly, it has been pointed out that these weapons are not
used as they have been reported by the media.
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I would urge everyone to vote "no" on the Evans amendment and let us get on with the business of punishing criminals.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman, Mr. Sturla, from Lancaster W
on the Evans amendment.
Mr. STURLA. Mr. Speaker, will the maker of the amendment stand for a brief interngation?
The SPEAKER The gentleman indicates he will.
Mr. S'I'URLA. Mr. Speaker, there were some questions
earlier about the relationslup of the Police Commissioner and
his being able to request that certain guns be added to the list.
When I read that section, the way I read it anyway, at least my
understanding is that this would only apply to those weapons
that would be copycats of weapons that are on the list or
weapons that had their names changed or numbers changed. Is
that correct?
Mr. EVANS. Repeat your question again, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. STURLA. Mr. Speaker, there seemed to be some
question about the Police Commissioner's role in your arnendment. The way I read that amendment, it would appear that the
1
only time the Police Commissioner has standing is when he is
asking for copycat weapons or weapons that have had their
names changed from those that arc on the list to be added to
the list. Is that correct?
Mr. EVANS. Yes, that is, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. STURLA. Would it also be your contention then that
any bans that we have passed with previous amendments or
anything like that that did not include this type of language
would in fact have such a large loophole in it that the next day
all gun manufacturers would go out and put a new sticker on
their box that they sell the weapon with and therefore all the
weapons would again be legal the next day?
Mr. EVANS. Correct, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. STURLA. Thank you.
The SPEAKER Does the gentleman. Mr. Evans, seek
recognition?
Mr. EVANS. Yes.
The SPEAKER The gentleman is recognized for the
second time.
Mr. EVANS. Mr. Speaker, I would like to just clarify a
few issues.
One of the issues that the minority leader had raised was
over the question about a process in terms of the State Police
Commissioner. If you notice in the amendment, Mr. Speaker,
we outlined the hearing process, which would be due process w
available; that the State Police Commissioner would not be
able to make an arbitrary decision; that the burden of proof is
upon the Commissioner to show the evidence of that particular
decision. 1 think, first, we need to be very clear about that.
Secondly, Mr. Speaker, I would agree with the gentleman
from Carbon County, Representative Keith McCall. There is no
question that this issue by itself will solve the crime and
violence in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. However, Mr.
Speaker, I do believe that the people of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania want us to send some type of message, some
type of symbolism that we are at least attempting to address
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this issue in some way. I am saying to you, Mr. Speaker, no,
this is not a perfect answer to crime and violence. But, Mr.
Speaker, all of us know that this is just a beginning. There are
a lot of other things that we need to do in Washington, DC,
here in Ifanisburg, and in our local communities. I would ask,
Mr. Speaker, that we look at this as a part of an entire
strategy, and that strategy is to address the problem of crime
and violence.
The real issue, Mr. Speaker, is, yes, we do need more
police officers; yes, we do need more boot camps; yes, we do
need to do those things, but we also need to control these
weapons. We need to send a message, no matter how small the
message is, that we are no longer going to tolerate these
assault weapons.
I believe, Mr. Spzaker, and I want to be very clear that 1
am not against the idea of people having weapons who are
legally responsible for maintaining those weapons. But, Mr.
Speaker, there is no justification for the weapons that we have
on t h s particular list. Mr. Speaker, even in the Michlovic
amendment, there were between 83 to 85 people on tlus floor
that voted to ban 75 weapons. On the Ryan amendment, Mr.
Speaker, 14 weapons, there were 101 members.
Mr. Speaker, the only thng that I have attempted to do is
expand on some other weapons that I think are important to be
on this list and to add a process. I think, Mr. Speaker, we have
to begin to say enough is enough, that we are no longer going
to not have any type of responsible approach to these assault
weapons.
1 would ask you to vote to support the Evans amendment.
Thank you, Mr. 'Speaker.
The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the gentleman from
Philadelphia and recognizes Mr. Phillips.
Mr. PIIILLIPS. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
1 rise for defeat of this amendment.
It seems that we always want to put the onus of crime on
the gun owner and not on the criminal. I think we really have
to look at the root problem. What is the mot problem that we
have in America today? There are many areas, but one area I
think that we should be looking at is our youth. What are we
doing for our youth? How much money are we spending on
our youth? Are we training our youth? Are we giving our
youth jobs? This is what the mot problem is of crime today.
When we looked at these weapons that are on these lists,
a . we know, as research has been done, many of them have
never been used to commit a crime. It just does not make
much sense banning weapons that have never been used to
commit a crime.
A couple of weeks ago when we addressed HB 185, we
had the literature that was placed on our desks that showed
assault weapons, these terrible looking assault weapons, and
everybody got the idea that these were used every day to
commit all lands of crimes, but that is not the case. As a
matter of fact, there has been research done on that exact list
of weapons, and that will be made available as to how many
of them are used for crime and how many of them are really
not legal in the United States, have never been imported in the
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United States. It is information that is deceiving, and this is
what we have to stop, and I believe that this can be done.
I do not think we should take this bill and put a lot of
amendments on it, because the purpose of this bill is preemp
tion. The State should have preemption in gun laws. We
should not have a hodgepodge of laws throughout this area and
have every community throughout the State pass their own gun
laws. It is just not- It would cause chaos, and that is the thing
that we are trying to address here today, and if somebody has
ideas on what should happen on other legislation, let us
introduce bills and see what can be done with them.
I believe it is very important that we pass Representative
Ryan's concurrent resolution and let us study the facts about
these weapons we are talking about. Let us study the true facts,
not be deceived by the news media and not try to get into
sensational reporting but get out with the true facts as to
exactly what these weapons are used for how many are used
for target shooting, how many are used for collection, how
many are used for hunting and get the exact facts, and that
way we can make a decision that is right.
Therefore, I ask for the defeat of this amendment.
The SPEAKER The Chair recognizes the gentleman h m
Philadelphia, Mr. Hughes.
Mr. HUGHES. Mr. Speaker, this is an interesting discussion. I am sorry we had it at this particular moment. I thought
we were going to go in another direction as far as determining
g o d public policy as far as firearms are concerned in the
Commonwealth but unfoltunately, for whatever reason we
have been brought to this mint. We will deal with that issue
at another time.
It is interesting, Mr. Speaker, how we can have individuals
in opposition to this particular matter. The President of the
United States of America just last week called for a ban on
assault weapons. The Governor just last week, Mr. Speaker,
called for a ban on assault weapons. Recently Time magazine
and other national pollsters have reported over 75 percent of
the American population-and Pennsylvania still is apart ofthe
United States of America-want some kind of control, some
hnd of ban on assault weapons.
I disagree, Mr. Speaker, with my good friend, the gentleman from Philadelphia, the chairman of the House Appropriations Committee. I do not think this is a matter of symbolism.
1 think the support of this amendment is a matter of creating
good public policy. It is only a matter of time that some group
of individuals, some people, some family members, folks that
you may know, folks that may be constituents of yours, folks
that are just human beings will be gunned down mercilessly by
the use of one of the weapons on this list. The State Police
Commissioner, the commissioners in the city of Philadelphia,
the commissioners in Allegheny County and all across the
State are reporting the growing arrests that are occurring and
how in those arrests they are capturing and retrieving more and
more weapons that are appearing on lists like are in the Evans
amendment and like were in the Michlovic amendment.
We cannot wait until some group of people, some individual is shot down in cold blood by one of the weapons on this
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list before we decide to do something about it. It does not
make sense. What you are saying by opposing the Evans
amendment is saying, okay, let us go ahead and shoot some
folks by one of these weapons. It has not occurred yet. Let us
wait until it occurs, and then after it occurs, then let us do
something about it. What do you say to those families? What
do yw say to those individuals? They are getting more and
more of these weapons; they are confiscating more and more
of these weapons on a daily basis. It is only a matter of time.
The Evans amendment is a good proposal. In fact, some
would even say it is a compromise. It is not as long as the
Michlovic list and it is definitely not as short as the Ryan list.
It is good public policy, Mr. Speaker. We should support this.
We need to come out of the 19th century and the 18th century.
We Reed to get on board with everyone else in this country
who is crying out for us to be real leaders and for us lo
represent the people who sent us here to this chamber to do
something about the excessive proliferation of firearms and
especially of unneedeQ unnecessary weapons like the weapons
on this list.
I encourage, Mr. Speaker, a unanimous "yes" vote on the
Evans amendment. Thank you.
The SPEAKER The gentleman from Elk, Mr. Suna.
Mr. SURRA. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Will the prime sponsor of the amendment rise for a very
brief interrogation?
The SPEAKER. The gentleman, Mr. Evans, indicates he
will stand.
Mr. S U M . Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, on page 2 of your amendment you have a
number of the semiautomatic so-called assault weapons that
you would wish to ban. One of those is called the M-16 type,
Mr. Speaker. Could you define a little bit for me what you
mean by the M-16 type?
Mr. EVANS. I am sorry; 1 am sorry, Mr. Speaker. I could
not tell you very specifically what exactly that weapon would
look like at this point.
Mr. SURRA. Mr. Speaker, there is a point to this line of
questioning. An M-16, AR-15 type, ,223 caliber assault
weapon and semiautomatic, which looks like an assault
weapon, I believe that is what you wish to ban. Would that
also include an M-16 fiberglass stock that looks identical that
is a .22 caliber?
Mr. EVANS. Mr. Speaker, with all due respect, the
gentleman is much more of an expert than I am on this
p&icularly weaporuy. This list has been recommended to us
by the local police in the city of Philadelphia, the commissioner. This same list is the list that we used in the ban that we
had in the city of Philadelphia. It is the same list that Rep=sentative Godshall had on his list. If you look at it, it is the
same list that Representative Ryan had on his list. So I would
express to you, Mr. Speaker, that these weapons are, in my
view, what has very consistently been proposed by all the other
various bans. So I could not get into the technicalities that you
are raising, Mr. Speaker, but I share with you that this is a list
that I view as something that is commonly addressed.
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Mr. Speaker, I should even go a step further. Even on the
Federal level, you will find that these particular weapons are
weapons that we used from the list in terms of the Federal
Govemment.
Mr. S W . Mr. Speaker, if I could comment on the
amendment?
The SPEAKER. The gentleman is in order and should
comment.
Mr. SURRA. Mr. Speaker, I submit to you that an M-16type weapon would include anything that looks like an M-16,
including an M-16-type pellet gun that is sold in the Kmart
store or an M-16-type BB gun or an M-16-type .22 caliber.
The M-I6 type that they should be talking about possibly has
a cartridge that is the size of my finger and a bullet that travels
at4.000 feet per second. A pellet gun does not do that. A .22
caliber is a weapon that a child would take out in the backyard
and plinker with and shoot cans with but this would also be
banned by this amendment, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, this whole issue, as many have said before,
although the merits and what they are trying to do is very
sincere and we have a serious problem, the banning of these
guns is not going to solve this problem, Mr. Speaker. This is
just one indication of what we would be doing, and anybody
that has an M-16-type .22 caliber, well, I want you to talk to
the 14-year-old that is not allowed to use it anymore, Mr.
Speaker.
1 urge a "no" vote on the Evans amendment.
The SPEAKEK Mr. Saurman.
Mr. SAURMAN. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, reference was made to some of the remarks
by the President, by the Governors. I would suggest that it is
good politics to address the concerns of the people, and people
are concerned about crime. So it is nice to go with rhetoric and
say, look, we are going to do something about crime because
we are going to ban these weapons. But, Mr. Speaker, that is
not the problem.
One of the major problems is that some of our enforcement
people have plea-bargained away mandatory sentences for
committing crimes with guns. Some of our parole boards and
judges have released violent criminals back into society, people
whose intention it is to destroy and to maim other people.
Mr. Speaker, we talk about assault weapons, and the
rhetoric is that these weapons are used to kill people; they
have no other purpose, and yet statistically, we find that less
than 1 percent of the crimes are committed with these kinds of
weapons. Why is that?
Mr. Speaker, many years ago I spent 2 112 years of my life
trained to kill people. I canied a Browning automatic rifle, and
I fought through Europe, and my purpose was indeed to seek
out and kill people, and I could do that with a long-range
weapon. But crime is not committed at distances. Crime is a
closeup thing.
1 have a constituent whose husband was killed by someone
who came into their store, withdrew a handgun. and shot him.
This is the weapon of choice for people who are committing
crimes. They need to conceal it; they need to get in close; they
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need to gain your confidence and then shoot you, not with a
long-range
rifle. President Kennedy was shot with a long-range
weapon with a telescope and with a few shots.
It is not the assault weapon. It is the person who sets out
to commit a crime. to be violent, and we need to address that
situation -why are people violent and why do people commit
crimes? What are we doing with our student assist programs?
Are we following through when we find a child or a person,
a juvenile, or as former attorney Bill Ram said this morning,
do we slap them on the wrist at that time? Juvenile crime is
increasing, violence is increasing because we allow these
children, these young people, to develop a way of life until
they reach the point where violence is the answer to their
problems.
As a society we have failed. It is not the weapons, and 1
think it is cruel, it is cruel to send a message to our seniors
who lock themselves inside that the reason they have to do that
is because somebody is carrying an assault weapon, socalled
long-barreled, unconcealable, or even o w young people who
are caught in a crossfire in a drug battle, once again not with
an assault-type weapon hut with a concealed weapon that they
can use.
Mr. Speaker, we need to defeat this amendment. We need
to get on seriously, not sometime down the future but immediately, on the problems of crime and violence in this State, and
we need to be serious about what we are doing and not U y to
hide behind some act that looks like we are dealing with a
problem.
1 ask the defeat of the Evans amendment.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Philadelphi4 Mr.
James, on the Evans amendment.
Mr. JAMES. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I just want to rise in support of the Evans amendment.
I just want to say that it seems, as I have said before, that
everyone, and as my chairman, Representative Hughes, said
earlier, is talking about banning assault weapons, and here in
Pennsylvania we are tallung about it is okay for assault
weapons. So that is what you are going to see on C-SPAN. For
those of you that want to vote against the Evans amendment
and vote for assault weapons, you are going to see yourself on
C-SPAN saying, it is okay for assault weapons in Pennsylvania.
I just saw a flier that had Pennsylvania first, and it had a
lot of things about Pennsylvania first, and I just hope that it
does not come to where an assault weapons ban be opposed as
one of Pennsylvania's firsts.
I have seen over time where we have gone from zip guns
to revolvers to sawed-off shotguns to semiautomatics to full
automatics, and now we are at assault weapons, and that is
going to happen.
So I just hope that we would support the Evans amendment. It is similar to the drug problem and how the drug
problem escalated, and it went from the uhan to the suburban,
and then we started doing things about it. Well, that is what is
going to happen with assault weapons. It is going to go from
urban to suburban if you do not do something about it now.
~
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Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and I hope that we support the
Evans amendment.
On the question retuning,
Will the House agree to the amendment?
The following roll call was recorded:
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Ihe question was determined in the negative, and the
amendment was not agreed to.

On the question recurring,
Will the House agree to the motion?
Members proceeded to vote.)

On the question recurring,
Will the House concur in Senate amendments as amended?

The SPEAKER. The Chair asks the clerk to strike the vote.

The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentlema Mr.
McCall, rise?
Mr. McCALL. Parliamentary inquiry, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER The gentleman will state his point.
Mr. McCALL. To make a motion.
Mr. Speaker, I would like to make a motion to revert to a
prior printer's number on HB 185.
The SPEAKER The gentleman's point of parliamentary
inquiry is what?
Mr. McCALL. To revert to a prior printer's number.
The SPEAKER The gentleman is making a motion rather
than inquiring.
Mr. McCALL. A point of order.
The SPEAKER The gentleman will state his point.
Mr. McCALL. The reversion to a prior printer's number.
The SPEAKER The appropriateness of that- The gentleman will yield momentarily.

BILL REVERTED TO
PRIOR PRINTER'S NUMBER
The SPEAKER The gentleman is in order.
Mr. McCALL. Mr. Speaker, I would Like to move that we
revert to a prior printer's number, PN 2105, to HB 185.
The SPEAKER The gentleman is in order, and the
gentleman's motion is to revert to a prior printer's number for
HB 185, PN 2105. On the motion to revert, the motion is
debatable.

On the question,
Will the House agree to the motion?

The SPEAKER The gentlemw Mr. Preston, is recognizd
on the motion to revert.
Mr. PRESTON. A point of parliamentary inquily.
The SPEAKER The gentleman will please state his point.
Mr. PRESTON. If this motion passes, under the rules, am
I not also entitled to be able to see a copy of the exact bill of
the prior printer's number, if this passes?
The SPEAKER Yes.
Mr. PRESTON. So therefore, we will have to pass them
out, right? If we do not have them here.
The SPEAKER The Parliamentatian advises me that it was
in the book, it has been removed from the book, and those
copies can be retrieved.
Mr. PRESTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER. 'The Chair thanks the gentleman.
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The Chair apologizes to the gentleman from Philadelphia.
The Chair d d not see the gentleman.
The gentleman, Mr. Hughes, is recognized on the motion
to revert to the prior printer's number.
Mr. HUGHES. My apologies, Mr. Speaker, for stepping J
away from the microphone.
As I understand it, Mr. Speaker-and I would hope that the
Chair would correct me on this if I am wrong-a reversion to
the prior printer's number effectively eliminates the statewide
ban on assault weapons that was done by the Ryan amendment. It eliminates the Godshall amendment, which would
have put in place poltiom of the Brady bill that was passed in
the United States Senate several months ago. It eliminates the
ban on assault weapons that the cities of Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh have put in place if we go to the prior printer's
number.
What you are effectively doing by going to the prior
printer's number-and I would ask to be correct4 Mr. Speaker,
or whoever-is all of the work that we have done to try to put
some level of control and restraint on the access of weapons
in this Commonwealth, especially around assault weapons,
would be undone, and we would basically be saying that it is
okay to go fonvard as we currently exist in Pennsylvania in
t e r n of accessing and acquiring weapons - the law would
stay the same, no changes would be put in place; that the
current law that we have in Pennsylvania is acceptable; that in
fact the 14 w e m n s that we ~assedbv the Rvan amendment
would be off the list. Even &ey woulh not be banned.
The Brady bill which we adopted in some form as an
amendment done by Representative Godshall-it is probably the
first time that I have ever voted for one of his amendments,
and he would probably say that is my own good sense--that
would be undone. All of that work would be undone.. and what
-~~
we would be saying in Pennsylvania is that current law, carte
blanche, is okay, that we can just go fonvard; we do not have
to make any changes; you can go anywhere in any fashion and
get the weapons that you need, legally or illegally. That is
what we are saying if we revert to the prior printer's number, j
Mr. Speaker.
Do we really want to say that to our constituents? Do we
really want to say that to the people who will be voting for us
in May, or who may not be voting for us. That is as I understand if Mr. Speaker.

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Mr. HESS. Mr. Speaker?
The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman rise?
Mr. HESS. A point of parliamentary inquiry.
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The SPEAKER. The gentleman, Mr. Hess, will state his
point.
Mr. HESS. Mr. Speaker, is the gentleman debating the
amendment we just passed or is he asking a question of the
Chair for a ruling?
The SPEAKER. The gentleman is debating whether to
revert or not to revert.
Mr. HESS. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the gentleman.
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
All I am saying in conclusion, Mr. Speaker, is that if we do
this, we are saying to our constituents, we are saying to the
people of Pennsylvania that the current law as it stands right
now - no controls on assault weapons that we just voted for
2 months ago; no implementation of any fashion or any form
of the Brady bill that we just voted for 2 months ago; that the
city of Philadelphia and the city of Pittsburgh's bans on assault
weapons are not acceptable; the areas where we had the most
problems that they are trying to correct on their own, that we
are dismantling their efforts we are saying that that is okay
if we revert to the prior printer's number.
Mr. Speaker, we cannot be going in that direction. This is
not right and not good public policy. We cannot be sending
that message to the people of this Commonwealth who want us
to do something significant and something real, specifically on
controlling access to firearms in this Commonwealth.
I urge a "no" vote on m s motion, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER Does the gentleman, Mr. Belfanti, rise on
the move to revert?
Mr. BELFANI1. Yes, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER The gentleman is recognved and may
proceed.
Mr. BELFANI'I. Mr. Speaker, in deference to my colleague, Mr. Hughes, whom I respect very much, and I respect
the position and opinions of the people on the other side of
this issue, they are, for the most part, very ignorant of how
people feel about their guns and about weapons in the d
parts of Pennsylvania. And I think I mentioned a few weeks
ago, to punish the entire State for the problem in a few areas
would be one thing if we were going to remedy their problem,
but this bill in its present form with the R y n amendment
included remedies no one's problems. We are talking about 2
percent or 3 percent; some people say 5 percent of the crimes
committed with weapons in this State are committed with the
types of weapons that are listed in the bill as it is presently
. .
betore us.
Furthermore, Mr. Speaker, a reversion to a prior printer's
number makes sense in one other regard, and that is, simply
put, that the people who are for gun ownership, the people
who are against banning guns simply because they look like
assault weapons, have spoken time and time again by 240-1
margins on the floor of this House, and to further delay this
legislation reaching final passage with one dilatory tactic and
one dilatory amendment and one dilatory argument after
another, when I believe the battle lines are very clearly drawn,
I believe would be a mistake. We should move the prior
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printer's number, adopt that legislation, and I for one, along
with the Wethirds of this chamber who have been consistently
voting for the right to keep and bear arms, am quite willing
tomorrow or the day afler or next week to vote a separate
Brady-type-bill piece of legislation, providing the other side on
the issue is not going to Christmas-me that to death again.
I think we are all in favor of a Brady-type amendment, and
we will vote for it again as we did with the Godshall amendment. But the Ryan amendment is unacceptable and the other
amendments that are floating around and have been previously
circulated are unacceptable to the vast majority of us and our
constituents.
I support the move to revert.
The SPEAKER The gentleman, Mr. Thomas, is recognized.
Mr. THOMAS. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I am confused, and I am confused about
where we are going, if we are going anyplace. I heard somebody one time say that men and women have to either stand
for something or they will fall for anything, and it appears as
though a request to revert to the prior printer's number is
giving a clear signal that we have very little value for this
process and that we have very little value for the concerns of
the people in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
The issue is not one of political maneuvering. The issue is
not one of whether we go right or lefl. The issue is really one
of doing something substantively to bring an end to, one, the
proliferation of assault weapons, of weapons in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and secondly, to try as best as possible
l
of men, women, and
to bring an end to the b ~ t a murdering
children.
You know. Mr. Soeaker. I find it hard to believe that in
1994, that any one o i my colleagues in this august body can
say that we do not have a responsibility to do something that
will prevent another killing, brutal murdering of a law enforcement officer who was doing no more than trying to go to the
aid of a citizen that was in trouble, and the person who
bmtdy murdered that officer in Philadelphia County did not
have legal access to the weapon that was used, nor did that
individual care about the wife and children of that police
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Throughout the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, whether
it is in d Pennsylvania, urban Pennsylvania, or suburban
Pennsylvania, we all must agree that there are too many people
who have uncontrollable access to weapons of mass desttuction. which has nothiw to do with IeEitimate huntiw. IeEitimate gun collection. We all have toagree to that. w e ;so
have to agree that these assault weapons in the hands of
individuals who care very little about our families or about
ourselves, we must bring an end to it. So if we can agree to
that, my confusion is in trylng to understand, where is it that
we want to go?
When we started out on this journey of HB 185, I thought
that it was clear that when the preemption amendment, when
we attempted to preempt Philadelphia County and Pittsburgh
from having assault weapon bans, whoever the author was of
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that preemption amendment specifically stated that we should
prevent these two municipalities from instituting assault
weapon bans because we need a statewide ban; that we cannot
limit, we cannot limit a ban to just two municipalities. So we
went from the preemption of those two municipalities to the
introduction of amendments that call for a statewide ban, and
within that statewide ban, we debated the issue of whether it
should be a ban on 14 weapons versus 41 assault weapons
versus another gmup of assault weapons.
But, Mr. Speaker, it seemed to be extremely clear to me
that whether you supported or opposed preemption, whether
you supported or opposed a statewide ban, there seemed to be
a consistent commitment to do something about the proliferation of assault weapons in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
and so I thought that we were all on the same page. But when
we go through that dialogue and a member of this august body
stands up and asks for a reversion to a prior printer's number,
I say shame on you, shame on you, shame on you. You have
disrespected the good intentions of this whole discussion over
this very lengthy period.
Mr. Speaker, in conclusion, I urge every member of this
body that if you stand for something, reject this request to
revert to the prior printer's number out of hand without any
further discussion. If you are prepared to fall for anything and
if you have never been serious about what is going on in the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, then you put a green button
up for reversion back to a prior printer's number. But if you
believe that something needs to be done, whether we are going
on the right track or not, then reject this request out of hand
and reject it without further discussion. I am ashamed to even
have to entertain a reversion to the prior printer's number,
knowing very clearly what the effect of such a reversion would
be.
Mr. Speaker, I urge each and every member, a "yes" vote
will mean that you have been serious about this dscussion and
about no interest in doing something about what is going on in
Pennsylvania. A ''yes'' vote means that you are saying that it
is okay for assault weapons and other weapons to get into the
hands of individuals who care nothing about our lives. A "no"
vote, a "no" vote means that we are prepared to stand up for
something and not fall for anything.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
THE SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE
(PHYLLIS MUNDY) PRESIDING
The SPEAKER pro tempre. The Chair thanks the gentleman and recognizes Mr. Phillips.
Mr. PHILLIPS. Thank you, Madam Speaker.
I rise to support the motion to revert to the new printer's
number.
I think we have got to remember that back in June, HB 185
was passed 45 to 2 in the Senate.
Like Representative Belfanti said, I have respect for every
member here and their views wnceming gun control, but I feel
that the Issue here is preemption. If anybody has different
views and feels different things should be done in gun control,
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let them introduce their own legislation and have those bills
moved through the proper process.
I think the big question, like I mentioned is preemption.
We in the rural areas certainly do not want every one of our J
communities coming up with their own gun laws. I do not
think any city or municipality in this State should be excluded
and be allowed to have their own gun laws. It should be
statewide preemption, and that is the intent of HB 185. Thank
you.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair thanks the gentleman and recognizes Representative Cohen.
Mr. COHEN. Thank you, Madam Speaker.
Madam Speaker, in 20 y e m in the House of Represents- w
tives, I have seen a lot of very odd parliamentary maneuvers,
but this has to rank up there among the oddest.
The Republican Party, the minority party in this House, has
succeeded in attaching two amendments to this hill with
considerable Democrdtic support on each amendment. Mr.
Godshall spent over 2 hours convincing the House of Representatives that his amendment was worthwhile. He d d a
tremendously effective job, getting virtually every member of
the House to vote for it. At one point in the debate he said,
and I quote, "There is no logical reason to be opposed to this
amendment," and he convinced virtually every member of the
House that he was right. Then Mr. Ryan came up with his
amendment and he got a bipartisan majority, not as overwhelming as Mr. Godshall got; it was a relatively close vote,
hut Mr. Ryan got his amendment through.
Now, we have heard talk of dilatory amendments that are
being offered against this bill, but it would seem to me that if
the people who voted for the Ryan and Godshall amendments,
which I think and a majority of the House thought in December were meritorious votes, that voting to get rid of these
amendments now would be admitting that they were dilatory.
I do not think they were dilatory; I think they were worthwhile.
I am frankly puzzled. I have asked Mr. Godshall for
explanations as to what the strategic gain is in getting rid of
these amendments. 1 frankly do not understand the rationale.
Reverting to the prior printer's number will not end debate on
other amendments to the hill. It merely wastes paper. All the
amendments that can be attached to the current printer's
number of the hill can be attached to a new, pr:or printer's
number of the bill.
We are going to be here a long time debating this, either
tonight or some subsequent day, some subsequent night. The
only thing this motion accomplishes is the purpose of requiring
that people who had amendments drafled to the current
printer's number of the bill have these amendments drafled to
the previous printer's number of the bill.
All this motion daes is waste a lot of paper. It wastes the
time of the Legislative Reference Bureau. It may eventually
waste the time of members of the House as we have to wait
for the old amendments to be drafled to this new prior printer's w
number.
%
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This amendment, in my judgment, serves absolutely no
purpose. We could, if there is a desire, reconsider the vote on
the Ryan amendment. We could, if there is a desire, reconsider
the vote on the Godshall amendment. We are wasting a lot of
paper; we are wasting a lot of time. I seriously doubt there is
any purpose at all to this motion.
1 strongly urge the defeat of this motion to revert to the
prior printer's number.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair thanks the gentleman and recognizes Representative Michlovic.
Mr. MICHLOVIC. Thank you, Madam Speaker.
Madam Speaker, the gentleman, Mr. Cohen, was right.
When we debated this hill a month or so ago, there were only
two amendments that got in, and they were the amendments
advocated by the advocates of HB 185, Mr. Ryan and Mr.
Godshall. Now, not a month later-and at that time we were
told that those amendments were supported by the various
sportsmen's groups and the gun lobbies, et cetera-now it is a
month later, and there is a change.
It should be a little embanassing for us to come back here
so quickly and recognize that and say oh no, that was not true;
that statement I said on December 13 was not true. We have
a new reality today, and the new reality is that those groups
have changed their minds. What was a compromise, what was
supposedly supported by those groups, is no longer supported,
and we are going to do their bidding on this floor. We have to
do it. We have to do it today. We cannot even wait. That is the
reality.
Do you not think that that press out there is going to pay
some attention to how you voted last month and now how you
voted this month? Do you not think they are going to pay
some attention to how you flipflopped on that vote? That is
what this is. We are voting out the Ryan amendment and the
Godshall amendment that was accepted last month. We are
flipflopping on that vote, and every one of you that votes to
accept this motion that voted for those amendments, you had
better take a look and see how you were last month. You are
flipflopping.
Thank you, Madam Speaker.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair thanks the gentleman and recognizes Representative Lita Cohen.
Mrs. COI3EN. Thank you, Madam Speaker.
Madam Speaker, I have several hunters, gun collectors,
people who target shoot as a sport in my district, and I truly
believe that they are responsible citizens and that their rights
should he protected.
Some of these amendments the Ryan amendment, the
Evans amendment -will indeed create a burden on them, and
to that I cenainly am sympathetic. However, during the course
of the debate on this bill, 1 have heard many Representatives
in this m m state that there are several things that we must do:
that we must be more strict in our law enforcement; that we
must provide for our juveniles; that we must increase police
protection; the coults must be more strict in their enforcement
of all these laws. and that is true.
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Tcday I heard many Representatives enumerate all the
different things that must be done and should be done. Perhaps
it is my naivete as a freshman. I have not seen any of these
bills come forth. Many of the Representatives that have spoken
here during the debate on this bill have stated many measures
and concepts that should be incorporated in legislation, yet no
one has submitted this legislation. No one has proposed
legislation to cure some of these ills.
What we are tlying to do is take one step at a time. If we
can stop the 2 percent of homicides that are cornmined by
assault weapons, then it is the first step of many, many steps
that must be taken. But we must stop the slaughter, and if this
is the way to do it, then we will ban these assault weapons and
find another means to protect the legitimate hunters and gun
collectors in our districts.
I urge a "no" vote on this motion Thank you, Madam
Speaker.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair thanks the lady and
recognizes Representative Curtis Thomas for the second time.
Mr. THOMAS. Thank you, Madam Speaker,
Madam Speaker, I strongly support the request of the prior
speaker.
This is not a question of whether or not y m support or you
oppose a ban or no ban on assault weapons. This is a question
of whether or not we go back to square one and whether or not
there is a reasonable basis for even going back to square w.
I submit to you that we spent a lot of time. I applaud
'Minority Leader Ryan; 1 applaud the other members of this
General Assembly who worked hard to craft measures that this
body came together bipartisanly to adopt. To s u p r t reversion
to the prior printer's number wipes out that hard work, wipes
out the efforts of members of this General Assembly to try and
put something in place. And as the prior speak mentioned, it
is time for us to go fonvard into daylight and not revert to
darkness. If we go back to the prior printer's nwnber, we will
revert to darkness, we will go back to where it all stazted and
we will be saying that all that we have done, up until now,
was for naught.
Madam Speaker, this is not a question of whether you are
Republican or Democrat. It is a question of, what are you
prepared to stand for? I say that it is time for us to stand, to go
forward on this issue and debate the reasonableness of the pros
and the cons on the whole issue of gun control. But what I
cannot accept, what I cannot accept, and that is, regardless of
whether you are Republican or Democrat, to go back to where
we started.
It is time for us to go forward, and I urge you to go
forward by putting up a "no" vote to a request to revert to the
prior printer's number. Thank you.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair thanks the gentleman.
On the question recurring,
Will the House a w e to the motion?
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MOTION TO RESCIND
SUSPENSION OF RULES
The SPEAKER pm tempore. For what purpose does the
gentlema Mr. Phillips, rise?
Mr. PHILLIPS. To make a motion.
The SPEAKER pm tempore. The gentleman may proceed.
Mr. PHILLIPS. I want to make a motion to rescind the
motion to suspend the rules.
The SPEAKER pm tempore. The gentleman has moved to
rescind the motion to suspend the rules to amend HB 185.
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On the question,
Will the House agree to the motion?
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The question was determined in the affirmative, and the
motion was agreed to.
On the question recumng,
Will the House concur in Senate amendments as amended?

I

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
The SPEAKER pro tempore. For what purpose does the
gentleman, Mr. Sturla, rise?
Mr. STURLA. Is this motion debatable, Madam Speaker?
The SPEAKER pm tempore. The motion is debatable.
The gentleman is recognized.
Mr. STURLA. Madam Speaker, would in fact the amendments that have already been drafted and distributed on this
printer's number be allowed if the motion is accepted?
The SPEAKER pm tempore. If the motion is accepted, no
further amendments would be in order.
Mr. STURLA. So in essence, the effect of this motion is
the same as calling the previous question. Is that not correct?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The effect of the motion is to
return to the mles of the House.
Mr. STURLA. Okay. So I guess it would still allow debate,
but it would not allow any further changes to the hill?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. That is correct.
Mr. STURLA. Even if they were submitted in the appropriate time? I mean, what about the ones that were submitted to
this printer's number even before we came to the House and
debated it before itThe SPEAKER pro tempore. No further amendments would
be permitted if this motion passes.
Mr. STURLA. Even ones that were drafted to this printer's
number?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. That is correct.
Mr. STURLA. For that reason, Madam Speaker, I rise to
oppose this motion.
The SPEAKER pm tempore. The gentleman may proceed.
Mr. STURLA. That is all I want to say.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair thanks the gentleman and recognizes Mr. Belfanti.
Mr. BELFANTI. Thank you, Madam Speaker.
Madam Speaker, a point of personal privilege.
The SPEAKER pm tempore. The gentleman will state his
point.
Mr. BELFANI1. Thank you, Madam Speaker.
Madam Speaker, I think the confusion about what the effect
is of rescinding can be cleared up rather succinctly, and that is,
if this motion is adopted, since this is a bill here from the
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Senate on concurrence, we move immediately to the issue of
concurring on the Senate amendments to HB 185. Therefore,
all amendments would in effect be out of order because our
normal rules do not allow us to amend a bill here on concurrence.
The SPEAKER pm tempore. The gentleman is correct.
Mr. BELFANTI. 'Thank you, Madam Speaker.
The SPEAKER pm tempore. The Chair recognizes Representative Itkin.
Mr. ITKIN. Madam Speaker, this House has always
allowed for spirited and meaningful debate. This issue certainly
is somethng that practically every person in this Commonwealth has a great concern. To not allow the people's representatives to fully debate and try to develop a meaningful bill, I
think, does our constituents a gross disservice.
Madam Speaker, what is to be lost if we allow those that
have amendments already here, distributed on this floor, to be
able to offer their amendments? It seems to me that would be
the prudent course of action rather than act very quickly and
then do something that we would regret.
Madam Speaker, I would oppose the motion to suspend the
rules and allow the members of the House to offer those
amendments, especially those amendments that have already
been drafted and circulated.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair thanks the gentle-

I
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POINT OF ORDER
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair recognizes Representative Manderino.
Ms. MANDERINO. Thank you, Madam Speaker.
Point of order, please.
The SFEAKER pro tempore. The lady will state her point.
Ms. MANDERINO. Thank you.
It is my understanding that what the prior speaker, Mr.
Belfanti, said is incorrect. The effect of this is not going to be
a vote on concurrence. 'This prior printer's number is not the
printer's number that was passed by the Senate and sent over
here. This is a printer's number even prior to that. As a matter
of fact, the version that was passed by the Senate, if you will
recall, and sent over here is the one that also had the amusement park liability language in it that made it a crime to horse
around in amusement parks, and so I do not know quite how
that fits in with what we are doing here, but I want to make
that point, that this is not a concurrence vote.
'The SPEAKER pro temporc. This vote is a concurrence in
Senate amendments as amended by the House.

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
'The SPEAKEK pro tempore. 'The Chair recognizes Representative Cohen.
Mr. COHEN. Thank you, Madam Speaker.
Madam Speaker, I would like to make a point of parliamentary inquiry first.
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The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman will state his
point.
Mr. COHEN. Under what provision of House rules or other
parliamentary authority can a motion be made to rescind a
motion that has already passed to suspend the rules?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Section 482 of Mason's
Manual.
Mr. COHEN. Thank you, Madam Speaker.
Will the minority leader consent to interrogation?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman indicates that
he will.
Mr. COHEN. Thank you, Madam Speaker.
Will the minority leader state his position on this motion?
Mr. RYAN. No.
Mr. COAEN. Madam Speaker, 1 asked the minority leader
for his position on this motion because the minority leader has
been a very strong and very outspoken opponent of attempts to
disallow members to introduce amendments. The minority
leader has taken this position over a very long period of time.
The minority leader indeed has listed the Democratic votes in
the prior session to block minority members fmm introducing
amendments as a key grievance that he wanted addressed. Mr.
Itkin, as the predominant House leader, and I and other
members of the leadership in this legislative session have
abstained at any time from cutting off Republicans from
introducing amendments.
I believe that it is a mistake. There may well be a majority
in this House of Representatives on this particular issue that
sees no point and no reason to make fulther amendments to
this hill. There may well be such a majority, but there is also
a Democratic majority, generally, and there will be times in the
future in which members of the minority p w will wish to
make amendments and they will be asking members of the
Democratic majority, which may be united on a bill, not to cut
off amendments.
I think it will be a very serious mistake for members of the
minority party to take the position that we ought to cut off
debate on an issue. It may be that you can win the votes on
this patticular issue, but I think, very seriously, it changes the
rules in the House. We operate under formal rules and we
operate under informal rules, and an informal rule that we have
been operating under has been a general tolelance of amendments and a general allowing people to invoduce amendments
that are important to them, and this motion represents a serious
challenge to the informal rules of the House.
I would urge that all members, especially members of the
minority party, vote against this motion.
The SPEAKER pm tempore. The Chair thanks the gentleMr. Ryan is recognized.
Mr. RYAN. This wonderful. wondelful vision that the
gentleman, Mr. Cohen, has of the way we operate must have
taken place since the adoption of the last budget, because my
recollection of a lesson in how to straight-arm and stiff a party
from participating in legislative deliberations was set forth in
great detail by the experts of moving the previous question, the
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majority party and its leaders, when last year they adopted the
budget for the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania without ever
showing it to us, without giving us an opportunity to look at
it, let alone amend it. I could-but I would need probably a half
a day to go through the Journals-point out how many times
you moved the previous question.
What we are doing, we are not doing by ourselves. You are
going to find, if in fact this passes, it is going to pass with a
mixed crowd ofvotes. These votes are going to be all jumping
back and folth on this board. It is not going to be a majority
pa@, or a minority party, by definition, cannot do it. It is
going to be a majority of the House that does whatever
happens, and it is going to be a majority of the House,
Republicans and Democrats, Democrats and Republicans, that
do it, either pass it or defeat Ule motion.
So do not tell me what is or is not the policy of this place,
because we suffered through the policy of your rule last May
or June when you were thumping on your chest, telling us
about the great budget you passed without us. without letting
us see it. So you better look up some other set of documents
before you start preaching that sermon.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair thanks the gentleman and recognizes Representative Josephs.
Ms. JOSEPHS. Thank you, Madam Speaker.
I recall, when I was first new here, standing up with my
leaders to second a yotion to move the previous question, and
the minority leader, whom I respect very much, got up and
remonstrated with us and said, especially with respect to me,
that he thought that I was somebody who really respected the
First Amendmew the exchange of ideas, and I should not have
stood up, and I took his lesson to heart. I do not think that
since that day I have stood up to be one of those people who
moved the previous question.
So I expect, having learned that lesson from him, that he
would have learned that lesson as well and that when this
wmes up for a vote, he will vote on my side to allow us to
wntinue to debate this very important issue. Thank you,
Madam Speaker.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair thanks the lady.
Mr. RYAN. Madam Speaker, if I may?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Mr. Ryan is recognized.
Mr. RYAN. No one has moved the previous question.
There is no limitation on debate. No one has suggested a
limitation on debate. I believe everyone is invited to debate.
Have a wonde&l time. Debate, debate, dehate. Just do not
amend.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair thanks the gentleman.

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair recognizes Representative Saurman.
Mr. SAURMAN. Thank you, Madam Speaker.
I have mayhe a short memory span, but I wish that
someone wuld go back and tell me when the rules were
suspended with regard to this particular piece of legislation and
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for what purpose and how that suspension of rules continues
to affect everything that happens. It seems to me that I do not
recall today anyone suspendng the rules. It was suspended
back at the time when the bill was first considered, and
subsequent to that suspension of the rules, the hill was then put
on the tabled calendar.
1 did not realize that the suspension of rules was indefinite
in its sway, and I know that there was a ruling earlier, but that
was confusing to me. Now I am even more confused that
somehow a suspension of the rules which took place several
weeks ago, under certain circumstances, somehow was canied
over with the hill and now we can rescind that suspension
from that period of time and then not allow a piece of legislation currently under debate, which is an entirely different piece
because it is a different printer's number, to not be amended.
I would appreciate it if someone could go through the
procedure so that I can follow the order, logical or not, to
arrive at the conclusion of the point where we currently are.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Mr. Saurman, initially the
motion to suspend the rules was made by Mr. Godshall to
allow the offering of amendments to HB 185. The bill was
subsequently placed upon the table. Mason's Manual, section
492, states that "When taken from the table, the question, with
everything adhering to it, is before the house exactly as when
it was laid on the table." Thus, a suspension of the rules
carried with it.
Mr. SAURMAN. But when this hill was taken off the table,
there was a motion to move to a prior printer's number, not the
prior printer's number but to a prior printer's number. It would
seem to me that that changes the whole game plan, because
now we are talking about something entirely different than the
bill originally, where there was a suspension to HB 185, a
different printer's number, but now we are talking about the
same hill but a different printer's number by a motion that took
place subsequent to the rules change.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The motion originally made
by Mr. Godshall specifically referenced HB 185. It did not
reference any particular plinter's number, and therefore, all
printer's numbers are at issue here.
Mr. SAURMAN. Thank you, Madam Speaker.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair recognizes Representative Michlovic.
Mr. MICHLOVIC. Thank you, Madam Speaker.
One of the prior speakers on this motion talked about this
be~ngthe normal way of doing business. I would suggest to
you that abiding by discharge resolutions is not our normal
way of doing business. The normal rules would not contain
provisions for a motion to remove from the table in the middle
of debate on another issue. This, from its very instance, has
not been a normal process for this legislation. Everybody here
knows it.
Now we are basically cutting off debate. The gentleman,
Mr. Ryan, said that we are not cutting off debate; we are just
cutting off the opportunity to offer amendments. I suggest to
you that in the hall of this House, that opportunity to offer
amendments is one very sure way that we debate issues and
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side issues on any subject that comes before us. So do not kid
yourself; we are cutting off debate.
Tlus is limiting the process here, and all to avoid the
embarrassment of having to come back and change your vote
a month or 2 months later from what you did vote. I think it
shows the hypocrisy of the statements that have been made in
the past on these various amendments, and I remind you that
the only two amendments that right now we have offered are
the very amendments that passed in this legislation that were
acceptable a month ago, and that is the problem. That is the
problem because it highlights the change of one'sposition from
last month to t h s month and it also highlights who is pushing
for that change, who the advocates of that change arc, and who
is playng that tune, who is dancing to that tune. That is what
this motion is trying to avoid trying to avoid the embanassment of having to change a position of a month ago, which
wa certainly supported a month ago but now no longer
applies.
We heard earlier in the debatc oromises that. well. let us
pass t h s and we will move on to other debates of the real
issues and we will pass Rrady bill legislation. Do you think for
1 minute, given the scenario that we are going through with
these various lunds of motions, that we have any reason to
believe any of those kinds of promises? Absolutely not. They
are given as falsely as, a month ago, the promises that this
legislation was supported by the sportsmen's groups.
Madam Speaker, I strongly urge opposition to this motion.
For my 15 years in the House, I have always avoided
voting for motions of calling the questions on substantive
issues. Yeah, we have had a few motions on budget debates,
but that is part and parcel to the budget process, and I have
seen it from both sides. I am here long enough to have been in
the minority and experience that kind of motion from the other
side. But generally, it has k e n applied in budget debates, and
the gentleman, Mr. Ryan. is correct. Last year's budget we did
it again. But on substantive issues, generally, we do not call
that question.
There are a number of us over in tlus majority, and when
you had the majority on that side of the aisle, there were a
number of you that would never vote for a calling of the
question, and that is what this motion is. Believe me, it serves
for certain; it is calling the question.
1 oppose the motion. Thank you, Madam Speaker.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair thanks the gentleman.

-

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
The SPEAKER pro tempore The Chair recognizes Mr.
Coy.
Mr. COY. Madam Speaker, point of parl~amentary inquiry.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. I h e gentleman will state his
point.
Mr. COY. Madam Speaker, the motion to revert to a prior
printer's number and the bill before us, what is the printer's
number of that b~ll?
The SPEAKER pro tempole. PN 2105.
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Mr. COY. Was that bill with that printer's number a House
bill which passed the Senate in that form?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. It was a House bill that went
to the Senate, was amended in the Senate in Appropriations,
came back to the House as amended by the Senate, and was
further amended by the House.
Mr. COY. So HB 185, PN 2105, passed the Senate of
Pennsylvania?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Not in the form of PN 2105.
Mr. COY. So if the House on this occasion or a subsequent
occasion passes this bill, it will require a vote in the Senate?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. That is correct.
Mr. COY. Thank you, Madam Speaker.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair recognizes Representative Hughes.
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you, Madam Speaker.
1 just want to do my best to provide some clarity on my
perception of this particular motion and what this vote really
is.
This vote, Madam Speaker, is not necessarily about
parliamentary maneuvering, and I do not want the members,
the media, those who may be listening outside, to perceive this
particular vote as a vote about parliamentary maneuvering. It
is good to have the history of what we have done in this
legislature on issues like this, but the substance of this vote
really does not go to the parliamentary maneuvering.
What this vote does, if you vote "yes" on this motion, what
you are doing is again voting against a statewide ban on
assault weapons. If you vote "yes" on this motion, you are
voting to repeal Philadelphia's and Pittsbwgh's bans on assault
weapons. If you vote "yes" on this motion, Madam Speaker,
you are voting to keep the laws as they are in Pennsylvania as
far as firearms and assault weapons and the like. You are
declining the opportunity for those amendments that are
already draAed to this bill to be offered, so when you decline
that opportunity, Madam Speaker, you are saying that you are
not supporting those particular amendments, that you are
opposed to those amendments. You are voting again, for the
second or third or fourth time, if you will, to say that the laws
as they currently stand in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
are acceptable; that it is okay to get an assault weapon
anywhere that you can, it is okay for Philadelphia and Pinsburgh not to have the opportunity to control their own situations, and that the current laws in this Commonwealth are
acceptable as far as firearms are concerned.
That is what you are saying, Madam Speaker. Do not be
kidded or do not be fooled by the discussions about parliamentary maneuvering. They are a false issue as it goes to the
substance of this particular vote. Thank you.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair thanks the gentleman.
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PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair recognizes Representative Preston.
Mr. PRESTON. Thank you, Madam Speaker.
I have
questions in
to
inquiry.
m e SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman will state his
point.
Mr. PRESTON. If the Parliamentarian can answer my
questions.
Currently before us we have HB 185, PN 2105. We have
a motion that is before us in relationship to this bill. Now,
have we ever voted to suspend the rules on HB 185. PN 2105?
The SPEAKER pm tempore. We voted on the motion of
Representative Godshall to suspend the rules to consider HB
185, which encompasses all printer's numbers.
Mr. PRESTON. But when we made the motion, was it not
a different printer's number?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Yes.
Mr. PRESTON. Who determined that we should be voting
now on HB 185, PN 2105?
The SPEAKER pm tempore. The motion to revert to a
prior printer's number pass& and therefore, that is the printer's
number that we are considering.
Mr. PRESTON. But who made the determination on which
printer's number shoqld be pgssed out for the vote?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Representative McCall, I
believe, rose and made the motion that we revert to PN 2105,
and that motion passed.
Mr. PRESTON. Mr. McCall made a motion to revert to
prior PN 2105?
The SPEAKER pm tempore. That is correct.
Mr. PRESTON. So in other words, what we are saying is
that originally what came over from the Senate was HB 185,
PN 2150, and that one came over on concurrence. If I am
correct, we are not voting on the bill as it came over under PN
2150 on Senate concurrence; we are only voting on a hill of
HB 185, PN 2105, that was voted out of the Appropriations
Committee in the Senate but was never voted out on that
printer's number on the full Senate floor. Am I correct?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. That is correct.
Mr. PRESTON. So if we vote on this bill as far as PN
2105, what happens to the masl current printer's number, PN
2150? What happens to that bill?
The SPEAKER pm tempore. It has no effect.
Mr. PRESTON. But' the full Senate sent it over to us, and
we received it and we did vote on it, as a point of record. That
was the bill that we voted to suspend the rules on.
My question is, now we are being asked to cancel suspending the rules on a different printer's number and not on the
whole bill that was actually sent over to us by the full Senate.
So somewhere along that line, that printer's number that was
voted on to suspend the mles has to somehow still be in
existence, but we are going to be voting on another version.
How can we do that?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. That is the legislative process.
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Mr. PRESTON. Well, let me ask you then about this
legislative process.
In other words, is it possible that we may have two House
bills - HB 185, PN 2105 - that we can vote to send back to y
the full Senate and we would still have that we suspended the
rules for HB 185, PN 2150, of which we stdl have a current
vote on record as far as suspending the rules and we have not
rescinded that rule yet as far as that
is
concerned?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. That
number is no
longer in effect. We have reve~tedto a prior printer's number.
Mr. PRESTON. May I speak on what we are trying to do
here?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman is in order and
may proceed.
Mr. PRESTON. What we are being asked to do, I have a
saying in my days of history of what I would call laissez-faire;
in other words, literally going backwards. You have heard the
Speaker say that we are voting on HB 185, PN 2105. Please
take note that the full Senate never voted on that House bill HB 185, PN 2105. What they did was vote on HB 185, PN
2150. They sent that over to us. We debated on the bill at
great length; we have argued; we suspended the rules; we
added amendments; we have had another printer's number, PN
2217. Somehow we are not voting again on the bill that was
sent over to us from the Senate; we are not voting on concurring in the Senate amendments. What we are voting on is
whether we agree with a House bill that was voted out of the
Appropriations Committee with amendments and never voted
on in the full Senate.
Now, I do not know about you, but I have a lot of respect
for the House of Representatives that we are pan of. This just
does not make a lot of sense - that we are going to vote on
something that the full Senate has not voted on -and it is also
confusing because we are right now suspending the rules on a
printer's number that we never voted on to suspend the lules
on, and I would really ask the Speaker to please and the
Parliamentarian to create some form of logic, because this is
embarrassing to the people who are making the decisions here
about voting on something that we never voted on to suspend
the rules.

-
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Mr. PRESTON. So I ask this parliamentary inquiry to ow y
Parliamentarian.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman will state his
point of parliamentary inquiry.
Mr. PRESTON. Can we vote to not suspend the rules
anymore on something that we never voted to suspend the
rules on?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Representative Preston, we
did vote to suspend the mles on HB 185. That motion was
made by Representative Godshall some weeks ago. Therefore,
all printer's numbers related to HB 185 were effective.
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The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman, Mr. Belfanti,
is recognized.
Mr. BELFANTI. Parliamentary inquiry, Madam Speaker.
The SPEAKER pm tempore. The gentleman will state his
point.
Mr. BELFANTI. Madam Speaker, if the gentleman, Mr.
Preston's assertion is that the paper trail gets chopped up
somehow by Mr. McCall's move to revert to a specific prior
printer's number that does not contain the amusement park
language and then a subsequent motion by Representative
Phillips to rescind, if that trail is broken because of the change
in printer's number and we are out of order by accepting the
motion to rescind, as is the contention of Mr. Preston, then the
next order of business would have to be a motion to suspend
s this printer's number so that amendments could be
the ~ l e to
offered. We cannot have it both ways. I believe my point is
that either way we are going to have a single vote. We are
going to have a single vote to rescind on that prior printer's
number or we are going to need a vote to suspend the rules to
offer amendments to that prior printer's number. So either way,
the House is looking at a single vote. I wish we would just
move to that point. -Thank you very much.
Thc SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman is correct.
To answer Representative Preston's point of parliamentruy
inquiry, HB 185 came over from the Senate in PN 2217.
Is that the printer's number that Mr. Preston is lwlang for?
Mr. PRESTON. No.
My real question is that we are being asked to rescind our
rules. When the motion was originally made to suspend the
rules, it was made to suspend the rules, House bill sc-and-so
185, printer's number sc-and-so.

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Mr. RYAN. Madam Speaker, point of parliamentary
inquiry.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Mr. Ryan.
Mr. RYAN. Madam Speaker, I believe 1 see the difficulty.
I may be wrong.
My understanding of what happened was that the suspension of rules was for HB 185, pericd, no identification by
printer's number. So all these suspensions attached to the
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House hill, not to the printer's number. So as the House bill
goes up and down with or without amendments, with or
without printings, the suspension attaches to it. It does not
matter whether it is 21 15, 2130, 1080, whatever it might be; it
is 185, House bill, that has the suspension, is my understanding-and I see the Parliamentarian nodding in the afiirmative-and I believe that is where the confusion is.
The SPEAKER pm tempore. The Chair thanks the gentleman for that clarification.

Mr. PRESTON. Then I would like to be able to see a copy
of the PN 2150 since I am voting on that one, tw.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The page will please get a
copy of the printer's number that Mr. Preston is requesting.
Mr. PRESI'ON. I think the other members should also be
able to see a copy that they are voting on, too, even though it
is not pan of that bill.
Please understand what I am saying. The bill that we are
voting on is not the original b~llthat we voted on to suspend
the mles.
I asked for PN 2150; this is I'N 2105.

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
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The SPEAKER pm tempore. The gentleman, Mr. Mihalich,
is recoenized.
Mr. MMALICH. On a point of parliamentary inquiry, I
would like to pursue that just one step fur the^.
The SPEAKER pm tempore. The gentleman will state his
point.
Mr. MMALICH. Okay.
In that event, in the minority leader's interpretation and in
the Parliamentarian's interpretation, then any one of us could
have drawn amendments to any prior printer's number. Is that
correct then?
The SPEAKER pm tempore. The House would have to be
considering the printer's number to which the amendment was
drawn.
Mr. MMALICH. Well, then I could have drawn any
printer's number.
Let me ask you this question: Would the amendment clerk
have accepted an amendment from me drawn to a printer's
number, say 403, or whatever the first one was? Would they
have accepted it?
The SPEAKER pm tempore. They would have accepted it.
That does not mean it would have been in order to be voted
on.
v

Mr. MMALICH. Madam Speaker, I would like to ma!s a
if I may,
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman may proceed.
Mr. MIHALICH. I do not think that that is comct. I do not
think that this House could function if we were allowed to
draw amendments on bills on any printer's number that we
choose. That would result in utter chaos. We see it right here
now, and if this is going to be the case in the future, it is
going to be chaos.
We have only to consider one bill at a time, and if you
refer to Mason's Manual, you will find language that says we
can only address one bill in one f o m at a time. I wish you
would research that, because this is going to set a very, very
bad orecedent.. reeardless
~ - of
- what side vou are on on this issue.
If we are allowed to shotgun on anything-excuse the
pun-an any one of the bills that come up here now. you are
going to cause confUsion. If you read Mason's Manual comctyou will know that we-can only consider one order of
business at a time or one hill at a time. Thank you.
The SPEAKER pm tempore. The Chair thanks the gentle
man.

-
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Representative Snyder is recognized.
M; SNYDER Thank you, ada am Speaker.
Madam Speaker, we have had about an hour of dissertation
on parliamentary procedure, and 1am sure that most people are
just totally confused on what we are voting on.
The minority leader tried to clarify to some degree why the
motion to suspend is still applicable to HB 185. The only
motion before us is to rescind the d o n to suspend the rules
on HB 185. B~ rescind,ng that
to suspend
the regular Hiuse rules go into effect. The ohy reason why
aeoole are comolainine about the amendments not k i n e able
that -res
the amendments to be
to be in-d
is
introduced the preceding day prior to 2 o'clock.
Madam Speaker, also, the prior printer's number motion is
essentially amendment motion allow the language of the
bill to be changed to the language that was similar to the way
that motion
the bill looked when it was SB 2105, ~f we
simply as an amendment rather than someone presenting a
piece of paper and saying, strike cut alI the language in HB
185, the cwrent printer's nwnber, and insert the new language,
we basically just use a procedure that allowed us to go back to
that specific printer's number. It simply was an amendment to
HB 185 that changed the language.
So we should not be getting hung up today on whether or
not the prior printer's number has changed somehow the right
to introduce amendments. It is the rules that require the
amendments to be in 24 hours before that is the shunbling
block, which has nothing to do with this debate. So all we are
doing is asking for the motion to rescind the suspension, which
I support and hope that others will also do. Thank you.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair thanks the gentleman

.
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The SPEAKER pm tempore. The Chair recognizes Representative Thomas.
Mr. THOMAS. Thank you, Madam Speaker.
Madam Speaker, is it within the lules for me to move that
we recess and allow somebody to wme up with some continuity to the m n t process, because I am getting the impressiocI mean, I have heard the minority speaker and the minority
speaker said that we suspended the rules on the bill itself, and
because we suspended the rules on the bill itself, then the
printer's numbers are really of little consequence. Then I have
heard that we do not need to be consistent in our reference to
the printer's number. So I am left to believe that the printer's
numbers have little relevance to the conduct of this House and
how we respond to legislative proposals.
At best is wnfusion and at worst it represents a dangerous
path to travel down if in fact the printer's numbers have very
little relevance to the wnduct of this House.
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MOTION TO RECESS
Mr. THOMAS. So I move that we recess until somebodv
gets this together and is able to provide some clarity and some
continuity.

I

I

MOTION RULED OUT OF ORDER
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Mr. Thomas, the motion is
out of order because there is sufticient clarity on this issue
right now.
Mr. THOMAS You are saying there is sufficient clarity?
SOthe printer's number is of little relevance to the conduct of
this House on this particular issue?
1
The SPEAKER pro tempore. We are currently considering
PN
Mr. THOMAS. So the fact that this bill with this printer's
number was never voted on by the Senate is of little consequence?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. It is of no consequence
Mr. THOMAS. Thank you.
~

~

MOTION TO TABLE
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman, Mr. Cohen,
is rewgnixd.
Mr. COHEN. Thank you, Madam Speaker.
Madam Speaker, we have had a very long vote on this
motion, and we are going to have a very long debate on this
hill after the motion passes. We could easily he here until
midnight. Personally, I would rather not be here until midnight.
Therefore, I move this bill be tabled.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman is in order.
The question before the House is a motion to table HB 185.
The motion is not debatable.

.

On the question,
Will the House agree to the motion?
The following roll call was recorded:
YEAS-5 1
Acosla
Bebko-Jones
Bishap
Butkovitz
Buxtm

Fajt
Freeman
Giglioni

Cd-mne
Cappsbisnca

Itkin
James
Josephs
Kaiser
Keller

Cam
Cohen, M.
Cawell

cW
DOII&UC~

Evans

Hduska
Hughes

KirWaod
Kukovlch
Lederer

LNdansky
Maoderino
McGeehso
McNally
Michlovic
Mihalich
Oliver
Pistella

Rabuck
Rmney
Spntooi
Steelman
Stetler
Sturla
Thomas

Regton

Trisb
Vmn
Vitali
Williams

Richaha
Rieger

Rim

Tigue

w

Rhoson

NAYS-146
Adolph
Allen
Argsll

Armstmug
Baker
BdeY

Fargo

Farmer
Fee
Fichter
Flea&
Flick

Lloyd
Lcyk
Lynch
Maitlaod
Markosek
Mamica

Saylor
Scheetz
Scbuler
Scrimenti
Semmel
Serafini
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Battisto
Belardi
Belfaoti
Bimlin
Blaurn
Boyes
Brown
Bunt
Came
Cawley
Cessar
Chadwick
Civera
Clark
Clvmer
Cohen. L. I.
Colafella
Colak'?
Conti
Comell
Corrigan
COY
Daley
DeLuca

Gamble
Gannon
Gkst
George
Gerlsch
Gladeck
Godshall
Gordner
Gruitm
G~~PPO
Hama
Harley
Hasay
Hennessey
Herman
Hershey
Hess
Hutchinson
Jadlowiec
Jarolin

D=wsey

IaGrotta
Laub
Laughlin
Lawless
Lee
Iah
Lewovltrr

Dent
n e d y
Due
Durham
Egolf
Fairchild

Kasunic

Keooey
King
Krebs

Msslaod
Mayemik
McCall
Melio
MeV
Micwie
Miller
Mundy
Nailor
Nickol
Nyce
O'Brien
Olasz
Penel
Pexi
Petrarca
Petrone
Pettit
Phillips
Piccola
Pills
Plans
Reber
Reinard
R M s
Rohrer
Rubley
Rudy
Ryan
Sather
Saurman

Smith. B.
Smith, S. H.
Snyder, D. W.
Staback
Stairs
Stei&er
Steil
Stem
Stish
Sttiltmatter
Sum
Tangretti
Taylor, E. 2.
Tomlinwo
Tmllo
Tme
Tulli
Uliana
VanVan Home
waugh
Wogan
Womiak
Wright, D.R
Wright, M. N
YandnsR.lts
Yewic
ZU%
DeWeese,
Speaker

NOT VOTING-I
Taylor, J

Bush

Raymond

On the question recurring,
Will the House agree to the motion?

Haona

Hasay
Herman
Hershey
Hoss
Hutchinson

Tomlinam
T d o
True
Tulli
Uliana
V-

h@

Philli
Picmln
Pius
PI&
R&er
Reiasrd
Robats
Rohra
Rudy
Ry~n
Sather

Lynch

Saylor

2%

Jullauia:
Jmlin
Kmnic

King
~aGmttr
Luflia
Lawleas
k h
I.ssmvirZ
Lloyd

w.ush
Wcmiak
Wri& D. R
Wright, M. N.
Y~wcic

NAYS-76
A&
Adolph
Banisto
Bebko-Jones
Bishop
Blaum
Butkovitz
Buxton
CalWjmne
Capptieocs
Cam
cmne
Cawley
Civera
Cohen, L. I.
Cohen, M.
Cornell
Cowell
c u v
Dent

DooahlEci
Durham
Evms
Pajl
Risk
Fr-n
Gladeek
Harley
Hemessy
Hughes
Itkin
James
Joseph$
Kaiser
Keller
Kenney

Kirkland
Krebs
K"kovlch
Laub

Ledera
Lce
L=d'=+v
Mandnino
Mffieeban
McNdly
Melio
Michlovic
Mihalich
Mwdy
O'Brim
Oliver
Pislella
1
1

Richardson
Rieger
Rim
Robinson

Roebuck

bney
Mley

s.n&

Srvnnan
S t d m
Stdla

SMa

ThoT i p
Trish
Van Home
V m
Vildi
Williams
Wogan
Ymdriswita
Dew-,
speolrer

Bush

Raymond

Washington

The question was determined in the affirmative, and the
motion was agreed to.
On the question retuning,
Will the House concur in Senate amendments as amended?

The following roll call was recorded:

Maitland
Markosek
Marsico
Masland
Mayemik
McCall
Meny
Micor7oe
Miller
Nsllor
Nickol
Nyce
Olasz
Per~el
Pesci
Petrama
Petmne
Patit
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NOT VOTING-l

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question recurs on the
motion to rescind the suspension of the rules.

Flea&
Gamble
Gannon
Gkst
George
Gerlach
Gigliotti
GDdshall
Gordner
Gmim
G ~ W O
Haluska

Conigan
COY
DdeY
DeLuca
D ~ = Y
D....dy
Druce
Egolf
Fairchild
Fargo
FaFee
Fichler

Washingloo

The question was determined in the negative, and the
motion was not agreed to.

Allen
Argall
Armstrong
Baker
Barley
Belardi
Belfanln
Bimdrn
Boye~
Brown
Bunt
Cessar
Chadwick
Clark
Clymer
Colafella
Colaizn
Conti
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SchedZ
Schuler
Scrimenti
Se-l
Serafini

Smith. B.
Smith, S. H.
Snyder. D. W.
Slaback
Stairs
Steighner
st61
Stem
Stish
Striftmatter

sum
Taogretti
Taylor, E. Z.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. On the question, the gentleman, Mr. Itkin, is recognized.
Mr. ITKIN. Madam Speaker. I assume that this is now the
final action of the House this evening. This motion is a
debatable motion, and I would expect that those that feel
strongly on the issue, on both sides of the aisle, be given the
opportunity to react to the bill.
I would like to begin to say tonight that this move by
certain members of the House of Representatives that has been
triggered by the National Rifle Association and other sportsmen's groups is, to say the least, disappointing.
Since the bill was tabled in December, 1 have talked to
people who represent gun owners, gun control advocates, and
law enforcement officials, attempting to forge a compromise.
The NRA and the other Pennsylvania sportsmen's groups were
involved in these discussions. They shared their legislative
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agenda with me, and I shared that agenda with gun control
supporters and law enforcement officials. Both sides presented
ideas that have merit and that indicated the existence of mom
for compromise.
But suddenly this reasonable and reasoning process was not
good enough. Yesterday I learned that gun control opponents
planned to call up HB 185, strip its assault weapons ban, and
return it to its original form as a preemptor of local weapons
bans. Not only is this move in direct opposition to our efforts
at compmmise, it is downright regressive. It erases our
progress and makes no significant contributions to public
safety.
Just a little while ago on this House floor Representative
Ryan said that this issue is too complicated to be dispatched on
the House floor. I agree, and that is why I turned to law
enforcement officials for their input. They told me that assault
weapons are not commonly used to murder Pennsylvanians, but
they are turning up in more and more drug dealers' arsenals.
As Representative Michlovic noted earlier, they told us
which weapons are used for hunting and sport shooting. They
told us about their problems with weapon sales and with the
courts and with a lack of education about gun owners' rights
and responsibilities.
We were getting from the people in the field the kind of
information, the hard facts needed for truly meaningful
legislation. We were addressing their concerns, drafting
language that could make crime fighting at least a little hit
more effective. But as my ofice prepared that language, I was
informed of today's end run about a reasonable, comprehensive
anticrime approach.
Do not vote in favor of this bill, because it is a vote against
the sanity that your constituents are clamoring for. It is a vote
in direct opposition to Governor Casey's stated intent to veto
the bill. It is a vote that says the House of Representatives will
not pass laws controlling crime and demanding weapons
accountability, hut we will not let local governments do
anything about their crime pmhlems either.
Do not vote for this bill. It is not, as some advocates say,
at the heart of the matter. The issue has grown much bigger
than the original question of local preemption. It is like a
sponge that fit in its original container when it was dry but that
will not fit again now that you have pulled it out and soaked
it with water.
Do not vote for this bill. It is antiprogress. It ignores the
work we have done to this point, and it denies the existence of
a reasonable compromise in the effort to free all Pennsylvanians from the fear of deadly crime. Thank you.
n e SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair thanks the gentleman and recognizes Mr. Ryan.
Mr. RYAN. Madam Speaker, I am going to keep my
remarks very short.
This is one of those issues- The gentleman is right; I did
say that I found this bill to be personally very confusing. I find
this issue to be personally very confusing as to what is right
and what is wrong.
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I mentioned earlier that I was having a resolution drafled
and I really question sometimes the validity and the worth of
many of our resolutions. I would hope that that is not the case
of this one. At least I am putting it forward with the idea that w
it may be of some value. I hope that it is amended, if need be,
or with better minds looking at it, that amendments are offered
either here or in the Senate.
I have a resolution that I am going to leave here on my
desk, and I will leave it here all day tomorrow morning, and
I invite cosponsors from anywhere to sponsor this concurrent
resolution in hopes that we can come up with something that
will address the issues that face all of us.
Briefly, though the question of gun control is something 1
that goes beyond the borders of Philadelphia and Pittsburgh. It
does cross over into the counties of the suburban southeast and
the suburban southwest. It is here in the center part of the
State. It is in the southwest; it is in the northwest. It is all over
this State. It is not just Philadelphia and Pittsburgh's problem.
Maybe with all of us making an honest effort, maybe our
committees can address this with the input of the experts that
we are looking to involve in this committee. We can get
something that we can all not only review hut look on proudly
and vote for with some pride and satisfaction that some good
will come of it.
Thank you, Madam Speaker. I am voting, of course, to
concur and recommendng concurrence.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair thanks the gentleman and recogmzes Ms. Josephs.
Ms. JOSEPMS. Thank you, Madam Speaker.
I do not speak very oflen. 1 will try and be brief.
I want to go back, I think, to some of the things that were
said in the debate as we progressed through the evening and
the aflemoon. One of them was a statistic that was sort of
bandied around that said that only 2 percent or some supposedly small number of people were murdered by these weapons
that we are trying to keep out of the hands of our citizens. I
think it was Mr. Williams who made the point that if the
person who is murdered is your child or your parent, you do
not care if it is only 2 percent, and I agree with that.
I would like to see some statistic, however, on the numbers
of people who are terrorized, who are wounded, who are
intimidated, the numbers ofneighborhoods and localities where
people are afraid to leave their homes and afraid to walk on
the streets because they know that these weapons are possessed
by folks who are only too willing to use them. I hope that in w
a subsequent debate-and I know there will be many-we will
have those statistics produced. I certainly hope that the number
of people who are murdered by these things, the percentage
does not go up, hut I do not think that is a reason for rejecting
these bans.
I was also very appreciative of some of the people who do
not agree with me when they said that they felt that they had
respect for the pro-gun-control side. I hope that in future
debates and as we go on this evening, those people who say w
they respect us will stop accusing us, those of us who would
like to ban these weapons, will stop accusing us of advancing
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this as a solution, a total solution, to crime and violence. We
have not; we will not; we will continue not to, and I do not
appreciate having my argument mischaracterized.
On concurrence, I am very disappointed. In December this
House took a giant step forward. We moved to reflect what our
constituents and what the public in general wants. We were
tough on crime, and now we are taking it back. As had been
said it seems all too obvious to anybody paying any attention
to this that the special interest groups just have a number of
people in this chamber, unfortunately too many on achain, and
when they yank the chain, the hand goes to the button and the
vote is changed. We are watching t h s House, which was
elected by the public, by our conqtituents, by the voters, just
bow to special interests, and I am very disappointed. I do not
believe that the majority of us have constituents who want
these lands of weapons out in the hands of the public, and I do
not even believe that the leadership of these special interest
groups represent the rank-and-file members of their organizations.
I think we are going to see very soon a very big turnaround
on t h s issue. 1 think each one of us who has voted here to
rescind sensible, sane, and reasonable gun control, who has
been tough on crime by keeping these weapons out of the
hands of criminals, is going to find his or her opponent making
that point.
I have watched public opinion change long enough in this
State on a whole variety of issues, some of which I thought I
stood alone in the beginning and turned out the majority was
there, and I really think that is what is happening now.
So again I would urge a nonconcurrence, and I hope that
we continue to be a little bit more sane than we must appear
now to the public, who pays our bills and pays our salaries and
elected us. Thank you, Madam Speaker.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair thanks the lady and
recognius Mr. Preston.
Mr. PRESTON. Thank you, Madam Speaker.
We have a chance, I guess, to do what some people are
going to say is the responsible thng. You will probably hear
people who talk after me say this is a liberal thing or whatever
it is, but it is not about that, Madam Speaker.
If we as responsible elected officials can save one life, one
life, from one piece of legislation, we have a responsibility to
do that, and if we do not want to vote for that, then if one
child dies in my legislative &strict from any of these lists that
we could have prohbited you should be held responsible. If
one person dies in the ncxt 20 years because of this vote, you
should be held responsible, because basically you helped kill
them. Oh yes, you did. And this is not about liberalism; this is
not about conservatism; this is about an individual's right to
live. This is just as bad as a prolife or a prochoice vote just as
well, because you are going to help put somebody's little baby
in a coffin. It could be in a rural &strict; it could be in an
urban district; it could be in a suburban &strict. Death shows
no color, no height, no weight, no age. But people, Madam
Speaker, are dyng, and if we as responsible legislators can
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prevent one person from dying, we should have the right to do
that.
But some of you are going to think, oh, who cares; I have
got to vote for the NRA; 1 do not care about some 13-year-old
kid getting shot on the corner as somebody drives by. Not last
week, maybe today, maybe next week it is going to be on your
hands, and God forbid it should be any of our children. This
is a very serious thing that we are trying to do, and you got
elected to come up here to preserve the right and the integrity
for the right to life of your citizens of your respective elective
districts.
Yes, you may have the right to bear arms, but there is a
certain logical sense that how many times can you tire a bullet,
300 times a minute? How many ducks can you kill? How
many bears can you shoot? How many walls or bottles can you
break? Madam Speaker, 011s is a very serious thing, and I will
be honest with you. Maybe none of you have ever seen
anybody shot in your respective district, but I have. Maybe you
have never been close to that bullet, but I have. And this is not
just about the responsible thing; it is about the right thing to
do, because that is what you are here elected to do. And you
cannot color it up. You can put all the speeches ahead of you.
But if we can save one life today, that is the vote that you
should make, and if you do not care that much about doing the
responsible thing, about saving one child or one adult, then go
ahead and vote for HB 185.
And I am telling you just like it is. Yes, I have a permit to
carry a weapon. Yes, I have been a former member of the
NRA-I do not know if my dues are still current. But this is
really about logic, about common sense, and if you think that
it is that important, then go ahead and support seeing people
live and die on different streets. We have a clear responsibility
about the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and life and liberty
and giving those people the right to be able to walk down the
street, but we are not going to do this if we pass HB 185.
Please, let us try to save some lives. Please, let us not let
some mother be standing in her house wishing that her son or
daughter was still alive today because of a vote that we are
going to make. And 1 hope it does not happen today, I hope it
does not happen tomorrow, but I will tell you the t ~ t h It: will
happen. You know it and I know it. Someone will get killed.
Whether it is today, tomorrow, or next year, somebody will get
killed from one of these weapons we are trying to make illegal.
Someone will die from it, and it is going to happen for it, and
we have a responsibility to be able to do it.
'This is not about trying to protect a special interest group.
This is really trylng to provide a quality of life for the next
generation to come, and I have young people in my legislative
district who are losing that right. Every year people are being
shot and killed.
This is not over; we are going to come back to it. We are
going to come back to it over and over again. And do you
know what history will always show you? Eventually some of
you are going to have this problem. Someone in your legislative district is going to die fmm one of these guns that we
could have banned today. It might be 5 years from now; it
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might be 10 years from now; it might be your children who sit
in the same seat in years to come, and we could have prevented a life from being taken today.
That is the responsibility that we have in front of us. It is
going to happen eventually one way or another, and then you
are going to come back, oh, I have got this problem; let us try
to do something about it; people are being shot at. This is not
about liberalists; this is not about conservatives; it is about
being responsible elected officials and trying to preserve lives.
Let us vote this bill down.

THE SPEAKER (H. WILLIAM DeWEESE)
PRESIDING
The SPEAKER The Chair recogni~s, on concurrence.
Representative Brown.
Mrs. BROWN. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
1 rise in support of HB 185, Prior printer's t ~ ~ b 2105.
e r
This bill will preselve our 20-year-old p ~ x e m ~ t i o in
n
regulating firearm and ammunition regulations.
Without the "primacy," Pemlvania's responsible, lawabiding gun owners will be expected to comply with more than
2,000 local firearm ordinances. That would be absolutely
unacceptable.
This is a commonsense bill, and I would like to ask my
colleagues on both sides of the aisle for support Of this bill.
Thank you.
The SPEAKER The Chair thanks the lady.
the gentlema Mr. George, from Clearfield seek
recognition on concurrence? The gentleman is recognized.
Mr. GKlRGE. Mr. Speaker, I do not intend to delay the
proceedings. I think we all know what we must do. We have
heard many arguments for and against. MY
argument is
that good people need not have imposed upon them controls
that are just not needed.
I have heard that we need the "three strikes and you're out"
or "four balls and You take a walk." 1 do not know what is
going on with tlus society, hut 1 am telling You this: There are
countries not as civilized as we are, that if You are caught
stealing, they cut off your hand; if YOU are caught messing
around with somebody's wife. they cut off your hand.
So let us not cut off anything. Let us vote to allow decent,
honest, respectable individuals to bear
Thank You Very
much
The SPEAKER
Chair recognizes the gentleman from
Philadelphia Mr. Hughes. Mr. Hughes is recognized On
concwrence.
Mr. HUGHES. It is not the hand anymore, Mr. George; it
is not the hand anymore. You have got to be a little hit more
careful.
Wow, how do you follow that? Whew.
Mr. Speaker, within all of the discussion, I think we need
to try to keep this real simple in terns of what it is that we are
bout to do if we vote to concur On HB
and let us just
make it plain; let us not make it complicated. Let us Just make
it plain.
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Fony-five days ago, Mr. Speaker, we decided that we
wanted to have a ban on assault weapons, a statewide ban on
assault weapons in Pennsylvania Mr. Speaker. We voted 101
votes in support of Matthew Ryan's amendment to ban assault ‘J
weapons in the State of Pennsylvania. But let us make it plain.
Folty-five days later we are overturning that ban. Let us make
it plain, Mr. Speaker. We are ovenuming Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh's bans on assault weapons. We are saying that for
those of you in Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, it is okay to cany
assault weapons. We are overturning the cities of the first and
the second classes and their right and responsibility to address
issues within their own communities. We are saying, Mr.
w
Speaker, that the cument laws, as I have said before and I will
say it again, the current laws in the State of Pennsylvania are
acceptable as far as carrying firearms and carrying assault
weapons and doing whatever it is that we are doing.
But let us make it even more plain, Mr. Speaker. In light
of the president's statement, in light of the statement by the
Governor of banning assault weapons, in light of the overwhelming wishes of the citizens of Pennsylvania and the
people of this country, we are making Pennsylvania a laughingstock a joke, in the national scene. When folks turn on the
nightly news tonight and tomorrow morning, the stories will
read that the Pennsylvania House of Representatives said that
it is okay to carry assault weapons. It will be on CNN and it
will be on C-SPAN and all the rest of the shows in the
morning when you wake up in the morning and you watch a
little TV. The headlines of the newspapers will say and the
editorials of the newspapers will say that the Pennsylvania
House of Representatives reversed itself from 45 days ago and
said that it is okay to have assault weapons in Pennsylvania. It
is okay to traffic them; it is okay to cany them; it is okay to
use them. Whatever you feel is appropriate.
Pennsylvania. This House of Representatives, all 203 of us,
the Keystone State, the birthplace of lihelty and democracy,
apple pie, and all ofthe other things will be a lauglungstock in the United States of America. The joke, unfortunately,
as Representative Preston said, will be played out on someone's family. will be played out on someone's neighborhood,
will be played out on someone's child someone's parent,
someone's senior citizen, some neighbor, some constituent of
someone in this room; the unfortunate joke will be played out
on them, because they will suffer. Whether it be 2 percent or
20 percent or 200 percent, they will suffer from the continued
proliferation of assault weapons and firearms in this State, and W
they will suffer hlutally, because they will be killed, and it will
be the result of the actions of the members of th~sGeneral
Assembly. These 203 members, from the highest on high to
the lowest freshman rank-and-file member, will be responsible
for some tragic incident that will have occurred.
We had the opportunity to be courageous in this General
~ ~ ~but we
~ looked
~ hthe other
l ~way,,
If we vote to concur on HB 185, we will be the lauglungstock of this Nation. We will not have done what we have V
been
sworn to do to represent all of the
people in our legislative districts. Unfortunately, we will suffer
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the consequences, and some poor family, some poor soul,
some constituent of ours, will bear the brunt of our irresponsibility.
I am urging everyone, Mr. Speaker, to vote "no" on
concurrence in HB 185.
'The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the gentleman.
Does the gentleman, Mr. Michlovic, still desire to comment? The gentleman is in order and may proceed on concurrence.
Mr. MlCH1,OVIC. 'hank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, in a few minutes, or a few hours the way this
is going, but in a sholt time we are going to be voting to
override the authority of local officials in our communities to
decide whether they wish to ban or not to ban celtain weapons
that we call assault weapons.
Tlus vote is not going to be the end of the issue. We are
going to be back in this hall of this House again and again
until we do the right thng, and what we have done tonight is
simply framed the issue. We framed the issue as an issue in
Campaign '94. We will see pictures of children shot with
bullets. We will see law enforcement officers standing, saying
it is time we do something about banning these weapons. We
will visit rehabilitation officers. We will see it splashed across
our screens, and not simply because of some of us that are
active on the issue but because the President is dealing with it,
the Congress will be dealing with it. The Governor, it has been
said is going to veto this issue. If you want to get it passed
you are going to have to override that veto.
This issue is going to keep coming back and those pictures
of those assault weapons are going to keep coming back in
those districts, in those campaigns. Every time you bring this
issue up and you do not deal with it in a responsible manner,
the issue is coming back. Mr. Speaker, the next time we are
here, I will be debating it then, too.
I urge you to oppose the passage of HB 185.
The SPEAKER The Chair thanks the gentleman.
It appears that we have three more members who will be
speaking.
The gentlemm, Mr. Thomas, is recognized.
Mr. THOMAS. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I rise for nonconcurrence on HB 185, and,
Mr. Speaker, I would like to do two things very quickly: One,
I would like to restate the facts which gave rise to why we are
voting to concur or nonconcur on HB 185, and I secondly
would like to issue a challenge and a charge to each and every
member of this General Assembly.
But on the first issue, Mr. Speaker, let us be clear about the
facts and why we are dealing with this issue today. Philadelphia County last year and the year before that had over 400
people blutally murdered. In many instances, a large number,
a large number of the people who were killed were children
children.
In my district, I have seen a family tom apart. I have a
young man right now that went to St. Joseph's School,
graduating, on his way to college and a bright future. A Mac
I0 was used to rip his spine, and he is paralyzed at 18 for the
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rest of his life, paralyzed from his neck down; mother N n g
to take care of him and trying to take care of his brothers and
sisters; a single parent.
And is it not interesting that the children that have been
brutally murdered with assault weapons in Philadelphia County
and in the city of Pittsburgh are not from rural or suburban
Pennsylvania; are not gainfully employed; do not come from
decent and affordable housing situations. Mr. Speaker, these
children are the same children that make up the 300,000-plus
children in Pennsylvania that are without access to affordable
health care.
Mr. Speaker, Philadelphia, because this Pennsylvania
General Assembly failed to do something about the 500 people
murdered in Philadelphia in 1992, because the Pennsylvania
General Assembly failed to do something about the proliferation of assault weapons and the brutal murders which took
place in the city of Pittsburgh in years 1992 and 1993, because
this body failed to act, local municipalities moved to try and
do something. In Philadelphia's case, they moved to put a ban
on weapons which were commonly being used to cut down the
lives of children and police officers. The city of Pittsburgh,
reacting to an overwhelming numter of murders by assault
weapons, moved to institute a ban in that municipality.
Mr. Speaker, we are only here because those two municipalities set out in an affirmative way to try and do something
about aproblem that the municipalities were facing. They have
taken affirmative steps to try to do something by putting in
motion this ban on assault weapons, and somebody decides all
of a sudden, no municipality should have the right to taLe steps
to protect the interests of its citizens and we must stop the
cities of Philadelphia and Pittsburgh from trying to prevent
children from being brutally murdered by assault weapons. AU
of a sudden this august body jumps up and says, we have got
to do something; we cannot have municipalities d n g around
instituting laws that allegedly interfere with the lights of good
people, and so the Pennsylvania Senate decided to gut a bill
into HB 185, develop apreemption clause to preempt Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and all 67 counties from doing what they
think is in the best interests of their residents. That is why we
are voting to concur or nonconcur on HB 185. It was w
inaction, our inaction, which led to affirmative conduct by the
municipalities of Philadelphia and Pittsburgh Let us never
forget that.
We are not taking affirmative steps to protect the rights of
people who desenre to bear arms; we are taking a m a t i v e
steps to stop the rights of municipalities to do what is necessary to protect the interests of their citizens. So let the record
be clear: When you talk about what we did on HB 185, be
ever so mindful to lay out the facts and not fiction.
Secondly, the challenge that I issue to each and every
member of this House-the challenge that I issue-and that is
that when we leave this body this evening, let each and every
one of us take a minute and think about whether or not,
whether or not, we concur on HB 185, because the Marcuses
that were cut down with assault weapons do not live in our
districts. Ask yourselves, are the lives of our children, should
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their lives ever be reduced to whether or not we are rural,
suburban, or urban? Should little Marcus, should the young
punk that used an assault weapon to kill a police officer,
should that punk be permitted to go amund gaining access to
weapons anytime he gets ready because he is not from rural
Pennsylvania, because he is not from suburban Pennsylvania,
because he is not a member of a sportsmen's club?
As Dr. King used to say so often, in 1994, either we learn
to live together as brothers and look out for one another or we
will die as fools.
Mr. Speaker, so the challenge I issue to you, and that is,
would you concur on HB 185 if the 300-and-some children
killed in Philadelphia County had come fmm Greene County,
Mr. Speaker, or come from west Chester County or come from
another county? Would our position on HB 185 have been the
same if our brother, a police officer, was cut down with an
assault rifle if he had come from Erie County or York County
rather than Philadelphia County? Is your position on HB 185
this evening one that is guided by the color of one's skin or
one'sgeography or one'seconomic status or one'senvimnmental conditions7 Or is your decision on HB 185 one measured
by the life, one's life, one's inner self? How wwld you stand
up on HB 185 this evening?
I would submit to you that given the facts over the fiction,
you cannot in good faith concur on HB 185 and choose life
over death, choose exqellence and education over ignorance.
You cannot do that this evening.
Nonconcurrence will only mean that you have chosen life
w e r death, regardless of where an individual comes from. One
life taken unnecessarily in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
whether it be in Erie County or Philadelphia County, should be
treated equally, regardless of one's economic status. That life
should be treated equally, regardless of one's housing conditions. That life should be treated equally, and we should never
reduce the precious value of what God has given based on
twal versus suburban versus urban, and that is what it has
come down to this evening.
I hope I am not taking up too much time, hut I issue that
challenge to you. Let us do something since we do not want
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and other municipalities going off and
trying to do what they think is best for the residents of their
municipalities. Since we do not want them to go off in these
many different directions, I say to you that when you retum
tomomnv momin& when you return tomorrow morning, let us
shut the House calendar down and the only thing that should
be on the calendar is how can we as a collective body, whether
we be Democrat or Republican, bring an end to this senseless
killing of women, children, and families in the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania. That is the challenge that I leave with each
and every one of you. What is in your heart and what is in
your mind will be measured by your conduct when we return
to session t o m o m . Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER The Chair thanks the gentleman.
The gentleman, Mr. Belfanti, is recognized.
Mr. BELFANTI. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
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I do not intend to be part of the filibuster on final passage.
However, speaker after speaker rose to the m u m and made
remarks that they resented what the people who are for
preemption have been saying throughout this debate. They W
resent this, they resent that. They have also talked about the
onerous special interest groups and the influence on those of
us in this chamber on this issue, and that is simply poppycock.
I have not been contacted by one special interest group.
Verbally, not one person talked to me about doing anything on
this issue. I got as many letters one way as 1 did the other. It
is not a special interest issue.
Those of us who feel strongly that municipalities and
counties in this State should not have the right to selectively
ban any type of weapon, particularly when there is no justification for it, as is in the case of the weapons that we have talked
about today and the weapons we have talked about a few
weeks ago, look-alike assault weapons-not the real ones, not
the military hardware that is already covered, as some of the
other speakers mentioned, under the Uniform Firearms and
Tobacco Act; they are already banned-we are talking about a
smokescreen here; we are talking about a tuse. We are talking
about punishing millions of law-abiding citizens, gun owners,
gun shop dealers, hunters, and other spoltsmen so that somebody can try and make a statement in one of the municipalities
in one of the corners of this State.
Mr. Speaker, if passage of a hill would correct their
problem, if it would eliminate the murders on the streets, I
would vote for it; I would vote for it. But they are not even
suggesting they are going to do that.They are talking about if
one life would be saved by a vote to reject concurrence today,
it would be worth punishing millions of sportsmen, if only one
life were saved.
But talk about resentment. I resent the fact that some of the
most passionate speeches given today were people who
consider themselves and flaunt the fact that they are p m
choice; they are pmchoice. But one life does not matter there;
one life matters on this issue. I respect the fact that they might
Y
be prc-choice when it comes to abortion. They should also
respect the fact that those of us from parts of the State that do
not have the problem and do not believe we should be subject
to a snowball effect that could occur as a result of municipalities being allowed to ban any type of weapon, it is unfair to
us, and they should respect that from us.
In New Jersey they have had a ban on some of these
weapons for 2 years. It has had no impact whatsoever on 1
crime, because the real assault weapons are military hardware.
They are sold through the black market. They do not have
serial numbers. They are not the kinds that are in the gun
stores in Shamokin, Pennsylvania, and in Sunbury. Pennsylvania.
Whom are we trying to kid here? That is what this whole
debate has been about - trying to kid people. I do not want to
kid anybody. I firmly believe that we should not allow any
municipality to ban a weapon unless there is at least some w
rationale that it would prevent the vast majority, the bulk of
crimes that are committed in that municipality.
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One of the speakers said that, again, one or two or three,
if we save four lives, if less than 2 percent of all crimes
committed with guns in this State are committed with the
assault weapons that they have tried to ban, it would be worth
it.
Mr. Speaker, more crimes are committed, more murders are
committed in this State with butcher knives and scissors.
Should we be banning them? Should we ban baseball bats,
because more murders are committed in this State with
baseball bats than any of the weapons that are on this list?
This is a colorful debate and it is a passionate debate, but
by and large, it is a use, and I do not believe that this
legislature should do anyhng but protect those constituents of
ours who are law-abiding citizens who sent us here and who
believe in the constitutional right to keep and bear arms.
If there is a compromise set up, if there is a discussion set
up, as was suggested by some of the folks from the urban
areas, to really do something about crime, I will participate in
it, but 1 think we better start with punishment of the criminals,
not just incarceration. I think if a crime is committed with a
gun, that particular criminal ought to do hard time in jail, not
just sit amund shooting pool and watching TV.When we start
getting to the root of the problem that way, not through these
surreptitious means of punishing sportsmen and gun shop
owners and law-abiding citizens, then we may see a reduction
in crimes committed with weapons -not assault weapons, not
look-alike weapons, but any weapon.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I urge concurrence.
The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the gentleman.
Mr. ~ i l l ~ a mfrom
s Philadelphia is recognized on concurrence.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I have watched the proceedings with great interest, obviously. I am from Philadelplua County. But what has amazed me,
frankly, is that we have been fortunate enough to have
technology within our chamber, and it specifically means that
these particular proceedings are being documented by the news
media. They are being taped. They are a part of something
wluch is permanent. What I find to be ironic is that when
people decide or come to some conclusion with regard to this,
their constituencies will obviously ask, what were you doing
during the course of this debate? Fortunately, we will have the
media here to document that I was either sleeping, eating,
dreaming, or obviously celebrating this particular moment.
Regardless of where you are on this issue, to me, it
certainly is as important as some of the other issues of choice
which have been outlined. Obviously, we, for some reason,
take what I consider to be very serious within ow society and that is, how we use firearms or how we lule on the issue
of how we use firearms and we relegate it to some kind of
side activity, and we want to talk about some other things
which are obviously of more importance.
I agree that the ban on assault weapons is not the central
issue. The ban on assault weapons in the State of Pennsylvania let alone the city of Philadelplua will not stop crime nor
save all the lives which we are feeling so impassioned about.
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Clearly, people who are suggesting that they want to fight
for decent, law-abiding citizens have b n g h t up two major
issues. The preponderance of homicides in this State occur by
handguns. 1 do not think there is any fact, any recreativity, any
avoidance tactic which can remove that. Even Mr. Ryan's
discussion of a resolution which would create a commission
which would articulate and define how these homicides are
occuning, I think it is going to be pelfectly obvious that the
handguns are the ovewhelming culprit in this particular
activity. I hope it does not take us another 10 to 20 years or
another generation of politicians to take up the issue of how
we are going to reform that particular area, because, see, as
much as we like to design and say, hey, we voted on the issue
of primacy, guess what? Those s u h ~ b n i t e s ,those suburbanites who wanted to play games around this issue will have to
face that fact. because they work in Philadelphia County and
they, too, feel the urgency of us reforming how we deal with
guns in our society.
So we can play cutesy and talk, debate, debate, debate.
Hey, I want to talk, hate, hate, hate. We want to talk about
locking up people? Fine; talk about locking up people. I will
vote for that. 1 will vote for creating another prison. There are
not enough prisons to protect us in society from those pemicious people who want to do something to us. They are going
to get out, and they are going to get ahold of these weapons,
whether you like it or not.
The other thing which was perfectly obvious to me was, we
are talking about accessibility, accessibility to these weapons,
and we have got to come up with some stronger medicine that
we obviously do not want to face. The manufacturing of this
weapon or these types of weapons hurts o w society. We talk
about law- I mean, earlier a Representative talked about good,
decent, law-abiding citizens; let them have the right to bear
arms. Well, guess what? There are good, decent, law-abiding
citizens who do not want that weapon in their community.
1 am quite confused by how we proceeded with this debate
tonight. We argued that we want to have the sportsmen, we
want to have the people who know how to conduct themselves
the right to bear that arm. I do not think anybody in Philadelphia County or Allegheny County went to Lackawanna
County, Erie County, or even to Montgomery County or
Delaware County and said, hey, you cannot have that anymore.
All they simply said is, do not bring it into my neighborhood;
do not bring it into my neighborhood because we have a
problem. I am not sure why that is such a complicated kind of
thing to deal with.
This discussion by the previous speaker suggesting that he
was never contacted by any gmup is out-and-out balderdash.
Every member of this House received a letter from the
coalition, the coalition of sportsmen, et al., that said, hey, here
is the crime prevention process that we would support. There
is a coalition out there and there is a very strong coalition out
there, and I am not suggesting that they do not have the right
to articulate their points of view, but do not suggest that they
are the only law-abiding, decent citizens in this State. The only
law-abiding, decent, taxpaying citizens in this State do not all
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own euns and they do not aU give a hoot about the sportsmen's
groups who do o& guns,but what they are concerned about
is the safety within their wmmunity and the sanctity of their
community.
This legislation which you are attempting to deal with in
Philadelphia County and Allegheny County is, frankly,
gwemment at its worst; it is government at its worst. It is
gwemment saying, hey, you do not have a right; we have a
right. And if you try to remedy your situation, we may not
have a resolution, but we certainly have an almighty mandate;
we have an almighty mandate. The mandate is, you will not
have that law, you will not have that rule, you will not have
the regulation that you see fit in your particular area, because
we mandate what happens across the State of Pennsylvania.
We will define how you will live, even those law-abiding,
decent, taxpaying Philadelphians or people from Allegheny
County, because, see, those of us who consider guns a toy, to
be beautiful, to be things that should be respected and revered,
hey, we are so paranoid of what you are doing in Philadelphia
Cwnty that somehow it is going to creep up into our wunty-God h w s how it would creep up into their county-that
we are going to lule that out, we are going to wipe that out.
1 can only say that those folks who feel the absurdity of
suggestirlg that you outlaw bats, mbberbands, Band-Aids,
scissors, or knives, because they are instruments of crime and
instruments that hurt people more frequently than assault
weapons, I think that is the height of hypocrisy. The fact is
that the police, the law enforcement wmmunity in Philadelphia
County, the D.A. in Philadelphia County, the city councils in
Philadelphia County and in Allegheny County have spoken.
They said the best that we can come up with today is the
beginning, the beginning of this anticrime package, and the
beginning of it is to send a statement, a statement to those
people who would bring these kinds of weapons of death and
destruction into our community, and I think people should
simply respect that. There is nothing complicated about it.
There is no tap dance around it, certainly. Those people who
think they are going to tapdance around it, there is no tap
dance around it.
The bottom line is, you feel that Philadelphia County
should not have it. Therefore, you are pamnoid; your belief or
your coalition should ntle above us. We will have to live by
that.
It is clear to me that this whole activity today was prescribed and laid out quite carefully. Those coalitions did their
jobs, they swayed those votes, they did skining, and trust me,
they will even, in h n t of this p d c u l a r videotape, do tap
dancing and spinning to suggest that they are doing something
which is benefiting our society. But to continue deaths, to
continue recklessness, and certainly, the movement of these
guns, illegally or legally, through our society are not to our
benefit. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the gentleman.
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PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman, Mr.
1
James.
Mr. JAMES. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, first, 1would like to ask a question.
Mr. Speaker, may I ask you a procedural question?
The SPEAKER Certainly. The gentleman is in order and
should proceed.
Mr. JAMES. If it just happens that the vote to concur wins,
what happens then?
The SPEAKER It would go immediately to the Senate, and
they would have to concur or nonconcur in our amendments. w
Mr. JAMES. Even without any amendments?
The SPEAKER The reversion to a prior printer's number
would in effect be perceived as an amendment.
Mr. JAMES. All right. Okay. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER I am glad you asked that question because
I did not know either.
Mr. JAMES. Okay. 'hank you, Mr. Speaker.
1 would just like to say, Mr. Speaker, you know, I was
sitting here, and I know as politicians or representatives of
people, we are about counting votes, and 1 was just looking at
these vote counts, and it just does not look like we might
prevail. I see we had 51; we came up to 72, then 76. So it
does not seem that we might win.
But I would just like to remind everyone, even though I
urge you to vote not to concur, in watching the President's
speech the other night, I thought it was a very great, dramatic
speech, and there was something that he did that was very,
very dramatic. I do not know if anybody is here from the
Governor's Office, but if they happen to watch C-SPAN
tonight, I would hope that-I am going to take out my pen and
do like the President-I hope the Governor would veto this
legislation. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER The Chair thanks the gentleman and
recognizes the gentleman from Allegheny County, Mr.
Levdansky.
Mr. LEVDANSKY. 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, the hour is late, the debate has been long, and
I promise to keep my remarks brief, but there are a couple
obse~ationsthat I would like to offer regarding this legislation.
Rarely in my 10 years in the General Assembly have I seen
such a difference, such a chasm, such a gulf between what the
public interest is and what a narrow special interest is. This
vote today on concurrence is going to illustrate better, better
than most votes I have ever seen in the last 10 years that
distinction and that difference behveen what is in the public
interest and what is a vote for the special interest.
We have a choice here today a choice to stand up to
those who practice the politics of fear and intimidation. to
those who try to make us cower to agree with their perspective. We have a chance today to stand up and to define what
the public interest is on the issue of semiautomatic weapons of
mass destluction, but unfortunately, I have no doubt that the
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vote instcad will be to continue to pander to those special
interest groups in the hope that we will get their support~come
election time.
This vote today, Mr. Speaker, really represents, I think, the
triumph of special interest over the public interest, and
especially, I feel ashamed to be a member of this chamber at
a time when so many. .people
. are calling
- for gun
. control, be it
gun control on assault weapons or limitations on handgun
ownership. Without adoubt, you have seen polls inNewsweek,
in CNN, in Time. Other professional polling organizations all
show that the public supports gun control, yet this chamber
move in the opposite direction wl,,le the public
is moving in that direction. This chamber will backslide when
the Governors of this State and other States call for limitations
on these weapons of mass destruction. Mr. Speaker, I am
ashamed to be a member of this chamber at a time when we
backslide, when we have an opportunity of making real
progress to save people's lives and we pass up that opportunity.
Mr. Speaker, I have no doubt that the NRA and their allies
will win this vote, but I question, to be honest with you,
whether or not we are voting with them because we are
looking aRer protecting the sportsmen's interest. I do not think
that is the case at all, Mr. Speaker. I think the majority will
make this vote to pander in order to receive the political
support of the NRA and their allies in the sportsmen's community.
Mr. Speaker, we have an o p p o ~ t yto defend the public
interest. My fear is, we are going to sell it out in the hopes of
gaining some support for some dam political mailing or some
independent expenditure or some campaign contribution. It is
really what is affecting this vote. It is not the concern for the
public interest.
And the next time somebody gets killed in this State, in our
communities, I think we need to be in the face of those of you
who are going to vote with the NRA, to see the faces of 'those
families who are going to be m u g h t with distress, because
they are going to lose a loved one because they are going to be
shot with an automatic assault weapon. Mr. Speaker, do not
forget that day, because it is going to happen pretty soon.
The SPEAKER The gentleman, Mr. Cessar, is recognized.
Mr. CESSAR. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I will be rather brief.
In the edition of the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette today, there
was an article on this subject, and I would like to read for the
record what was spoken to in this newspaper article by the
president of city council, Jim Ferlo, and he said he voted
against the ban. He said "Personally, I'drather arm bears than
bear m s . But the bill was a knee-jerk reaction to the on-street
crime problem .... It is a misguided approach to the crime
problem.
"The real answers to the city's crime problem are sentencing violent juveniles to jail and remedying the social problems
that breed crime, not making criminals out of law-abiding gun
owners," Ferlo said.

I

ARTICLE SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD
Mr. CESSAR. I submit this for the rewxl, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER The Chair thanks the gentleman, and the
article shall be incoprated into the Journal.

I ~-~~

Mr. CESSAR submitted the following article for the
Legislative Journal:
~

Council President Jim Ferlo, who voted against the ban, said
it never

have

passed in the fmst place,

"Personally, I'd rather arm bears than bear arms," be said.
"But the bill was a knee-jerk reaction to the on-street crime
problem .... It is a misguided approach to the crime problem."
The real answers to the city's crime problem are sentencing
the social problems that
juveniles to jail and
breed crime. not making- criminals out of law-abiding
- gun
- owners,
Ferlo said.
Mayor Murphy's spokeswoman, Judy Kelly, could not be
reached to comment on the suit.

Post-Gazette Harrisb~ugmmspondent F m k Reeves wntributed to this

The SPEAKER The gentleman from Allegheny County,
Mr. McNally, seeks recognition on concurrence, and the
gentleman is recognized.
Mr. McNALLY. Mr. Speaker, I just rise to place on the
record some thoughts and observations on the rationale for my
vote this evening. I will vote to concur in HB 185.
I believe that the weapons that have been described in this
legislation and in the amendments that have been considered
today and on previous days are very serious and very dangerous weapons. They are d e s e ~ n gof a statewide &. It seems
to me they are so hamdous and so dangerws that in fact a
simple summary offense with a few-hundreddollar fine is
much too light a penalty and that the best way to address this
problem is in fact to have a statewide bgn, the sort that Mr.
Michlovic has proposed here in this chamber.
I have heard arguments, for example, from constituents and
here in the House chamber that these particular weapons are
rarely used to commit crimes, but it seems to me that there are
other types of dangerous weapons or items that can be used as
weapons. Dynamite is an item that is rarely used in crimes, but
we do not, for that reason, legalize it. It seems to me that
when you look at these weapons, they were designed originally
as automatic weapons; they were designed and manufactured
explicitly for war purposes, military purposes; and they have
been modified as a semiautomatic version and that in fact what
we see here is really a loophole a loophole that was never
intended to pennit these weapons to be handled by civilians for
civilian purposes.
I hope that we will in the future promptly enact a statewide
regulation of these weapons. I think that this idea of municipal
regulation is ill advised and will, in both the short term and
long term, be ineffective. Thank you very much.
The SPEAKER Mr. Olasz is our final speaker.
Mr. OLASZ. Very briefly, Mr. Speaker.

-
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Prohibition did not stop the flow of illegal booze in this

countly, and anyone who thinks that this is going to stop the
flow of arms better go see their surgeon for a brain tiansplant.

NOT VOTING-I
Mihalich

are

New York and Washington, DC.You know who
has the highest rate of murders? New York and Washington,
DC. Think about it.
O n the question recurring,
Will the House concur in Senate amendments as amended?
The SPEAKER Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and nays will now be taken.

w

EXCUSED-3

The two areas in this counuy that have the strictest gun
controls
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Bush

Raymand

WashinGoo

The majority required by the Constitution having voted in
the affirmative, the question was determined in the affirmative
and the amendments as amended were concurred in.
O r d e d , That the clerk return the same to the Senate for
concurrence.
The SPEAKER There will be no further votes taken this
evening. Some housekeeping activity will take place.
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BILL SIGNED BY SPEAKER

The Chair gave notice that he was about to sign
following bill, which was then signed:

Rieger
Ritter
Raebuck
bney
Rubley
SWler
Sturla
Teylor, I.

nwys

Tigue
Van Home
vmn
Vitali
Williams
Wogan

the

HB 878, PN 2108

Stcelnvn

strinmstta
Sum
Tan@
Taylor, E. Z.
Tomlioaon
Trello
Trieh
TN~
Tulli
Ulim
vanee
Wsugh
wceniak
WrighI, D.R
Wright, M. N.
Yandliaevits
Ynvcic

c&zw

J

An Act amending Titles 74 (Transportation) and 75 (Vehicles)
of the Pennsylvania Consolidated Statutes, further providing for
the distribution of asset maintenance funds; authorizing the
creation of a transportation authority to function in each metropolitan area consistinau of anv countv of the fust class and all nearbv
countles w~thma rddlus of 20 ~nlleso f any luch furst class count;.
as a body rulpurate and pollir and as an agenLy and instrurnentalitv of the ('ommonwealth fur the purpuse uf ectdblishmy an
idtenrated mass transoortation svstem with all vertinent vowers.
including, but not limited to, leasing, acquiring, owning, operating
and maintaining a system for or otherwise providing for the
transportation of persons; authorizing the borrowing of money and
issuance of bonds therefor and conferring the right of eminent
domain an such an authority; altering the jurisdiction of the
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission; authorizing the acceptance of grants from Federal, State and local governments;
limiting actions against such an authority and exempting it from
taxation; authorizing counties and municipalities to enter into
compacts for the financing of each authority and to make appropriations in accordance with such compacts; creating a citizen
advisory committee; conferring exclusive jurisdiction upon certain
courts with respect to matters relating to such authority and
empowering each authority to function outside the metropolitan
area under certain terms and conditions; continuing the existence
of a presently existing transportation authority; providing for
suspensions for offenses involving controlled substances, for
certain out-of-State documentations, for reports by courts and for
the allocation of oil company franchise tax revenues to the
Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission; and making a repeal.
~~~
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BILLS REMOVED FROM TABLE
The SPEAKER The Chair recognizes the majority leader.
Mr. IIWN.Mr. Speaker, I move that the following bills be
removed from the table:

t
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HB 221 1;
HB 2212;
HB 2213;
HB 162;
HB 558;
FIB 1760;
HII 1858; and
HB 2340.

On the question,
Will the House agree to the motion?
Motion was agreed to.
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The SPEAKER The Chair thanks the gentleman from
Lehigh, and his remarks will be spread across the record.

BILLS REREPORTED FROM COMMITTEE
By Rep. EVANS
An Act amending the act of July 7, 1980 (P.L.380, No.97),
known as the Solid Waste Management Act, further providing for
management of residual waste and for transportation of residual
waste.

HB 484, PN 3161 (Amended)

APPROPRIAnONS.
By Rep. EVANS
HB 1479, PN 3162 (Amended)
Act providing for dual party relay services and for
telecommunication device distribution.
An

BILLS RECOMMITTED
The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the majority leader.
Mr. ITKIN. Mr. Speaker, I move that the following bills he
recommitted to the Appropriations Committee:
HB
HB
HB
HB
HB
HB
HB
HB
HB
HB
HB
HB

2202;
2205;
2207;
2208;
2209;
2210;
221 1;
2212;
2213;
558;
1858; and
2340.

On the question,
Will the House agree to the motion?
Motion was agreed to.

BILLS ON SECOND CONSIDERATION
The following bills, having heen called up, were considered
for the second time and agreed to, and ordered transcribed for
third consideration:

HB 162, PN 179; and HB 1760, PN 3130.

VOTE CORRECTION
Mr. SNYDER Mr. Speaker?
The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman rise?
Mr. SNYDER. To correct the record.
The SPEAKER. 'The gentleman is in order and may
proceed.
Mr. SNYDER. Mr. Speaker, afier reviewing the voting
record for today, I noted that I was not recorded on the
question of germaneness on amendment 268 to HB 2396. My
vote should have been recorded as "yes." Thank you.

APPROPRIATIONS

HB 2249, PN 2808

By Rep. EVANS

An Act providing for sale of automobiles owned by the

Commonwealth.

BILLS ON SECOND CONSIDERATION
The following bills, having been called up, were considered
for the second time and agreed to, and ordered transcribed for
third consideration:

HB 484, PN 3161; EB 1479, PN 3162; and HB 2249, PN
2808.
BILLS REPORTED FROM COMMITTEES,
CONSIDERED FIRST TIME, AND TABLED

HB 2398, PN 3013

By Rep. CALTAGIRONE

An Act amending the act of December 19, 1990 (P.L.1391,

No.215), known as the Motivational Boot Camp Act, further
defining "eligible inmate."
JUDICIARY.

HB 2495, PN 3163 (Amended)
By Rep. EVANS
An Act amending the act of December 13, 1988 (P.L.1190,

No.146), known as the First and Second Class County Property
Tax Relief Act, further providing for deferral or exemption
authority and for conditions of deferral or exemption; and
providing for applications for relief.
APPROPRIATIONS.
By Rep. EVANS
SB 1404, PN 1700
A Supplement to the act of June 28, 1993 (P. L. 134, No. 31),
entitled "Highway Supplement to the Capital Budget Act of 19931994." itemizing public highway projects to be constructed by
current revenues of the Deparbnent of Transportation, together
with the estimated fmancial costs; and making appropriations.
APPROPRIATIONS.
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BILL RECOMMITTED

HOUSE BILLS
INTRODUCED AND REFERRED

Tbe SPEAKER The Chair recognizes Mr. ltkin from
Allegheny County.
Mr. ITKIN.Mr. Speaker, I move that HB 162, PN 179, be
recommitted back to the Appropriations Committee.
On the

FEBRUARY 1

By Representatives STURLA, FAJT, COY,
No. 2500
LAUB, MUNDY, KUKOVICH, PRESTON, TRELLO,
WILLIAMS, JOSEPHS, MELIO, PISTELLA, ROONEY,
LAUGHLIN, STEELMAN, CURRY and BISHOP

~u~s~~oII,

.y

An Act providing for standby guardians for infants; regulating
procedure; and providing for designation, for petitions and
approval by the court.

Will the House agree to the motion?
Motion was agreed to.

Referred to Committee on JUDICIARY, February 1, 1994.

SENATE MESSAGE
AMENDED HOUSE BILL RETURNED
FOR CONCURRENCE AND
REFERRED TO COMMITIEE ON RULES

No. 2508

Tbe clerk of the Senate, being introduced returned HB
906, PN 3105, with information that the Senate has passed the
same with amendment in which the concurrence of the House
of Representatives is requested.

By Representatives SCHULER, PERZEL,
KREBS, HERSHEY, BAKER, SAYLOR, ZUG,
FAIRCHILD, NYCE, MANDERINO, HENNESSEY. HESS,
SATHER. CLYMER, ARMSTRONG, CLARK, BARLEY,
BELFANTI, B. SMITH, SEMMEL, GODSHALL, KEVG,
STAIRS, MAITLAND, ROONEY, GERLACH, LYNCH,
MILLER, GRUlTZA, MARKOSEK and L E S C O W Z

RULES COMMITTEE MEETING

An Act making an appropriation to the Future Farmers
Foundation of Pennsylvania.

4

Referred to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS, Febru-

The SPEAKER The Chair recognizes the gentleman, Mr.
Itkin, from Allegheny County to convene a Rules Committee
meeting immediately at the majority leader's podium.

ary 1, 1994.

SENATE BILL FOR CONCURRENCE
BILLS REMOVED FROM TABLE

The clerk of the Senate, being introduced, presented the
following bill for concurrence:

The SPEAKER The Chair recognizes Mr. Itkin.
Mr. ITKIN.Mr. Speaker, I m w e that HB 2495 and SB

SB 1089, PN 1846

1404 be removed from the table.

Referred to Committee on JUDICIARY, February 1, 1994.

On the question,
Will Ule House agree to the motion?
Motion was agreed to.

RECESS

The SPEAKER This House stands in recess until the call
of the Chair.

RESOLUTION REPORTED
FROM COMMITTEE

AFTER RECESS

HR 231, PN 3126
BY Rep. nxm
A Resolution proclaiming the week of January 30 through
February 4, 1994, as "National Catholic Schools Week" in
Pennsylvania.

The time of recess having expired the House was called to
order.

RULES.

THE SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE
(FRED A. TRELLO) PRESIDING

BILL ON CONCURRENCE REPORTED
FROM RULES COMMITTEE

HB 906, PN 3105

BY Rep. I m
An Act requiring timely payment to certain contractors and

subcontractors; and providing remedies to contractors and
subcontractors.
RULES.

+.
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CALENDAR CONTINUED

I

BILLS ON THIRD CONSIDERATION
The House p w d e d to third consideration of HB 486, PN

2706, entitled:
An Act amending the act of July 13, 1988 (P.L.530.No.94).
known as the Environmental Hearing Board Act, granting
jurisdiction to the Commonwealth Court.

On the question,
Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration?

w
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BILL TABLED

1

The SPEAKER pm tempore. The Chair recognizes the
majority leader.
Mr. ITKIN. Mr. Speaker, I move that HB 486 be placed on
the table.

- HOUSE
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Mr. ITKtN. Mr. Speaker, I move that HB's486, 1245, and
714 be removed fmm the table.
On the question,
Will the House agree to the motion?
Motion was agreed to.

On the question,
Will the House agree to the motion?
Motion was agreed to.

BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS PASSED OVER
The SPEAKER pm tempore. Without objection, all
remaining bills and resolutions on today's calendar will be
passed over. The Chair h e m no objection.

The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 1245,

ADJOURNMENT

PN 1362, entitled:

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair rewgnizes the
gentlema
M ~ yew&,
.
Mr. YEWCIC. Mr. Speaker, I move that this House do now
adjourn until Wednesday, February 2, 1994, at 11:lO am.,
e.s.t., unless sooner recalled by the Speaker.

An Act amending the act of March 10. 1949 (P.L.30, N0.14).
known as the Public School Code of 1949, further providing for
the retention of records.

On the question,
Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration?

On the question,
Will the House agree to the motion?
Motion was agreed to, and at 10:59 p.m., e.s.t., the House
adjourned.

BILL TABLED
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair recognizes the
maiority
. - leader.
Mr. rI'KIN. Mr. Speaker, I move that HB 1245 be placed
on the table.
On the question,
Will the House agree to the motion?
Motion was agreed to.

The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 714, PN
2709, entitled:

An Act designating the Gray Fox as the State Furbearer.
On the question,
Will the House agree to the hill on third consideration?

BILL TABLED
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair recognizes the
majority leader.
Mr. IIXIN. Mr. Speaker, I move that IIB 714 be placed on
the table.
On the question,
Will the House agree to the motion'?
Motion was agreed to.

BILLS REMOVED FROM TABLE
The SPEAKER pro temmre. The Char recognizes the
majority leader.

I
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